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ABSTRACT 
High sow removal rates pose a global problem and have a negative impact on herd 
productivity, producer profitability, and consumer acceptability. Worldwide, the main 
reasons for early culling are reproductive failure and leg/locomotion problems. Hence, this 
dissertation aimed to identify gilt composition and conformation traits associated with good 
sow lifetime performance. The specific objectives were: 1) to estimate genetic parameters for 
gilt growth, compositional, and structural soundness traits in commercial maternal lines, 2) to 
estimate genetic associations for growth, compositional, and structural soundness traits with 
sow longevity and lifetime reproduction, and 3) to investigate growth, compositional, and 
structural soundness trait effects on sow removal. 
In order to address these issues, a large-scale sow longevity project was initiated at a 
typical U.S. commercial sow farm in October 2005. The data included 1,449 gilts; 462 
females from a grandparent maternal line and 987 from a parent maternal line. Gilts were 
evaluated for compositional and structural soundness traits at an average body weight (BW) 
of 124 kg and age of 190 d. Growth was expressed as the number of days to 113.5 kg BW 
(DAYS) and compositional traits included loin muscle area (LMA), 10th rib backfat (BF10), 
and last rib backfat (LRF). Subjective structural soundness evaluation was completed using a 
nine-point scale and included body structure traits [length (BL), depth (BD), width (BWD), 
rib shape (BRS), top line (BTL), and hip structure (BHS)], leg structure traits [front legs: legs 
turned (FLT), buck knees (FBK), pastern posture (FPP), foot size (FFS), and uneven toes 
(FUT); rear legs: legs turned (RLT), leg posture (RLP), pastern posture (RPP), foot size 
(RFS), and uneven toes (RUT)], and overall leg action (OLA). 
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The first study revealed greater heritability estimates (possibilities for faster genetic 
change) for compositional and body structure traits compared to leg soundness traits. Genetic 
correlations indicated that upright FPP, severe FBK, and small FFS coincide with inferior 
OLA. Great BL and high BTL were identified as detrimental body structure types, because 
they were associated with deterioration of other structural soundness traits. An unfavorable 
trend was observed among the correlations between DAYS, BF10, and LRF with structural 
soundness traits, but the estimates were mainly low to moderate. It was concluded that using 
information across trait groups might enhance genetic progress in leg soundness traits. 
According to the second study findings, selection for fewer DAYS has an adverse 
effect on sow longevity and lifetime reproduction, but LMA was genetically favorably 
correlated with longevity traits and lifetime total number of piglets born. Great BL, flat BRS, 
and narrow BWD seemed detrimental to sow longevity and lifetime reproduction, whereas, 
correlations of leg soundness traits with longevity and lifetime reproduction were mainly low 
and non-significant (P > 0.05). However, RLP was moderately correlated with traits 
describing lifetime reproductive efficiency; upright RLP coincided with poorer efficiency. 
The third study concerned phenotypic overall risk and competing risk analyses. The 
results indicated that younger age at first farrowing and greater number of piglets born alive 
increased sow survivability. Regarding growth and compositional traits, replacement gilts 
should at minimum have DAYS value of 167 d, LMA of 43 cm2, and BF10 of 14 mm at 
113.5 kg BW. The soundness traits associated with increased culling risk included greater 
than intermediate BL, shallow BD, suboptimal FBK, upright FPP, uneven FUT, and severely 
impaired OLA. Additionally, upright RLP and weak RPP tended to increase culling risk. It is 
recommended that commercial herds screen replacement gilts for the abovementioned traits.
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CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Globally, an excessive percentage of commercial sows are replaced at early parities 
(parity two and lower) before reaching peak productivity. In U.S. commercial breeding herds, 
recent average sow removal rate (combined culling and mortality rate) was 54% 
(PigCHAMP, 2012). The mean parity at removal for North American commercial females 
has ranged from 3.3 to 3.8 (D’Allaire et al., 1987; Lucia et al., 2000b). In Europe, mean 
annual removal rate ranged from 43 to 50% and mean removal parity from 4.3 to 4.6 
(Dijkhuizen et al., 1989; Boyle et al., 1998; Engblom et al., 2007). High removal rates 
generate concerns for farm profitability, production efficiency, and animal well-being as well 
as consumer perception and acceptability of the commercial swine industry. Culling sows at 
early parities is detrimental to producer profitability, because on average three successful 
parities are needed for the initial replacement gilt investment to become profitable (Stalder et 
al., 2003). Furthermore, a mature sow herd is expected to be more prolific and therefore to 
improve herd productivity (Friendship et al., 1986; Koketsu, 2005; Engblom et al., 2007), 
which in turn results in more pigs marketed, regardless of type of pork operation. 
In general, reproductive failure (failure to cycle, conceive, or farrow) is the largest 
reported reason for sow culling; it accounts roughly for a third of all breeding herd female 
removals (D’Allaire et al., 1987; Dijkhuizen et al., 1989; Boyle et al., 1998; Lucia et al., 
2000b, Engblom et al., 2007). When comparing the removal reasons among young and 
mature sows, slightly different trends can be seen. Reproductive failure and leg/locomotion 
problems predominate in early parities and thereafter gradually decrease, whereas removal 
frequencies related to poor litter performance and older age increase when sows mature 
(D’Allaire et al., 1987; Boyle et al., 1998; Lucia et al., 2000b, Engblom et al., 2007). 
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In order to improve commercial herd sow replacement rates, it is crucial to identify 
gilt composition and conformation traits associated with maintaining good reproductive 
performance throughout several parities. Investigating the genetic parameters is essential in 
determining the role genetics play in sow longevity and its associated traits. Heritability 
estimates for growth and compositional traits range from moderate to high (Lo et al., 1992; 
Chen et al., 2002; Schwab et al., 2010; Knauer et al., 2011). Leg structure traits and 
locomotion are lowly to moderately heritable (Webb et al., 1983; Rothschild and Christian, 
1988; Van Steenbergen et al., 1990; Jørgensen and Andersen, 2000; Serenius et al., 2001; 
Luther et al., 2007; Knauer et al., 2011), but estimates for body structure traits are scant in 
the scientific literature. Heritability estimates for longevity and lifetime reproduction traits 
are mainly low (Tholen et al., 1996; López-Serrano et al., 2000; Serenius and Stalder, 2004; 
Fernàndez de Sevilla et al., 2008; Engblom et al., 2009), although moderate estimates were 
obtained in a few studies (Yazdi et al., 2000a, 2000b; Guo et al., 2001). 
Gilt growth and backfat measures are reported to be unfavorably associated with sow 
longevity and lifetime prolificacy (López-Serrano et al., 2000; Yazdi et al., 2000a; Serenius 
and Stalder, 2004; Engblom et al., 2009; Knauer et al., 2010). On the other hand, associations 
of leg soundness traits with sow longevity and lifetime reproduction are favorable (Brandt et 
al., 1999; López-Serrano et al., 2000; Serenius and Stalder, 2004, 2007; Tarrés et al., 2006a; 
Fernàndez de Sevilla et al., 2008). 
No previously published study has investigated associations between a wide range of 
conformation traits and sow longevity and lifetime reproduction. The current study will 
update the existing information and provide genetic parameters and optimal score ranges for 
several previously uninvestigated structural soundness traits, such as body structure traits. 
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Research Objectives 
This dissertation aimed to identify gilt composition and conformation traits associated 
with good sow lifetime performance. In order to address these issues, a large-scale sow 
longevity project was initiated at a typical U.S. commercial sow farm in October 2005. The 
data included records on 1,449 gilts; 462 females from a grandparent maternal line and 987 
from a parent maternal line. Gilts were weighed and the compositional and structural 
soundness traits evaluated at an average body weight of 124 kg and an average age of 190 d. 
Longevity and reproduction data was collected on the females until September 2009. 
The first objective of this study was to utilize the data to estimate genetic parameters 
for gilt growth, body composition, and structural soundness traits in commercial maternal 
lines. Prior studies were mainly performed at test station environments, whereas this study 
offers the U.S. pork producers results obtained at a comparable environment to their own. 
The second objective was to estimate genetic associations for growth, compositional, 
and structural soundness traits with sow longevity and lifetime reproduction. Reproductive 
failure and leg/locomotion problems have been identified as the main reasons for early 
culling, but no previous study has investigated genetic parameters for a wide range of 
structural soundness traits in relation to sow longevity and lifetime reproduction. 
The final objective of this study was to investigate gilt growth, compositional, and 
structural soundness trait effects on sow removal. Overall risk and competing risk analyses 
were conducted to determine which covariates significantly affected the overall sow culling 
risk and removal category specific culling risks. The goal was to identify optimal growth and 
compositional trait levels as well as structural soundness score ranges in regard to sow 
longevity. 
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Dissertation Organization 
This dissertation is organized in six chapters. In Chapter 1, a general introduction is 
given in order to outline the significance of the research topic. The relevant scientific 
literature for the subject is reviewed in Chapter 2. The subsequent chapters (Chapters 3 to 5) 
concern three journal manuscripts; each formatted to the style of the designated journal. 
References cited in Chapters 1 and 2 are listed at the end of the dissertation, whereas 
literature cited within the individual manuscripts is listed in the corresponding manuscript 
chapter. The manuscripts comprising Chapters 3 and 4, “Genetic parameters for growth, 
body composition, and structural soundness traits in commercial gilts” and “Genetic 
associations for gilt growth, compositional, and structural soundness traits with sow 
longevity and lifetime reproductive performance”, were published in the Journal of Animal 
Science. The manuscript comprising Chapter 5, “Sow removal patterns and effects of gilt 
growth, compositional, and structural soundness traits on culling risk”, is to be submitted for 
publication in the Livestock Science. The research was conducted and all manuscripts written 
by Marja Nikkilä under the supervision of Dr. Kenneth Stalder. Drs. Max Rothschild and 
Timo Serenius contributed in project planning, data collection, analysis suggestions, and 
manuscript preparation. Dr. Benny Mote had a key role in data collection. Dr. Fields Gunsett 
contributed in project planning, assisted with pedigree data extraction, provided insight to the 
genetic sow lines, and assisted in manuscript preparation. Drs. Anna Johnson, Locke 
Karriker, and Mark Boggess assisted in project planning and manuscript preparation. General 
summary and conclusions drawn from the projects described in Chapters 3 to 5 are presented 
in Chapter 6. This project was funded by the National Pork Board – the producer led and 
oriented commodity organization representing U.S. pork producers.
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
The purpose of this review is to provide current knowledge for sow longevity and 
lifetime reproduction and traits genetically associated with these traits. This chapter is 
divided into five sections, which cover the following topics: 1) sow longevity and lifetime 
reproduction, 2) growth and body composition, 3) structural soundness and locomotion, 4) 
genetic parameters, and 5) conclusions. 
 
Sow Longevity and Lifetime Reproduction 
The definition, sow longevity, refers to length of productive lifetime rather than the 
sow’s natural lifespan and several different measures can be used to evaluate it. Common 
longevity measures include length of life (LT), herd life (HL), length of productive life (PL), 
removal parity (RP), and stayability (STAY). To obtain LT, number of days between birth 
and removal are calculated, HL is measured between herd entry and removal date, whereas 
PL commonly includes days from first conception or first farrowing to removal. On the other 
hand, STAY, is a binary trait and simply indicates whether a sow survived to a defined parity 
or time point. 
Sow farm managers use measures such as removal, culling and replacement rate, 
percent gilts in herd, mean parity of females in inventory, and mean parity at removal to 
evaluate the longevity of their female population (D’Allaire et al., 1992). Annual removal 
rate is calculated by dividing the annual number of removed (culled and died) females by the 
average female inventory in the corresponding year. To obtain culling rate, number of culled 
females is substituted for the number of removed females in the previous equation. 
Replacement rate indicates the annual proportion of gilts in the female inventory. However, 
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D’Allaire and colleagues (1987) noted that comparison of these statistics between herds or 
studies can be problematic due to differences in methods used to calculate the average female 
inventory. 
Reproductive performance and sow longevity form the cornerstones for commercial 
sow herd profitability, as they set boundaries for the number of piglets a sow can possibly 
farrow and wean per year and per lifetime. Traits to measure sow lifetime reproduction 
include total number of piglets born (LNB), number of piglets born alive (LBA), and number 
of piglets weaned (LNW) during a sow’s lifetime. Further parities increase the lifetime 
reproduction record, but it is not cost effective to maintain a female in the herd if it 
accumulates numerous non-productive days (NPD), i.e. has long weaning to conception 
intervals. Therefore, it is useful to measure reproductive efficiency by calculating the ratio of 
either productive or non-productive days from herd days or life days, litters or piglets per 
sow per year, or number of piglets born or weaned per herd day or day of life. 
 
Longevity statistics 
In recent years, U.S. commercial breeding herds’ average annual sow culling rate has 
been approximately 50% and annual mortality rate nearly 10% (PigCHAMP, 2008, 2009, 
2010, 2011, 2012). European studies have reported that mean annual removal rates in 
commercial herds ranged from 43 to 50% (Dijkhuizen et al., 1989; Boyle et al., 1998; 
Engblom et al., 2007) and a Japanese study reported a removal rate of 46% (Koketsu, 2007). 
High sow removal rates indicate that an excessive proportion of commercial sows are 
replaced at early parities before reaching peak productivity. In studies conducted on females 
in U.S. commercial operations, Lucia and colleagues (2000b) and Knauer and colleagues 
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(2011) observed that the proportion of females removed as gilts was 19% and 28%, 
respectively. Furthermore, Lucia and others (2000b) reported that 46% of females were 
removed prior to third parity. This is detrimental to producer profitability for several reasons. 
Firstly, in order for the initial replacement gilt investment to become profitable, a sow should 
on average complete three parities (Stalder et al., 2003). Secondly, a mature sow herd is 
expected to be more prolific and therefore to improve herd productivity (Friendship et al., 
1986; Lucia et al., 2000a; Koketsu, 2005; Engblom et al., 2007). Additionally, introduction 
of externally produced replacement gilts into the herd may increase health risks among the 
existing females. 
Reported mean RP for North American commercial females has ranged from 3.1 to 
4.1 (D’Allaire et al., 1987; Lucia et al., 2000b; Koketsu, 2003; Rodriguez-Zas et al., 2003). 
Lucia and colleagues (2000b) determined that mean HL for all females was 583 days and it 
increased to 691 days when gilt removals were excluded from the data. Furthermore, 
Koketsu (2003) reported a mean HL of 682 days and Rodriguez-Zas and others (2003) found 
a mean PL of 467 days from first service (regardless of success) to removal for U.S. 
commercial females. In Dutch, Irish, Swedish, and Japanese commercial herds, sows 
completed 4.3 to 4.6 parities by removal (Dijkhuizen et al., 1989; Boyle et al., 1998; 
Engblom et al., 2007; Koketsu, 2007). Engblom and colleagues (2007) reported a mean PL of 
735 days from first conception to removal in Swedish commercial sows. Finnish crossbred 
sows remained in the herd on average 536 days post first farrowing (Serenius and Stalder, 
2007). Babot and others (2003) studied Spanish commercial females and reported a mean RP 
of 5.5 and culling age of 1105 days measured from herd entry to removal. 
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In a U.S. nucleus herd, mean RP ranged from 1.8 to 2.1 and mean PL (measured from 
first conception to culling) from 293 days to 306 days for Landrace sows when considering 
uncensored and censored records, respectively (Guo et al., 2001). The mean age at herd entry 
was 207 days for sows with uncensored records and 212 days for sows with censored 
records. Short longevity records illustrate the nucleus herds’ general objective to minimize 
generation interval and optimize selection intensity in order to attain faster genetic 
improvement. In a study combining data collected from U.S. Yorkshire sows at nucleus and 
multiplication herds, mean RP was 3.5 and mean PL from first farrowing to culling was 489 
days (Hoge and Bates, 2011). In Austrian nucleus and multiplier herds, Large White sows 
remained in the herd on average for 4.3 parities and 531 days post first farrowing, whereas 
Landrace sows averaged 4.8 RP and 615 days PL (Mészáros et al., 2010). In Swiss nucleus 
Large White sows, the average PL from first farrowing to culling was 602 days (Tarrés et al., 
2006a). In Swedish nucleus and multiplier herds, Yorkshire sows remained in the herd on 
average 535 days (Yazdi et al., 2000a) and Landrace sows 618 days post first farrowing 
(Yazdi et al., 2000b). In the Finnish purebred Landrace and Large White populations, sows 
were culled on average 439 days post first farrowing (Serenius and Stalder, 2004). 
It is generally acknowledged that improvements in sow longevity lead to improved 
economic efficiency for the swine industry and increased profitability for pork producers. 
Consequently, studies have strived to determine the optimal parity for sow replacement. 
According to Lucia and colleagues (2000a), maximum RP associated with profitability 
ranged from 5 to 8. Rodriguez-Zas and others (2006) reported that culling sows at parity 4 or 
5 would be optimal in order to maximize profitability in breed-to-wean herds. Furthermore, 
Abell and colleagues (2010) determined that the genetic loss of retaining a sow in the herd 
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for additional parities had a relatively low economic value, and therefore the optimal RP was 
greater than seven in U.S. commercial herds. Rodriguez-Zas and others (2003) concluded 
that significant genetic line differences exist in sow longevity; however, the magnitude of 
economic improvement from using sow genetic lines with superior longevity is influenced by 
the economic context under which the evaluation is made. More females are culled in times 
of low replacement gilt cost or high slaughter sow income (Brandt et al., 1999). 
 
Lifetime reproductive performance and efficiency statistics 
Generally, studies exclude females removed as gilts, i.e. females with lifetime 
productivity equal to zero, from calculation of average lifetime piglet number. Lucia and 
colleagues (2000b) reported 45.0 LNB, 41.3 LBA, and 35.9 LNW for North American 
commercial breeding females. Koketsu (2003) observed a slightly higher production mean of 
45.8 LBA in U.S. commercial females. However, both of these means were exceeded in 
European and Japanese commercial herds. Babot and others (2003) reported 55.3 LBA and 
48.9 LNW in Spanish commercial sows, whereas Swedish commercial sows averaged 55.9 
LNB, 52.7 LBA, and 44.1 LNW (Engblom et al., 2007). Sasaki and Koketsu (2011) reported 
average performance of 52.5 LBA and Koketsu (2007) a mean LNW of 41.7 piglets in 
Japanese commercial females. 
Due to earlier replacement, cumulative lifetime piglet numbers are generally lower in 
nucleus herds. In a U.S. nucleus herd, mean LBA ranged from 17 to 20 piglets for Landrace 
sows with uncensored and censored records, respectively (Guo et al., 2001). According to 
Hoge and Bates (2011), U.S. Yorkshire sows at nucleus and multiplication herds had a mean 
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LBA of 34.9 piglets and 0.036 piglets born alive per day of sow lifetime (calculated from 
birth to culling). 
Regarding reproductive efficiency in commercial herds, North American sows 
averaged 2.2 litters, 19.3 piglets weaned, and 60 non-productive days per mated female per 
year (Lucia et al., 2000b). The same study investigated the percentage of lifetime NPD from 
total herd days and reported 36 NPD% for all females including gilts. The corresponding 
figure was 22% when females removed as gilts were excluded. Koketsu (2003) reported an 
average efficiency of 9.9 piglets born alive per parity and 135 days of lifetime non-
productive days for U.S. commercial females. Dutch commercial sows averaged 2.2 litters 
per sow per year and 20.2 piglets weaned per sow per year (Dijkhuizen et al., 1989). Spanish 
commercial sows had 21.1 piglets per productive sow per year and 19.1 piglets per present 
sow per year (Babot et al., 2003). Japanese commercial sows averaged 2.3 litters and 21.2 
piglets weaned per mated female per year (Koketsu, 2007). Furthermore, in a separate 
Japanese study, annualized LBA averaged 17.2 piglets and females accumulated 88 NPD 
during their reproductive lifetime (Sasaki and Koketsu, 2011). 
 
Removal reasons 
This subsection describes removal reason categories and proportion of removals 
assigned to each of them. However, in regards to the reported removal frequencies, it must be 
noted that according to Knauer and colleagues (2007), almost one-fourth of culling 
classifications recorded by lay personnel on commercial farms did not correspond with the 
clinical examination results from the same cull sows at slaughter. 
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Reproductive failure, which includes failures to cycle, conceive, and farrow, is the 
most frequent culling reason and accounted for 20 to 43% of all removals (D’Allaire et al., 
1987; Dijkhuizen et al., 1989; Boyle et al., 1998; Lucia et al., 2000b; Tarrés et al., 2006b; 
Engblom et al., 2007; Hughes et al., 2010). Reproductive problems appear to 
disproportionately affect younger sows as gilts have accounted for 34 to 43% of the females 
culled for this reason (D’Allaire et al., 1987; Lucia et al., 2000b; Hughes et al., 2010). These 
problems are partly due to genetic factors, but improved reproductive management practices 
are needed in order to reduce culling that results from reproductive failure. 
Poor litter performance can be used to define inadequate litter size farrowed or 
weaned, low piglet birth or weaning weights, udder problems, as well as poor mothering 
ability. In total, the proportion of sows from this removal category ranged from 11 to56% in 
reported literature (D’Allaire et al., 1987; Dijkhuizen et al., 1989; Boyle et al., 1998; Lucia et 
al., 2000b; Engblom et al., 2007; Hughes et al., 2010; Tarrés et al., 2006b), but in most 
studies the frequency of removals for poor litter performance was approximately 20 to 30%. 
Generally, young females are allowed to express their reproductive capabilities before culling 
them for litter performance. Accordingly, for mature sows (above three parities) litter 
performance and age start to increase their importance as removal reasons, while culling for 
reproductive failure gradually decreases (D’Allaire et al., 1987; Boyle et al., 1998; Lucia et 
al., 2000b). 
Feet and leg problems include conformational deficiencies, lameness, unsoundness, 
injuries, abscesses, etc. This category accounted for 7 to 15% of all removals (Friendship et 
al., 1986; D’Allaire et al., 1987; Dijkhuizen et al., 1989; Boyle et al., 1998; Lucia et al., 
2000b; Tarrés et al., 2006b; Engblom et al., 2007; Hughes et al., 2010) and 54 to 75% of feet 
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and leg/lameness removals occurred before third parity (D’Allaire et al., 1987; Boyle et al., 
1998; Lucia et al., 2000b; Hughes et al., 2010). Consequently, feet and leg problems or 
lameness are considered the second largest removal reason for young sows (Boyle et al., 
1998; Lucia et al., 2000b; Engblom et al., 2007). 
Old age is a relative term and its definition can greatly vary between herds (D’Allaire 
et al., 1987). However, this removal reason is not frequently used prior to parity five or six. 
In the previous studies, old age accounted for 9 to 31% of all removals (Friendship et al., 
1986; D’Allaire et al., 1987; Dijkhuizen et al., 1989; Boyle et al., 1998; Lucia et al., 2000b; 
Engblom et al., 2007; Hughes et al., 2010). 
Several studies reported differences in longevity and lifetime reproduction records 
between females assigned to different removal categories. Females removed for reproductive 
failure were reported to have lower RP, lower annualized LBA, and more lifetime NPD in 
comparison to females culled for other reasons (Sasaki and Koketsu, 2011). On the other 
hand, in the same study, females culled for locomotion problems had the lowest LBA (non-
annualized measure). According to Tiranti and Morrison (2006), females with undesirable 
conformation were removed earlier than females with desirable conformation. Lucia and 
colleagues (2000b) observed that females culled for either reproduction or locomotion 
disorders produced the lowest LNB, LBA, and LNW, whereas when investigating lifetime 
piglet output per litter weaned, females culled for litter performance had the lowest piglet 
output. D’Allaire and colleagues (1987) and Lucia and colleagues (2000b) reported that the 
mean RP increased in the following order according to the removal reason category: 
reproductive failure, leg problems/lameness, death, litter performance, and old age. In both 
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studies, females removed for reproductive failure or leg problems/lameness had a mean RP 
less than three. 
Mortality frequency among removed females, including animals euthanized or found 
dead, has ranged from 7 to 15% (D’Allaire et al., 1987; Lucia et al., 2000b; Tarrés et al., 
2006b; Engblom et al., 2007). The majority of mortality incidents concentrate close to 
farrowing and weaning (Chagnon et al., 1991; Engblom et al., 2007; Anil et al., 2008; Sasaki 
and Koketsu, 2008). Brandt and others (1999) reported that in each parity, females were 
exposed to the greatest culling risk within five days from weaning. Similarly, Tarres and 
others (2006a) observed that culling concentrated on the first day after each farrowing or 
weaning. According to Engblom and colleagues (2007), the greatest death rate among 
commercial breeding herd females was observed just after farrowing, whereas the proportion 
of euthanized sows was greater in the week after farrowing and within four weeks from 
weaning. Furthermore, mortalities are more frequent during the months when elevated 
temperatures occur (Chagnon et al., 1991; Koketsu, 2000; Engblom et al., 2008b). 
Chagnon and colleagues (1991) reported heart failure (31%), torsions and accidents 
of abdominal organs (15%), and cystitis-pyelonephritis (8%) as the major causes of sow 
death in Canadian breeding herds. In 13% of the cases, death was caused by either 
endometritis or uterine prolapse. In French sow herds, high prevalence of urinary tract 
infections, metritis, or lameness were identified as risk factors for high death rate (Abiven et 
al., 1998). Kirk and others (2005) investigated the causes of sow mortality in Danish sow 
herds and indicated that death was mainly caused by gastrointestinal (45%) and reproductive 
system (24%) lesions. In Swedish sow herds, circulatory or cardiac failure (24%) and bone 
fracture or internal trauma related injuries (24%) were commonly observed in females found 
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dead (Engblom et al., 2008a). Kirk and others (2005) reported that arthrosis was almost a 
constant secondary diagnosis, both among sows that spontaneously died (93%) and among 
sows that were euthanized (88%). Locomotive disorders were the main cause for euthanasia 
in over 70% of the cases; arthritis was the main post mortem finding for 24 to 44% and bone 
fracture for 13 to 16% of euthanized females (Kirk et al., 2005; Engblom et al., 2008a). 
Similarly, Sanz and colleagues (2007) reported arthritis as the most common post mortem 
finding, with a frequency of 37% among euthanized sows in a U.S. herd. 
On the basis of the literature reviewed in this section, it becomes evident that in terms 
of producer profitability and outlook of the swine industry, it is crucial to improve sow 
longevity and lifetime reproduction. The major goal should be in reduction of gilt removals, 
as these females create costs without any income or profits for the producers. Furthermore, 
early removals indicate animal well-being problems and reduce consumer acceptability. As 
young females are mainly removed for reproductive failure or feet and leg soundness or 
locomotion problems, improvements in reproduction and structural soundness traits as well 
as in management practices are central for increasing sow productive lifetime. 
 
Growth and Body Composition 
Gilt growth and body composition traits are typically evaluated close to 100 kg body 
weight. Consequently, average daily gain (ADG) expresses gilt’s average growth rate from 
birth to approximately 100 kg of body weight. Number of days to a defined body weight, 
e.g., 100 kg or 113.5 kg, is generally obtained using an adjustment formula (NSIF, 1996), in 
which the actual age and weight at evaluation are entered. This practice allows animals to 
vary in their weight, although the goal is to keep the variation relatively small. 
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Gilt body composition traits include ultrasonically measured loin muscle area (LMA) 
and backfat thickness (BF). The final record may be a single value or an average of measures 
taken from the same or separate measuring points. Most commonly, backfat depth and loin 
muscle area are measured at the 10th rib approximately 5 cm off midline. It is recommended 
that these measurements are adjusted to a constant body weight using formulas provided by 
National Swine Improvement Federation (NSIF, 1996). Alternatively, backfat depth can be 
measured 5 cm off midline at last rib (LRF), which is easy to locate even for technicians with 
limited training. 
 
Growth and body composition statistics for sow populations 
Knauer and colleagues (2010) reported that ADG ranged from 560 to 630 g/d in six 
separate U.S. commercial maternal lines. In Swedish Landrace and Yorkshire gilts, ADG 
from birth to 100 kg body weight was 566 g/d and 561 g/d, respectively (Tummaruk et al., 
2001). Similarly, Finnish Landrace sows averaged 547.1 g/d and Finnish Large White sows 
averaged 533.7 g/d (Serenius and Stalder, 2004). In the Finnish crossbred population, on 
average 163 days were required to reach 100 kg live weight (Serenius and Stalder, 2007). 
German Landrace and Large White sows were measured at 105 kg live weight and they had a 
mean ADG of 608.7 g/d and 611.8 g/d, respectively (López-Serrano et al., 2000). 
In U.S. commercial maternal lines, mean 10th rib BF ranged from 15.0 to 21.0 mm 
(Knauer et al., 2010). Instead of measuring LMA, they evaluated loin muscle depth at the 
10th rib and means obtained for genetic lines ranged from 5.80 to 6.34 cm. In Swedish 
Landrace and Yorkshire gilts, mean LRF at 100 kg body weight was 9.6 mm and 9.8 mm, 
respectively (Tummaruk et al., 2001). Mean BF (average of records from left side, right side, 
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and back) at 100 kg live weight was 9.6 mm in Finnish Landrace and 9.5 mm in Large White 
females (Serenius and Stalder, 2004), whereas LRF averaged 9.9 mm in the crossbred gilt 
population (Serenius and Stalder, 2007). In German Landrace and Large White gilts, mean 
BF, obtained at 105 kg live weight as an average value of three measuring points on the back, 
was 11.0 mm (López-Serrano et al., 2000). 
 
Structural Soundness and Locomotion 
Feet and leg problems or lameness are the second largest removal reason reported for 
young sows (Boyle et al., 1998; Lucia et al., 2000b; Engblom et al., 2007), and therefore 
major contributors to sow culling. Furthermore, due to well-being implications, feet and leg 
disorders are indirectly related to economic traits. Consequently, feet and leg unsoundness 
cause financial losses to the swine industry in terms of involuntary culling, extra labour 
required for clinical surveillance and treatment, medical treatment costs, reduced 
reproductive or grow-finish performance, and partial or total carcass rejections. For these 
reasons, it is both ethically and economically essential to improve feet and leg soundness of 
the production animals. 
Structural soundness studies have mainly been conducted in test station environments 
and the evaluation has taken place close to 100 kg of body weight. In several European 
studies, individual structure traits were scored on three- to five-point scales (Webb et al., 
1983; Jørgensen, 2000a,b; Jørgensen and Andersen, 2000; Serenius et al., 2001). 
Furthermore, the data investigated by Serenius and colleagues (2001) included records on 
performance tested boars, which had been scored on a binary scale. In Swiss studies, 
structural evaluation was carried out on a seven-point linear scale, i.e., it had an intermediate 
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optimum and scale ends presented opposite postural variations (Tarrés et al., 2006a; Luther et 
al., 2007). Thus, three severities were available per opposite postures. Previous studies 
considered opposite postures as separate traits. Evaluation of the composite leg structure by 
one score was performed on five- to nine-point scales (Bereskin, 1979; Webb et al., 1983; 
Rothschild and Christian, 1988; López-Serrano et al., 2000). Many studies evaluated gait on 
a five-point scale (Bereskin, 1979; Webb et al., 1983; Huang et al., 1995; Stern et al., 1995; 
Jørgensen and Andersen, 2000; Serenius et al., 2001), while some used a three- (Lundeheim, 
1987), four- (Jørgensen, 2000a,b; Luther et al., 2007), or even a nine-point scale (Rothschild 
and Christian, 1988). Uniquely, Van Steenbergen (1989) and Van Steenbergen and 
colleagues (1990) used a 19-point linear scoring system for exterior trait appraisal. 
 
Trait description and prevalence 
The following paragraphs describe typically evaluated structural soundness traits and 
frequencies of animals with suboptimal conformation or posture. It must be noted, that 
evaluation methods affect population wise prevalence of specific postures or disorders. A 
wide scale facilitates recording of slight deviations from optimum, whereas on a very narrow 
scale they may be recorded as normal structure. 
Legs turned in or out.  The front legs are evaluated from front of the pig and rear legs 
from behind of the pig. When animal’s legs are turned outwards at front knees or hocks, the 
legs become ”X-shaped”. On the contrary, if legs are turned inwards at the former joints, the 
legs get “a shape of O”. 
Front legs turned out frequency ranged from 9 to 73% (Webb et al., 1983; Jørgensen, 
2000a; Jørgensen and Andersen, 2000; Serenius et al., 2001). In British, Danish, and Swiss 
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populations, rear legs turned out frequency ranged from 45 to 71% (Webb et al., 1983; 
Jørgensen, 2000a; Jørgensen and Andersen, 2000; Tarrés et al., 2006a; Luther et al, 2007), 
whereas in Finnish pigs the frequency was only 3 to 7% (Serenius et al., 2001). All 
previously mentioned studies reported that the proportion of severely outward turned posture 
ranged from 0 to 2% in both leg pairs, except Webb and colleagues (1983) who observed 7 to 
10% and 7 to 11% of severe cases in front and rear legs, respectively. Inward turned posture 
had notably lower frequency in comparison to the legs turned outward posture; the frequency 
ranged from 0 to 27% in front legs (Webb et al., 1983; Serenius et al., 2001) and from 1 to 
38% in rear legs (Webb et al., 1983; Serenius et al., 2001; Tarrés et al., 2006a; Luther et al., 
2007). Only Webb and colleagues (1983) observed cases for severely inward turned legs and 
their prevalence was 3% in front legs and 12% in rear legs of British Landrace and 2% in rear 
legs of British Large White boars. 
Front knees.  Front knee posture is assessed from viewing the side of the pig. If front 
legs are bent backwards at the carpal joint, they are considered excessively upright. On the 
other hand, if front legs are bent forward at the carpal joint, they are called buck-kneed. Buck 
knees have a strong negative impact on the pigs’ locomotion (Webb et al., 1983; Serenius et 
al., 2001). Pigs with severely buck-kneed front legs may walk on their front knees, because 
either they cannot extend the knee far enough to walk properly or knee extension causes 
sufficient pain they would rather walk on their knees (Draper et al., 1988). 
In previous studies, the upright front leg posture occurred relatively infrequently with 
prevalence of 0 to 9% (Serenius et al., 2001; Luther et al, 2007). The frequency of buck 
knees ranged from 12 to 73% and severe defects were observed in 0 to 6% of the pigs (Webb 
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et al., 1983; Jørgensen, 2000a; Jørgensen and Andersen, 2000; Serenius et al., 2001; Luther 
et al, 2007). 
Hocks and rear legs.  Hock and rear leg postures are viewed from side of the pig. 
Hock or rear leg angle may be undesirably great or small indicating upright or sickle hocked/ 
weak rear leg postures, respectively. Severely weak hind legs make it hard for the pig to get 
up from the sitting or lying positions, thus the animal ends up sitting instead of standing. 
Frequency of weak rear legs mainly ranged from 1 to 26% and 0 to 2% of the cases 
were severe (Webb et al., 1983; Jørgensen, 2000a; Serenius et al., 2001; Tarrés et al., 2006a; 
Luther et al, 2007). However, Jørgensen and Andersen (2000) observed weak rear leg 
frequencies of 66% and 84% in Danish Yorkshire and Landrace boars, respectively. Severely 
weak rear legs accounted for 2 to 6% of these cases. Upright rear leg posture had very low 
frequencies of 1 to 3% in Finnish and Swiss populations (Serenius et al., 2001; Tarrés et al., 
2006a; Luther et al., 2007). Steep hock joints were observed in 32% and 42% of Danish 
Yorkshire and crossbred gilts, respectively (Jørgensen, 2000a). The frequency of sickle hocks 
was 30% in British Large White boars and 70% in Landrace boars; the proportion of severe 
cases was 2% and 11%, respectively (Webb et al., 1983). 
Pasterns.  Front and rear leg pastern posture is evaluated from side of the pig. 
Postural defects concerning pasterns are excess uprightness and weakness. A pig with upright 
pasterns walks on the tips of its toes. Pasterns do not provide adequate cushioning, thus 
concussions strain the feet and legs. Pastern weakness extends the ground contact area of 
foot’s volar surface and in severe cases dewclaws touch the ground. Moderate weakness of 
the pasterns does not impair pig movement; in fact, it has been associated with brisk 
movements (Grøndalen, 1974a; Jørgensen, 2000a). 
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Generally, upright front pasterns had a frequency of 5 to 23% and upright rear 
pasterns a frequency of 6 to 32% with at most 1% of the incidents being severe (Webb et al., 
1983; Jørgensen, 2000a; Serenius et al., 2001; Tarrés et al., 2006a; Luther et al., 2007). 
However, in Danish performance tested boars, the frequency was surprisingly high being 40 
to 56% for front pasterns and 74 to 86% for rear pasterns (Jørgensen and Andersen, 2000). 
The same study reported incidence of severely upright pasterns ranging from 2 to 3% in front 
feet and from 6 to 13% in rear feet. Frequency of weak front pasterns ranged from 16 to 28% 
and weak rear pasterns from 3 to 22% (Webb et al., 1983; Jørgensen, 2000a; Jørgensen and 
Andersen, 2000; Tarrés et al., 2006a; Luther et al., 2007). Severe cases were rare. 
Toe size.  Large and even sized toes with adequate spacing are desirable. Distinctly 
smaller inner toe is a common defect and can impair locomotion in the pigs. Size difference 
between inner and outer toe greater than 13 mm is considered severe (Bereskin 1979). Due to 
unideal weight distribution small and uneven toe size as well as inadequate toe spacing 
increase the risk of hoof and pad lesions. Toe lesions have more frequently been observed in 
outer than inner claws and lesions are more common in rear feet than front feet (Jørgensen, 
2000b). 
Especially, uneven rear toes had high prevalence with frequencies ranging from 46 to 
89% (Webb et al., 1983; Jørgensen, 2000a; Jørgensen and Andersen, 2000; Serenius et al., 
2001; Tarrés et al., 2006a; Luther et al., 2007). The proportion of severely different sized rear 
toes varied between 0 and 6%. On the other hand, the frequency of uneven front toes ranged 
between 19 and 49% and at most 2% of cases were considered severe (Webb et al., 1983; 
Jørgensen, 2000a; Jørgensen and Andersen, 2000; Serenius et al., 2001). 
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Movements and leg action.  When assessing the pig’s locomotion, the scorer 
evaluates easiness and quickness of the movements and length of stride. Stiff and slow 
movements, short stride, and swaying hindquarters characterize undesirable gait (Bereskin, 
1979; Van Steenbergen, 1989; Jørgensen and Andersen, 2000). Leg weakness is a general 
term, which is used to describe deteriorated gait ability, conformational unsoundness, or 
lameness of an animal. Leg weakness may be caused for instance by poor leg structure, joint 
infections, muscle diseases, or foot and claw lesions. Furthermore, osteochondrosis, a non-
infectious disturbance of endochondral ossification in joint cartilage and growth plates, is 
considered as one of the main causes, because severe joint lesions are related to leg weakness 
symptoms (Grøndalen, 1974a; Reiland, 1978b; Lundeheim, 1987). The predilection sites for 
osteochondrosis are elbow joint, stifle joint, and distal epiphyseal plate of ulna (Grøndalen, 
1974b; Reiland, 1978a; Nakano et al., 1981; Kadarmideen et al., 2004). 
Grøndalen (1974a) reported that 30% of pigs suffered from mild leg weakness and 
18% from severe leg weakness at 100 kg live weight. In Finnish progeny test 5% and in 
performance test 0% of pigs received the best score (Serenius et al., 2001), whereas about 
60% of Swiss pigs had no defects in their locomotion (Luther et al., 2007). Jørgensen and 
Andersen (2000) investigated various locomotion attributes and observed that 53 to 64% of 
performance tested boars had stiffness in front leg action; the proportion of severe cases 
ranged from 1 to 3%. In the same study, very high frequencies of 91 to 99% were recorded 
for stiffness in rear leg action and 8 to 21% of cases were severe. Furthermore, Jørgensen 
(2000a) studied leg weakness in sows and observed that the percentage of females expressing 
medium severe to severe stiffness in rear leg locomotion increased with age. The frequency 
was 12% in gilts, but by culling, 49% of the sows had suffered from rear leg stiffness and 
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29% had been distinctly lame (Jørgensen, 2000a). Frequency of swaying hindquarters ranged 
from 34 to 97% in performance tested boars and 6 to 25% of cases were severe (Webb et al., 
1983; Jørgensen and Andersen, 2000). Swaying hindquarters were observed in 27% of 
Yorkshire and crossbred gilts; at most 2% of the cases were considered severe (Jørgensen, 
2000a). 
As shown by the feet and leg disorder frequencies, there is a clear need for 
improvement in structural soundness traits in swine populations. In regards to commercial 
females, the main interest lies in determining which feet and leg structural soundness traits 
are most crucial in replacement gilt selection and the present study investigated this matter. 
 
Genetic Parameters 
Heritability estimates and trait associations are reviewed in the following subsections. 
In general, growth and compositional traits are highly heritable, whereas structural soundness 
traits are weakly to moderately heritable and longevity and lifetime reproduction traits are 
relatively weakly heritable. However, there is potential for genetic improvement in longevity 
and lifetime reproduction traits, if they are properly accounted for in a breeding program. 
Furthermore, as all of the aforementioned trait groups are genetically related, utilization of 
information across traits when making selection decisions may enhance genetic improvement 
in weakly heritable traits. 
 
Heritability estimates 
Growth and compositional traits are moderately to highly heritable, which has 
facilitated achievement of fast genetic improvement in production traits. Regarding growth 
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rate, estimates obtained for ADG ranged from 0.27 to 0.41 (Webb et al., 1983; Lundeheim, 
1987; Van Steenbergen et al., 1990; Lo et al., 1992; López-Serrano et al., 2000; Serenius and 
Stalder, 2004; Luther et al., 2007) and estimates for days to 103.6 kg or 113.5 kg body 
weight ranged from 0.19 to 0.44 (Lo et al., 1992; Chen et al., 2002; Knauer et al., 2011). 
Heritability estimates reported for ultrasonically measured LMA ranged from 0.22 to 0.51 
(Lo et al., 1992; Chen et al., 2002; Johnson and Nugent, 2003; Schwab et al., 2010; Knauer et 
al., 2011). Estimates obtained for ultrasonic BF ranged from 0.30 to 0.58 (Webb et al., 1983; 
Van Steenbergen et al., 1990; Lo et al., 1992; Tholen et al., 1996; López-Serrano et al., 2000; 
Chen et al., 2002; Johnson and Nugent, 2003; Serenius and Stalder, 2004; Schwab et al., 
2010; Knauer et al., 2011). 
Heritability estimates for body structure traits are scant. In general, other body 
structure traits than body length were rarely evaluated. Johnson and Nugent (2003) measured 
body length on live pigs from root of the tail to the point of shoulder and obtained low to 
moderate heritability estimates which ranged from 0.12 to 0.32. López-Serrano and others 
(2000) obtained heritability estimates of 0.14 and 0.15 for subjectively scored body length on 
German Large White and Landrace gilts, respectively. On the other hand, estimates for 
carcass length were high and ranged from 0.50 to 0.65 (Webb et al. 1983; Lundeheim, 1987; 
Lo et al., 1992; Luther et al., 2007). Carcass length is measured in a straight line from the 
cranial tip of the aitch bone to the cranial edge of the first rib (NSIF, 1996). Van Steenbergen 
and colleagues (1990) reported moderate heritability estimates ranging from 0.28 to 0.39 for 
body size traits recorded on performance tested boars. According to López-Serrano and 
others (2000), subjectively scored gilt height had a heritability of 0.18. Knauer and 
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colleagues (2011) evaluated gilts for rib width at the center part of their rib cage and obtained 
a moderate heritability estimate of 0.37. 
Leg structure traits and locomotion are lowly to moderately heritable. Heritability 
estimates obtained for individual leg structure traits ranged from 0.01 to 0.37 (Webb et al., 
1983; Van Steenbergen et al., 1990; Jørgensen and Andersen, 2000; Serenius et al., 2001; 
Luther et al., 2007; Fernàndez de Sevilla et al., 2009b; Knauer et al., 2011), whereas 
estimates for composite leg conformation score ranged from 0.13 to 0.42 (Bereskin, 1979; 
Webb et al., 1983; Rothschild and Christian, 1988; Jørgensen and Andersen, 2000; López-
Serrano et al., 2000; Fernàndez de Sevilla et al., 2009b). Rothschild and Christian (1988) 
obtained a large response to selection for divergent front leg structure in five generations, 
which demonstrates the significant role genetics play in feet and leg soundness. Heritability 
estimates for overall leg action, i.e. locomotion, mainly ranged from 0.06 to 0.20 (Webb et 
al., 1983; Lundeheim, 1987; Van Steenbergen et al., 1990; Stern et al., 1995; Jørgensen and 
Andersen, 2000; Serenius et al., 2001; Luther et al., 2007). However, a few studies obtained 
greater estimates which ranged from 0.23 to 0.39 (Huang et al., 1995; Knauer et al., 2011). 
The relatively low heritability estimates reported for overall leg action in several studies may 
be explained by the varying problems contributing to impaired movements, some having 
genetic background and others caused by environmental factors. Furthermore, it should be 
noted that leg structure traits and gait can be difficult to evaluate, as they are easily affected 
by environmental factors such as standing posture, movements, and recent animal injuries as 
well as floor surface where evaluations are made. 
The majority of heritability estimates reported for longevity and lifetime reproduction 
traits have been low. Consequently, fast genetic improvement is not expected in these traits. 
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Linear model heritability estimates for PL or STAY ranged from 0.02 to 0.11 (Tholen et al., 
1996; López-Serrano et al., 2000; Serenius and Stalder, 2004; Engblom et al., 2009). Knauer 
and colleagues (2011) used a Bayesian approach via the Gibbs sampling algorithm and 
obtained a heritability estimate of 0.14 for first parity STAY. Typically, studies include 
incomplete, i.e. censored, lifetime records on animals remaining in production at data 
collection termination. Therefore, analysis methods incorporating censoring may be optimal 
for longevity data. Guo and others (2001) used a linear model with record censoring and 
reported a 0.25 heritability estimate for PL. Heritability estimates obtained for PL or STAY 
using survival analysis ranged from 0.05 to 0.31 (Yazdi et al., 2000a,b; Serenius and Stalder, 
2004, 2007; Fernàndez de Sevilla et al., 2008). Serenius and colleagues (2008) used Bayesian 
analysis of right censored Gaussian traits and obtained a heritability estimate of 0.22 for PL. 
Mészáros and others (2010) used continuous time and grouped data models to estimate 
heritability for PL and obtained estimates ranging from 0.05 and 0.14 for the continuous and 
from 0.07 to 0.13 for the grouped data models. Previous linear model heritability estimates 
reported for LBA ranged from 0.03 to 0.12 (Serenius and Stalder, 2004; Engblom et al., 
2009) and an estimate of 0.23 was obtained by incorporating censoring (Guo et al., 2001). 
In summary, heritability estimates for growth, body composition, and body size traits 
were moderate to high. Leg soundness trait heritability estimates were low to moderate and 
longevity and lifetime reproduction trait estimates mainly low, indicating that these traits are 
greatly affected by environmental factors.
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Associations among structural soundness traits 
Rothschild and Christian (1988) observed correlated responses to selection for 
composite front leg structure in hock angle and rear toe size; poor front leg structure was 
related to straighter rear legs and smaller rear toes. A few studies reported genetic 
correlations among individual leg conformation traits. According to Van Steenbergen and 
others (1990), outwards turned front legs coincided with buck knees, outwards turned rear 
legs, upright rear leg posture, upright rear pasterns, and small toe size (rg = 0.72, 0.31, -0.45, 
-0.26, and -0.23, respectively). Similarly, Serenius and colleagues (2001) observed front legs 
turned out highly associated with upright rear pasterns in Finnish Landrace (rg = 0.83). Van 
Steenbergen and colleagues (1990) and Luther and colleagues (2007) reported correlations 
which indicated that outwards turned rear legs corresponded with buck knees and upright 
rear pastern posture (|rg| = 0.29–0.45). In addition, Van Steenbergen and colleagues (1990) 
observed outwards turned rear legs coinciding with upright front pasterns (rg = -0.50). Buck 
knees were associated with upright front pasterns, upright rear pasterns, and small rear toe 
size (rg = -0.20, -0.32, and -0.43, respectively; Van Steenbergen et al., 1990). Consistently, 
Luther and others (2007) and Serenius and others (2001) reported buck knees correlated with 
upright rear pastern posture (rg = 0.40 and 0.30, respectively). However, Serenius and 
colleagues (2001) obtained the aforementioned correlation in Finnish Landrace breed, 
whereas there was no association between these traits in Finnish Large White. According to 
Van Steenbergen and colleagues (1990), upright front pasterns coincided with upright rear 
pasterns, uneven rear toes, and small rear toes (rg = 0.24–0.29). Luther and others (2007) 
obtained a moderate genetic correlation indicating that weak rear leg posture corresponds 
with weak rear pasterns, or alternatively, upright rear leg posture corresponds with more 
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upright rear pasterns, which is natural considering the rear limb posture as an entity. 
However, Van Steenbergen and others (1990) did not find these traits associated. Serenius 
and colleagues (2001) obtained correlations of 0.45 and 0.69 between upright rear pasterns 
and uneven rear toes in two breeds; more upright pasterns corresponded with greater toe size 
difference. Van Steenbergen and colleagues (1990) observed that weaker pastern posture was 
associated with more even sized toes (rg = 0.28) and larger feet (rg = 0.61) and that even sized 
rear toes coincided with large rear feet (rg = 0.61). 
Several studies have reported genetic associations between feet and leg structure and 
overall leg action. Rothschild and Christian (1988) reported that selection for front leg 
structure generated favorable correlated responses in movements of front and rear legs. Webb 
and others (1983) obtained significant genetic correlations regarding “X-O–posture” of both 
leg pairs and leg action, which ranged in magnitude from -0.30 to -0.75. In British Large 
White, outwards turned legs and in British Landrace breed inwards turned legs corresponded 
with inferior movements. In general, favorable correlations ranging in absolute value from 
0.20 to 0.98 were reported for side view of front legs with overall leg action (Webb et al., 
1983; Van Steenbergen et al., 1990; Serenius et al., 2001; Luther et al., 2007). In other 
words, more severely bucked knees coincided with impaired movements. Weak to strong 
correlations (rg = -0.39–(-0.90)) were reported between side view angle of rear legs and leg 
action (Webb et al., 1983; Van Steenbergen et al., 1990; Luther et al., 2007); sickle hocks or 
weak rear legs corresponded with inferior movements. According to Van Steenbergen and 
colleagues (1990), upright rear pasterns coincided with inferior movements (rg = 0.39). 
Furthermore, small inner toes were associated with deteriorated leg action (rg = -0.29–(-
0.62); Webb et al., 1983; Luther et al., 2007). However, this association was not supported by 
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Van Steenbergen and colleagues (1990), whose findings implied that more unevenly sized 
rear toes corresponded with better movements (rg = -0.39). 
Buck knees, front legs turned out, rear legs turned out, stiff movements, and swaying 
hindquarters have been associated with osteochondrosis lesions in the pig’s elbow and knee 
joints (rg = 0.18–0.56; Jørgensen and Andersen, 2000). According to Luther and others 
(2007), outwards turned rear legs, weak rear legs, and small inner toes on the rear feet 
weakly coincided with elbow joint lesions (rg = -0.16–(-0.27)), whereas small inner toes on 
the rear feet were associated with knee joint lesions (rg = -0.25). Severe elbow and knee joint 
lesions are known to deteriorate overall leg action; absolute values of genetic correlations 
ranged from 0.16 to 0.60 (Lundeheim, 1987; Stern et al., 1995; Jørgensen and Andersen, 
2000; Luther et al., 2007). 
Greater body length has been associated with leg posture and locomotion 
deterioration, whereas some favorable correlations were observed between body width and 
leg soundness traits. Weak genetic correlations (rg = -0.25–0.28) obtained by Luther and 
colleagues (2007) indicated that greater carcass length was associated with outwards turned 
rear legs, more severely bucked knees, and weak rear legs. Van Steenbergen and colleagues 
(1990) obtained similar genetic correlations for back length with side view of front and rear 
legs (rg = 0.39 and 0.16, respectively), but they did not find greater back length coinciding 
with outwards turned rear leg posture. Webb and others (1983) obtained a weak unfavorable 
correlation between carcass length and aggregate leg score (rg = 0.31) in British Landrace 
breed; in Large White the correlation was in the same direction but non-significant. Previous 
studies reported that greater body or carcass length was associated with inferior leg action (rg 
= -0.21–(-0.67); Webb et al., 1983; Lundeheim, 1987; Van Steenbergen et al., 1990) as well 
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as greater osteochondrosis lesion prevalence in the pig’s knee joints (rg = 0.13-0.16; 
Lundeheim, 1987). However, Luther and others (2007) did not obtain significant correlations 
between carcass length and locomotion or osteochondrosis lesions. Regarding body width 
evaluated as ham width, genetic correlations implied that wider pigs had less bucked knees 
(rg = -0.57), more inwardly turned front and rear legs (rg = -0.33 and -0.34, respectively), 
weaker front pasterns (rg = 0.53), and superior movements (rg = 0.29; Van Steenbergen et al., 
1990). 
It is clear that there are common or linked genes affecting front and rear leg 
soundness traits. Studies reported that outward turned leg posture, traits indicating upright leg 
posture (i.e., buck knees, upright rear legs, and upright pasterns), and small and uneven toes 
are genetically associated. Furthermore, the aforementioned traits along with weak rear legs 
and great body length were associated with impaired movements and osteochondrosis 
lesions. 
 
Associations of growth and body composition with structural soundness 
Reported associations between growth rate and structural soundness traits have been 
population dependent. Van Steenbergen and others (1990) and Luther and others (2007) did 
not find significant genetic associations between ADG and body or carcass length, 
respectively. On the other hand, a weak favorable correlation (rg = 0.34) was reported 
between ADG and ham width (Van Steenbergen et al., 1990). 
In Finnish Large White breed, an unfavorable genetic correlation of -0.23 was 
obtained between ADG and side view of front legs (Serenius et al., 2001); i.e., greater growth 
rate corresponded with buck knees. Van Steenbergen and colleagues (1990) reported that 
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greater ADG was associated with weaker front pastern posture (rg = 0.41). Webb and others 
(1983) observed a moderate unfavorable correlation (rg = 0.50) between ADG and inward 
turned rear legs in British Large White, whereas outward turned rear legs and uneven front 
toes were favorably associated with ADG (rg = -0.36 and -0.63, respectively). In a Swiss 
study, ADG was not significantly genetically associated with any leg structure traits (Luther 
et al., 2007). 
Unfavorable genetic correlations reported between ADG and locomotion ranged in 
absolute value from 0.26 to 0.35 (Lundeheim, 1987; Van Steenbergen et al., 1990; Luther et 
al., 2007). Tarrés and colleagues (2006b) reported increased risks for culling due to lameness 
among Spanish Duroc sows with ADG greater than 485 g/day from completion of growth 
test (around 167 days of age) to first mating. Furthermore, studies observed indications that 
more severe joint lesions coincided with greater ADG (rg = 0.10–0.34; Lundeheim, 1987; 
Jørgensen and Andersen, 2000; Luther et al., 2007). However, Rothschild and colleagues 
(1988) and Serenius and colleagues (2001) did not find significant associations between 
growth rate and leg action and favorable genetic correlations ranging in absolute value from 
0.24 to 0.39 were reported between ADG and leg action or leg weakness score by Webb and 
colleagues (1983), Huang and colleagues (1995), and Jørgensen and Andersen (2000). 
Johnson and Nugent (2003) reported negative genetic correlations (rg = -0.16–(-0.32)) 
between LMA and objectively evaluated body length in four different breeds. On the other 
hand, premium cut percentage, which describes leanness, had a low positive correlation (rg = 
0.17) with carcass length in a Swiss study (Luther et al., 2007). 
Very few significant genetic associations were obtained between LMA and individual 
leg structure traits. In British Large White, weak to moderate correlations were reported for 
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LMA with outwards turned front and rear legs and inwards turned rear legs (rg = -0.22, -0.27, 
and 0.53, respectively; Webb et al., 1983); greater LMA was associated with less outwards 
turned front and rear leg posture, but on the other hand, more severely inwards turned rear 
leg posture. Serenius and colleagues (2001) obtained a weak unfavorable correlation (rg = -
0.26) between lean percentage and side view of front legs in Finnish Large White; greater 
leanness corresponded with buck knees. In the Finnish Landrace population, more even sized 
front toes were associated with greater lean percentage (rg = 0.21; Serenius et al., 2001). 
Luther and others (2007) did not observe significant genetic correlations between premium 
cut percentage and leg structure traits. 
In many populations, lean meat proportion and LMA had low to moderate 
unfavorable associations with leg action or overall leg score (|rg| = 0.18–0.43; Bereskin, 
1979; Lundeheim, 1987; Stern et al., 1995; Jørgensen and Andersen, 2000; Serenius et al., 
2001). Webb and colleagues (1983) reported both weak favorable (rg = 0.34) and unfavorable 
correlations (rg = -0.24) between LMA and leg action depending on the breed evaluated 
(British Large White and Landrace, respectively). Alternatively, Luther and others (2007) did 
not obtain significant genetic correlation between premium cut percentage and locomotion. 
According to Tarrés and others (2006b), lesser loin depth at first farrowing increased culling 
due to lameness in Spanish Duroc sows. Lundeheim (1987) associated joint soundness with 
smaller lean meat percentage (rg = 0.17–0.32), while others did not find these traits 
significantly correlated (Jørgensen and Andersen, 2000; Kadarmideen et al., 2004; Luther et 
al., 2007). 
Van Steenbergen and others (1990) did not find a genetic association between BF and 
body length. Similarly, Johnson and Nugent (2003) reported no clear correlation trends 
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across the breeds evaluated. On the other hand, ham width was weakly correlated with BF (rg 
= 0.26, Van Steenbergen et al., 1990); greater width coincided with greater BF measurement. 
In general, unfavorable associations have been reported between leg structure traits 
and BF. Backfat measurements had significant genetic correlations with outwards turned rear 
legs in British Large White (rg = -0.27–(-0.31)) and with sickle-hocked posture in Large 
White and Landrace (rg = -0.40 and -0.29, respectively; Webb et al., 1983); lower BF 
corresponded with outwards turned rear legs and sickle hocks. Furthermore, BF had weak to 
moderate unfavorable correlations (rg = -0.20–(-0.40)) with aggregate leg score in both 
breeds (Webb et al., 1983). Weak genetic correlations obtained in Dutch pigs implied that 
lower BF may coincide with weak rear leg posture, sickle hocks, greater rear foot size, and 
more evenly sized rear toes (rg = -0.16, -0.23, -0.24, and -0.25, respectively; Van Steenbergen 
et al., 1990). Serenius and others (2001) indicated that lower fat percentage was associated 
with more severely bucked-knees in Finnish Landrace and Large White breeds (rg = 0.13 and 
0.24, respectively). Furthermore, more even sized front toes corresponded with lower fat 
percentage in Finnish Landrace (rg = -0.22). Rothschild and colleagues (1988) carried out a 
five generation selection project for divergent front leg structure and reported that front leg 
soundness was associated with greater BF. A low to moderate unfavorable association 
between BF and leg action was commonly reported in the literature (rg = 0.21–0.62; Webb et 
al., 1983; Van Steenbergen et al., 1990; Serenius et al., 2001). 
Fan and colleagues (2009a) conducted a large-scale association study for structural 
soundness traits and leg action in commercial sows and found several genes related to fat 
metabolism significantly (P < 0.01) associated with body conformation and leg structure 
traits. Furthermore, Fan and colleagues (2009b) reported several genes, for which alleles 
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associated with increased 10th rib BF tended to be associated with improved overall leg 
action. The data used in the present study originated from the same database as the data used 
in the two fore mentioned studies, but included only females for which pedigree information 
was available. 
In conclusion, associations of individual structural soundness traits with growth and 
body composition traits were mainly population dependent. In addition to genetic 
differences, the population dependency may originate from differences in herd management 
as well as in evaluation methods and measuring equipments. However, many studies reported 
unfavorable genetic correlations for BF with leg structure traits and for LMA and BF with 
leg action. 
 
Associations of prolificacy and reproductive traits with sow longevity and lifetime 
reproduction 
Favorable associations were obtained for prolificacy and reproductive traits with 
longevity and lifetime reproduction traits. Saito and others (2011) and Le Cozler and others 
(1998) observed younger age at first mating or farrowing associated with improved longevity 
and lifetime reproduction. Hoge and Bates (2011), who studied several measures of longevity 
and lifetime prolificacy in North American Yorkshire sows, concluded that regardless of the 
longevity or lifetime prolificacy definition, younger age at first farrowing significantly 
decreased the risk of culling. Consistently, several studies reported younger age at first 
farrowing as a survivability increasing factor (Holder et al., 1995; Yazdi et al., 2000a,b; 
Serenius and Stalder, 2004, 2007; Fernàndez de Sevilla et al., 2008). According to Knauer 
and colleagues (2010), commercial females with younger age at puberty and at first 
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farrowing had greater probability of reaching parity four. On the other hand, Patterson and 
colleagues (2010) did not find age at puberty associated with crossbred gilt retention in the 
herd until third farrowing. This is in agreement with results reported by Rozeboom and 
others (1996), who did not find age at first breeding associated with the ability to complete 
three parities or litter size at birth or weaning in parities one, two, three, or overall. However, 
the same study reported increasing age at first breeding related to increases in pig birth 
weights in first parity and pig weaning weights in parities one, two, and overall. In a study 
conducted on Austrian Large White and Landrace populations, sows having their first litter 
before 43 weeks of age or after 60 weeks of age encountered increased culling risk 
(Mészáros et al., 2010). Fernàndez de Sevilla and colleagues (2009a) studied animals from 
the Duroc breed and reported that sow survival increased with lower age at first farrowing in 
the low fertility competing risks analyses but not in low productivity or sow death specific 
analyses. According to Schukken and others (1994), older age at first conception 
corresponded with significantly shorter expected reproductive herd life, but when combining 
the effect of litter size and herd life, profit per sow was not significantly affected by age at 
first conception. 
Other factors associated with increased survivability were number of piglets born 
alive (Yazdi et al., 2000a,b; Serenius and Stalder, 2007; Anil et al., 2008; Fernàndez de 
Sevilla et al., 2008; Hoge and Bates, 2011) and greater litter size at weaning (Tarrés et al., 
2006a). According to a study conducted on U.S. nucleus sows, for each additional piglet born 
alive at first parity, a sow remained about five days longer in the nucleus herd (Guo et al., 
2001). Additionally, Hoge and Bates (2011) observed number of first litter stillborn piglets 
and adjusted 21-day litter weight of the first litter significantly associated with longevity and 
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lifetime prolificacy in North American Yorkshire sows; culling risk decreased with fewer 
stillborn piglets and heavier 21-d litter weights. With increasing parity, poor performance 
further increases the culling risk of sows (Brandt et al., 1999; Engblom et al., 2008b; 
Mészáros et al., 2010). 
Regarding genetic correlations, negative estimates ranging from -0.20 to -0.31 were 
reported for age at puberty or age at first farrowing with longevity traits (Serenius and 
Stalder, 2004; Serenius et al., 2008; Engblom et al., 2009; Knauer et al., 2011). Furthermore, 
Serenius and Stalder (2004) reported age at first farrowing negatively correlated (rg = -0.29) 
with LBA in Finnish Large White breed. Favorable genetic correlations were obtained for 
number of piglets weaned in first parity with PL and LBA (rg = 0.30–0.39 and 0.43–0.54, 
respectively; Serenius and Stalder, 2004; Serenius et al., 2008). However, results from 
National Pork Producers Council Maternal Line National Genetic Evaluation Program, where 
culling for reproductive failure was prohibited until fourth parity, did not support the 
favorable association between first litter size and longevity (Serenius et al., 2006). The 
authors concluded that the association found between these two traits in many other studies 
may be, at least partly, explained by an autocorrelation. Other traits significantly correlated 
with PL and LBA were 21-day litter weight (rg = 0.13–0.20; Engblom et al., 2009) and first 
farrowing interval (rg = -0.35–(-0.43); Serenius and Stalder, 2004). 
As discussed previously, younger age at first conception or at first farrowing is 
associated with superior expected longevity, but on the other hand, it is observed to predict 
smaller first parity litter size (Schukken et al., 1994; Le Cozler et al., 1998; Tummaruk et al., 
2001; Serenius et al., 2008; Saito et al., 2011). Obviously, immature gilts should not be bred 
and according to Schukken and others (1994), an optimal age at first conception was 200 to 
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220 days. Similarly, Serenius and Stalder (2007) recommended breeding gilts at 200 to 210 
days of age. On the other hand, Babot and colleagues (2003) reported greater longevity and 
lifetime reproduction for gilts with 221 to 240 days of age at first mating compared to gilts 
mated at younger or older age. Kummer and others (2006) concluded that weight at first 
mating seemed more important than the age; high growth rate gilts with a minimum weight 
of 127 kg were inseminated at their second or greater estrus between 185 and 209 d of age 
without causing impediments on their reproductive performance or culling rate over three 
parities. 
Return to estrus poses a large culling risk for gilts and the risk decreases with 
increasing parity number (Brandt et al., 1999). According to Koketsu and colleagues (1999), 
Japanese commercial sows re-mated as gilts and succeeded to farrow, had lower RP, LBA, 
and lifetime reproductive efficiency than sows not re-mated at parity 0 (P < 0.01). Koketsu 
(2003) studied effects of re-breeding in U.S. commercial sows and observed that re-serviced 
gilts had more NPD and lower RP and LBA than non-return gilts (P < 0.05), but there was no 
difference in average number of piglets born alive per parity between these gilt groups. 
Knauer and colleagues (2011) reported that genetic correlations between first parity STAY 
with length of estrus and the standing reflex traits ranged from 0.34 to 0.74; gilts with longer 
estrus and stronger standing reflex were more likely to farrow. 
Hoving and others (2011) studied associations between second parity and later parity 
reproductive performance and parity at culling. They concluded that being a re-breeder and 
having a small litter size in second parity predicted poor reproductive performance in 
subsequent parities and lower parity at culling. However, the effect of second parity litter size 
on subsequent litter size decreased with greater first parity litter size. According to Sasaki 
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and colleagues (2011), the sum of piglets born alive in the first two parities was a more 
accurate predictor of lifetime number of piglets born alive in comparison to the difference 
between the number of piglets born alive in second and first parity. 
Onteru and colleagues (2011) conducted a whole-genome association analyses on a 
subpopulation of the data used in the current study in order to identify genetic markers 
associated with lifetime reproduction traits and found 14 QTL regions associated with 
lifetime litter size at birth. Many genes at the associated regions are expressed in 
reproductive tissues and contribute to reproductive processes. 
To summarize the literature findings, younger age at first conception or at first 
farrowing, greater number of piglets born alive and weaned, and good mating success have 
been associated with greater longevity and lifetime reproductive performance. 
 
Associations of growth and body composition with sow longevity and lifetime 
reproduction 
Fast growth rate increased culling risk in previously published work involving 
Yorkshire sows (Yazdi et al., 2000a; Hoge and Bates, 2011), but such effect was not 
observed in Swedish Landrace (Yazdi et al., 2000b). Furthermore, Serenius and Stalder 
(2007) reported a tendency for younger age at 100 kg live weight to be associated with a 
greater sow culling risk in Finnish crossbred sows. Stalder and colleagues (2005) did not find 
growth rate significantly associated with longevity traits or LBA in U.S. Landrace sows, but 
an unfavorable association was reported between days to 113 kg body weight and LNW. 
However, Hoge and Bates (2011) reported antagonistic association between days to 113 kg 
and LBA in U.S. Yorkshire. In contrast, Tummaruk and others (2001) observed a favorable 
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association between ADG up to 100 kg body weight and litter size in parities one to five in 
Swedish Landrace and Yorkshire nucleus sows. Competing risks analyses conducted on 
Spanish Duroc sows revealed that risk of culling due to low fertility increased when ADG in 
growth test (from 0 to about 167 days of age) was lower than 585 g/day (Tarrés et al., 
2006b). On the other hand, in the same study, greater ADG from completion of the growth 
test to first mating was observed to increase culling by all causes. 
Several studies obtained unfavorable genetic correlations between STAY and growth 
rate (Tholen et al., 1996; López-Serrano et al., 2000; Engblom et al., 2009; Knauer et al., 
2011); when growth was measured in ADG, genetic correlations ranged from -0.06 to -0.32, 
whereas correlations with days to 100 kg or 114 kg body weight were 0.32 and 0.52, 
respectively. Consistently, Knauer and colleagues (2010) reported negative regression 
coefficients for STAY on ADG in crossbred maternal lines. Serenius and Stalder (2004) did 
not find ADG significantly associated with PL or LBA in Finnish Landrace and Large White 
sows. Based on previously published findings, genetic correlation estimates for growth rate 
with longevity and lifetime reproductive traits are dependent on the population evaluated. 
However, most studies imply that fast growing gilts have inferior longevity and lifetime 
reproduction. 
Stalder and colleagues (2005) reported that LMA was favorably associated with LT, 
RP, and LBA. In agreement, Knauer and others (2011) obtained low positive genetic 
correlations between STAY and LMA measured at 114 kg and at puberty (rg = 0.18 and 0.31, 
respectively), whereas in a separate study, Knauer and others (2010) did not find loin muscle 
depth to have any significant effect on STAY. Furthermore, Kerr and Cameron (1995) 
reported that five generations divergent selection for lean growth rate did not significantly 
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affect reproductive performance of Large White females. These results seem to indicate, that 
selection for greater LMA has no antagonistic effect on longevity or lifetime reproduction 
and it may even cause a favorable response on lifetime performance. However, according to 
Tarrés and others (2006b), lesser loin depths at first farrowing reduced culling due to low 
productivity and sow mortality, but increased culling due to lameness in Spanish Duroc 
sows. 
Serenius and colleagues (2006) studied several maternal lines and observed lower 
culling risks for sows that had greater BF as gilts. However, the association was weaker 
when gilts that failed to farrow were excluded from the analysis. Yazdi and others (2000a) 
and Hoge and Bates (2011) reported that Yorkshire females with greater BF experienced a 
lower culling risk, but according to Yazdi and others (2000b) side-fat thickness was not 
associated with risk of culling in Swedish Landrace sows. On the other hand, Fernàndez de 
Sevilla and colleagues (2008) observed low BF increasing culling risk in Spanish Landrace 
but not in Large White sows. Backfat thickness was not significantly associated with culling 
risk in Finnish crossbred sows (Serenius and Stalder, 2007). In competing risks analyses 
conducted on Spanish Duroc sows, low BF levels at the end of the growth test (on average at 
167 days of age) resulted in increased sow culling due to low productivity and mortality 
(Tarrés et al., 2006b). According to Knauer and colleagues (2012), lower BF at 114 kg body 
weight seemed more detrimental to gilt being able to express estrus than in regards to 
farrowing. It is possible that the differences seen across studies are due to different BF 
measurement sites or the equipment used to measure BF may be variable in its ability to pick 
up the variation in the trait itself. 
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Stalder and colleagues (2005) reported that 10th rib BF was unfavorably associated 
with RP and LBA and proposed that some minimum level of BF may be essential for good 
lifetime reproduction. The data consisted of U.S. Landrace females and results showed that 
females within the lowest BF group (≤ 9 mm) had fewer LBA (P < 0.05) than sows in other 
BF groups. Furthermore, females from the fattest group (> 25 mm) completed more parities 
than any other BF group and had more lifetime piglets born alive compared to sows from 
intermediate BF groups (17–25 mm). Other studies indicated that in comparison to leaner 
gilts, females with greater than 18 mm of BF produced more piglets (Challinor et al., 1996), 
had decreased culling risk (Brisbane and Chenais, 1996), and experienced lower mortality 
(Geiger et al., 1999). Tarrés and others (2006b) studied Duroc females and reported that to 
ensure a minimum culling risk, BF greater than 16 mm is required at 96.2 kg body weight 
and this level should be maintained until the first farrowing without exceeding 19 mm. 
Tholen and colleagues (1996) and López-Serrano and colleagues (2000) obtained 
unfavorable genetic correlations between BF and STAY (rg = 0.06–0.36). In addition, Knauer 
and others (2010) observed positive regression coefficients of STAY on gilt BF. Serenius and 
Stalder (2004) reported unfavorable genetic correlations for BF with PL (rg = 0.22) and LBA 
(rg = 0.22) in Finnish Large White, but no association was present in Finnish Landrace breed. 
On the other hand, Knauer and others (2011) reported a weak favorable genetic correlation 
between BF at 114 kg body weight and first parity STAY (rg = -0.29). 
Onteru and colleagues (2011) conducted a whole-genome association study for 
lifetime reproduction traits on a subpopulation of the data used in the present study and the 
findings reinforced the associations between fat regulation with longevity and lifetime 
reproductive traits. Similarly, Stinckens and others (2010) observed insulin-like growth 
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factor 2 (IGF2) gene, which is involved in controlling muscle growth and fat deposition, 
associated with sow reproductive performance and longevity; the paternal IGF2 wild-type 
allele, which is associated with greater fat deposition was favorable. 
It seems possible that both BF and LMA may impact longevity and lifetime 
reproductive traits in such a threshold manner, where longevity and lifetime reproduction get 
compromised unless a certain backfat or muscle depth level is reached. On the other hand, 
when the threshold is exceeded the animal experiences no effect of backfat or muscle depth 
on her lifetime performance. 
 
Associations of structural soundness with sow longevity and lifetime reproduction 
In general, greater culling risks were obtained for sows with suboptimal leg 
conformation (Brandt et al., 1999; Tarrés et al., 2006a; Fernàndez de Sevilla et al., 2008) and 
inferior overall leg action (Serenius and Stalder, 2007). In the study by Brandt and colleagues 
(1999) the risk remained increased until fourth weaning. According to Anil and colleagues 
(2008), the risk of removal before the next parity was 37% greater in lame sows compared to 
non-lame sows. 
Several individual conformation traits were associated with improved longevity and 
survivability. Differences between studies likely result, at least partly, from population wise 
variation in prevalence and severity of structural abnormalities. Brandt and colleagues (1999) 
reported an increased culling risk for larger framed animals in parities four and five. 
Regarding leg conformation traits and locomotion, Jørgensen (2000a) observed that buck 
knees, weak rear legs, and swaying hindquarters corresponded with reduced longevity in 
Danish Yorkshire and crossbred sows. Grøndalen (1974a) indicated that pigs with weak front 
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pasterns received the best gait scores. Fernàndez de Sevilla and others (2008) reported 
increased culling risks for Spanish Large White sows with straight pasterns and for Spanish 
Landrace, Large White, and Duroc sows with weak pasterns. Furthermore, splayed rear legs 
increased removal hazard in Spanish Duroc females. According to Tarrés and colleagues 
(2006a), outwards turned rear legs, small inner toes in rear feet, poorer phenotypic feet and 
leg index values, and poorer genetic exterior trait index values significantly (P < 0.05) 
increased Swiss Large White sows’ risk of being culled. Additionally, increased hazard 
obtained for sows with upright rear legs approached statistical significance (P = 0.08), 
whereas rear pastern posture and weak rear legs had no significant effect on culling risk. 
Hoof disorders may reduce sow longevity and reproductive performance. Abnormal 
hoof growth was reported to increase culling risk in Spanish Landrace and Duroc sows 
(Fernàndez de Sevilla et al., 2008). Fitzgerald and colleagues (2012) observed sows with 
hoof wall cracks to wean fewer piglets per litter and sows with overgrown hoofs to have 
lighter litter wean weights than control sows, but foot disorders were not significantly 
associated with number of piglets born alive. 
Fernàndez de Sevilla and others (2009a) conducted competing risks analyses in data 
collected from the Spanish Duroc breed and reported that overall leg conformation was not 
associated with sow death related removals, instead, sows that had poor feet and leg 
conformation had significantly greater hazard ratio in low productivity and low fertility 
specific analyses. Lucia and others (2000b) reported that females culled for either 
reproduction or locomotion disorders produced the lowest LNB, LBA, and LNW. Similarly, 
Sasaki and Koketsu (2011) observed that females culled for locomotion problems had the 
lowest LBA. Regarding individual leg soundness traits, Fernàndez de Sevilla and colleagues 
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(2009a) reported that sickle-hocked legs impaired sow survival in the low fertility specific 
analysis, whereas weak pasterns reduced sow survival in the low productivity analysis. In 
addition, abnormal hoof growth increased culling risk in low productivity and low fertility 
specific analyses. In a separate study, Fernàndez de Sevilla and colleagues (2009b) evaluated 
composite leg conformation scores in Spanish Landrace and Large White sows at six months 
of age, at first farrowing, and at second farrowing and observed that leg conformation 
significantly deteriorated with age. 
López-Serrano and others (2000) investigated the genetic relationship between STAY 
and body length, but the association was non-significant. Knauer and colleagues (2011) 
reported a low positive correlation (rg = 0.34) between rib width and first parity STAY; wider 
rib width was favorable. Weak favorable genetic correlations were reported between STAY 
and composite leg conformation in German Landrace sows and between LBA and overall leg 
action score in Finnish Landrace sows (rg = 0.19–0.36; López-Serrano et al., 2000; Serenius 
and Stalder, 2004). On the other hand, non-significant genetic correlations were obtained in 
German and Finnish Large White sows. Although, Rothschild and colleagues (1988) did not 
find clear trends in responses of litter size traits to divergent selection for front leg structure 
in Duroc sows, there seemed to be a weak favorable association between front leg soundness 
and conception rate. Yazdi and others (2000a) studied sow survival in relation to 
osteochondrosis and reported weakly favorable breeding value correlations for PL with 
elbow and knee joint lesions (rg = 0.06–0.12). 
As previously discussed, feet and leg problems or lameness are major contributors to 
sow culling. Furthermore, structural soundness traits have favorable genetic associations with 
sow longevity and lifetime reproduction traits. Therefore, it can be concluded, that in order to 
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improve sow longevity or sow productive lifetime, structural soundness traits should be 
included in the breeding program used for maternal line production. However, additional 
research is needed in order to determine which conformation traits are most important in 
regards of improved sow longevity and lifetime reproduction. 
 
Conclusions 
There are various measures to evaluate sow longevity and lifetime reproductive 
performance. However, regardless of the variable investigated, it can be concluded that there 
is a clear need to achieve greater sow longevity and lifetime reproduction levels. The swine 
industry must concentrate on reduction of early removals, because they are detrimental to 
herd productivity and have a negative impact on animal well-being, producer profitability, 
and consumer acceptability. Previous studies have identified reproductive failure and 
leg/locomotion problems as the main reasons for early culling. Therefore, improvements in 
reproduction and structural soundness traits and in management practices are considered 
crucial. 
Longevity and lifetime reproduction traits are relatively weakly heritable and the data 
collection period is long. Consequently, indirect selection through correlated indicator traits, 
such as growth, compositional, and structural soundness traits may be feasible. Growth and 
compositional traits are highly heritable and structural soundness traits weakly to moderately 
heritable and these trait groups are genetically correlated with sow lifetime performance. Fast 
growth rate tends to be genetically associated with inferior longevity and lifetime 
reproduction, although, some discrepancies exist between evaluated populations. 
Furthermore, backfat thickness is unfavorably associated with sow longevity and lifetime 
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reproductive performance. On the other hand, structural soundness traits and such prolificacy 
and reproductive traits as age at first conception or at first farrowing, number of piglets born 
alive and weaned, and mating success have favorable genetic associations with sow longevity 
and lifetime reproduction traits. 
Associations of growth, compositional, and leg soundness traits with sow longevity 
and lifetime reproduction traits have been reported in the literature, but not for a wide range 
of conformation traits. Especially, estimates for body conformation traits are scant. The 
current study was designed to update the existing information and to provide genetic 
parameters and optimal phenotypic score ranges for several previously uninvestigated 
structural soundness traits.
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Abstract 
The objective of this study was to estimate genetic parameters for growth, body 
composition, and structural soundness traits in commercial gilt lines. The data included 1,449 
gilts: 462 females from a grandparent maternal line and 987 from a parent maternal line. 
Growth was expressed as number of days to a constant 113.5 kg BW (DAYS) and 
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compositional traits included loin muscle area (LMA), 10th rib backfat (BF10), and last rib 
backfat (LRF). Subjective structural soundness evaluation was completed using a 9-point 
scale and included: body length (BL), body depth (BD), body width (BWD), rib shape 
(BRS), top line (BTL), and hip structure (BHS); front legs: legs turned (FLT), buck knees 
(FBK), pastern posture (FPP), foot size (FFS), and uneven toes (FUT); rear legs: legs turned 
(RLT), leg posture (RLP), pastern posture (RPP), foot size (RFS), and uneven toes (RUT); 
and overall leg action (OLA). Genetic parameters were estimated with multivariate linear 
animal models, using the average information REML algorithm. Heritability estimates for 
growth and body composition traits ranged from 0.50 to 0.70, for body structure traits from 
0.15 to 0.31, for leg structure traits from 0.07 to 0.31, and the estimate for OLA was 0.12. 
Several moderate to high genetic correlations were obtained among body structure traits, 
whereas correlations among leg structure traits were mainly low and non-significant. A 
strong correlation was found between FPP and OLA (P < 0.001); more upright FPP 
coincided with inferior OLA. Furthermore, FBK and FFS appeared to be favorably 
associated with OLA (0.05 < P < 0.10). Body structure trait correlations among each other 
and with leg soundness traits were primarily favorable. Correlations indicated that great BL 
and high BTL coincided with each other and deterioration of other structural soundness traits. 
Although genetic correlations obtained for DAYS and backfat measurements with structural 
soundness traits had an unfavorable trend, they were mainly low to moderate (i.e., 
simultaneous genetic improvement would be possible, including adversely associated traits). 
Due to greater heritabilities, faster genetic change could be expected for compositional and 
body structure traits than leg structure traits. Because of the genetic relationship among the 
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trait groups, using information across traits when making selection decisions could result in 
genetic improvement among leg soundness traits. 
Key words: body composition, genetic correlation, gilt, heritability, leg action, structural 
soundness 
 
Introduction 
Effective selection for structurally sound replacement females is important in 
improving sow productive lifetime (SPL), as the primary culling reasons reported for young 
sows are reproductive failure and feet/leg or lameness problems (Boyle et al., 1998; Lucia et 
al., 2000; Engblom et al., 2007). According to recent PigCHAMP reports (PigCHAMP, 
2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011), the average annual culling rate of breeding females in U.S. 
commercial swine herds has been ~50% and annual sow mortality rate nearly 10%. Lower 
sow replacement rate, thereby improving SPL, would improve economic efficiency for the 
U.S. swine industry and increase profitability for pork producers through decreased 
replacement gilt expenses and increased herd productivity. In addition to involuntary 
removals, structural defects can lead to impaired animal well-being, which may negatively 
impact reproductive performance, and when inherited, can impair offspring performance. 
Genetic parameters for growth, compositional, and leg structure traits have been 
studied previously, but estimates for body structure traits are scarce. Growth and 
compositional trait associations with leg structure traits have varied among studies and 
estimates were rarely statistically significant. The most consistent observation was an 
unfavorable association between leg structure traits and backfat thickness (Webb et al., 1983; 
Rothschild et al., 1988; Serenius et al., 2001). 
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The objective of this study was to estimate genetic parameters for growth, body 
composition, and structural soundness traits in commercial gilt lines. Prior studies were 
mainly performed at test station environments. This study was conducted at a typical U.S. 
commercial farm, hence offering U.S. pork producers results obtained at a comparable 
environment to their own. 
 
Materials and Methods 
All management and trial practices for this study were approved by the Iowa State 
University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. 
 
Data description and gilt management 
The study was a cooperative effort among Iowa State University’s Department of 
Animal Science, Veterinary Diagnostic and Production Animal Medicine faculty, and 
industry partners, including an Iowa-based integrator (Swine Graphics Enterprises, Webster 
City, IA) and a U.S. swine genetic supplier (Newsham Choice Genetics, West Des Moines, 
IA). All females were supplied by the same multiplier within the production system of the 
genetic supplier, where gilt management was maintained as equal as possible. The gilts used 
in this study were preselected at the multiplier production facilities, based on guidelines of 
the genetic supplier for overall conformation, structural soundness, and lameness. Gilts were 
high health (porcine reproductive and respiratory syndrome and Mycoplasma free) females, 
without obvious defects or deformities, and had high lean growth potential (within top 75% 
of the contemporary group). 
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The study was conducted at a new commercial farm that had 3,790 sow spaces and it 
involved 1,449 gilts entering the herd between October 2005 and July 2006. Females 
represented 2 commercial genetic lines: 462 gilts were from a grandparent maternal line 
(Newsham line 3) and 987 were from a parent maternal line (SuperMom 37). Newsham line 
3 was a maternal synthetic line, which originated from English Large White. SuperMom 37 
line was a cross between Newsham lines 3 and 7, with the Newsham line 7 being a maternal 
synthetic cross that included the Nebraska Index line and Yorkshire genetic origins. The 
Nebraska Index line was a composite originating from Large White and Landrace 
populations produced at the University of Nebraska. From 1981, this line was selected based 
on an index that only included ovulation rate, embryonic survival, and litter size at birth 
(number of fully formed piglets; Johnson et al., 1999). 
The females involved in this study were progeny from 58 known sires and 836 dams. 
Sire information was not available for 52 gilts. In total, the pedigree included 2,903 animals. 
Gilts were managed according to standard procedures in the commercial operation 
and treated as similarly as possible. Daily fence-line boar exposure and gilt estrous detection 
started immediately on arrival to the farm. The studied gilts averaged 180 d of age (SD = 5 d) 
at herd entry and were housed in groups of 10 to 12 gilts until being moved into breeding 
stalls when first estrous was observed. Group pens were 2.4 m x 4.9 m (i.e., space per gilt 
ranged from 1.0 m2 to 1.2 m2). Both the group pens and breeding stalls had fully slatted 
concrete floors, with 14.6 cm wide slats and 2.5 cm wide openings. Breeding stall size was 
2.1 m x 0.6 m. Feeding was based on nutrient analyses and all rations met or exceeded 
requirements for the particular swine production phase (NRC, 1998). Group pens had 2-hole 
feeders and gilts were fed ad libitum with a corn-soybean meal based diet. During the 
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breeding and gestation periods, gilts were fed once per day, using individual drop feeders. 
All animals had ad libitum access to water. 
 
Compositional and structural soundness trait evaluation 
All gilts involved in the research trial were evaluated for compositional and structural 
soundness traits after an acclimation period (9 ± 5 d; mean ± SD) that occurred after gilts 
arrived at the farm. Evaluation was performed on 14 separate dates and gilts averaged 124 kg 
BW (SD = 11 kg) and 190 d of age (SD = 7 d) when the evaluation occurred. 
A Smidley Mini-Scale (Marting Mfg. of Iowa, Inc., Britt, IA) was used to obtain BW 
measurements. Gilt growth was assessed by calculating the number of days to reach a 
constant 113.5 kg BW (DAYS). Evaluated compositional traits included ultrasonically 
measured loin muscle area (LMA), 10th rib backfat (BF10), and last rib backfat (LRF). 
Ultrasonic images were obtained with a Pie Medical 200 (Classic Medical Supply, Inc., 
Tequesta, FL) by a single certified (Bates and Christian, 1994) technician. Additionally, a 
tissue sample was collected from each female, using the TypiFix ear tag system (IDnostics, 
Schlieren-Zürich, Switzerland). 
Soundness traits evaluated included 6 body structure traits [body length (BL), body 
depth (BD), body width (BWD), rib shape (BRS), top line (BTL), and hip structure (BHS)], 5 
leg structure traits per leg pair [front legs: legs turned (FLT), buck knees (FBK), pastern 
posture (FPP), foot size (FFS), and uneven toes (FUT); rear legs: legs turned (RLT), leg 
posture (RLP), pastern posture (RPP), foot size (RFS), and uneven toes (RUT)], and overall 
leg action (OLA). The structural evaluation was completed independently by 2 scorers, using 
a 9-point scale (Appendices 1 and 2). 
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Data editing 
Before genetic analyses, the original scores for FLT and RLT were transformed to 
deviations from the intermediate score [i.e., score 5 (FLTD and RLTD)]. Consequently, the 
modified scale had 5 points (the original 5 score was assigned a 1 score, scores of 4 and 6 
were assigned a 2 score, scores of 3 and 7 were assigned a 3 score, scores of 2 and 8 were 
assigned a 4 score, and scores of 1 and 9 were assigned a 5 score). This was performed 
because there were very few observations in the score classes >5 and an intermediate score 
was considered optimum within the scale used. 
 
Statistical analyses 
Mixed model methodology (PROC MIXED, SAS Inst. Inc., Cary, NC) was used for 
developing models for variance component estimation of the traits evaluated in this study. 
Growth, compositional, or structural soundness traits were the dependent variables and sire 
and dam were included as random effects, as various fixed effects and linear covariates were 
evaluated for statistical significance. A common litter effect was not included in the 
statistical model, because there were relatively few littermate gilts (56% of litters were 
represented by a single gilt) in the female population used in the present study. 
Genetic parameters were estimated with multivariate linear animal models, using the 
average information REML algorithm (Johnson and Thompson, 1995; Jensen et al., 1997) in 
the DMU-package (Madsen and Jensen, 2008). The statistical model for BF10, LMA, and 
DAYS included: 
yijk = µ + LINEi + CGj + ak + eijk, 
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where yijk = the trait measured on gilt k; µ = intercept; LINEi = fixed effect of genetic line i (i 
= 1, 2); CGj = fixed effect of contemporary group j (j = 1 to 14; contemporary group was 
based on evaluation date); ak = additive genetic effect of gilt k with ak N ~ (0,σ2a); eijk = 
random residual with eijk N ~ (0, σ2e). The aforementioned traits were pre-adjusted to a 
constant BW of 113.5 kg (NPPC, 2000). 
In the absence of a pre-adjustment formula, the statistical model for LRF included 
BW at evaluation as a linear covariate: 
yijk = µ + LINEi + CGj + b1BWk + ak + eijk, 
which is identical to the previous model, except BWk = BW of gilt k; and b1 is a coefficient 
of linear regression. 
The statistical model for analyzing structural soundness traits was: 
 yijkl = µ + LINEi + CGj + SCORERk + b1BWl + al + eijkl, 
where yijkl = the trait measured on gilt l; µ = intercept; LINEi = fixed effect of genetic line i (i 
= 1, 2); CGj = fixed effect of contemporary group j (j = 1 to 14; contemporary group was 
based on evaluation date); SCORERk = fixed effect of scorer k (k = 1, 2); BWl = BW of gilt l; 
al =  additive genetic effect of gilt l with al N ~ (0,σ2a); eijkl = random residual with eijkl N ~ 
(0,σ2e); and b1 is a coefficient of linear regression. 
Within a trait group (body composition, body structure, front leg structure and overall 
leg action, rear leg structure and overall leg action), all traits were simultaneously included in 
a single multivariate analysis. However, the genetic correlations concerning associations 
between trait groups are presented as averages over estimates obtained from several analyses. 
Asymptotic standard errors for the (co)variance component estimates were derived from the 
average information matrix. The SE computations for genetic correlations were based on 
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Taylor series approximation. A change in the update vector norm that was <10−6 was used as 
the convergence criterion. 
 
Results and Discussion 
Descriptive statistics 
Descriptive statistics for growth, body composition, and structural soundness traits 
are presented in Table 3.1. Because animals included in the study were preselected for their 
growth potential and structural soundness by the genetic supplier, the gilt population 
evaluated in the present study primarily consisted of females that grew well and were free of 
obvious structural defects. At the time of evaluation, gilts averaged 124 kg BW. The average 
for DAYS was 178, with a 144 to 227 d range and 84% of the females reached 113.5 kg BW 
by 190 d of age. 
Regarding most structural soundness traits, replacement gilts that might have received 
extreme scores, representing the undesirable end of the scale, were not provided to the farm 
by the genetic supplier. Consequently, scorers did not use the entire scoring scale in this 
study. Evaluation score frequencies for structural soundness traits are presented in Table 3.2. 
Evaluation scores for BD, BWD, BRS, BHS, FBK, FPP, RLP, RPP, and OLA were more 
widely distributed over the 9-point scale, whereas >85% of the observations for BL, BTL, 
FLT, FFS, FUT, RLT, RFS, and RUT were concentrated in 3 classes. For BL and BTL, 89% 
and 94% of the observations, respectively, were distributed into scores 4 to 6, with 5 
describing intermediate BL or level BTL. 
There were very few observations for inward turned front or rear legs. Similarly, 
Webb et al. (1983), Serenius et al. (2001), and Luther et al. (2007) found inward turned legs 
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less frequent than outward turned legs. More than 90% of the females had buck knees of 
some severity. The prevalence is greater than generally reported in the literature, although 
buck knees were common in other populations (Jørgensen and Andersen, 2000; Serenius et 
al., 2001; Luther et al, 2007). About 37% of the gilts had weak RLP and 32% upright RLP. 
In contrast, upright RLP in Swiss performance-tested pigs (Luther et al., 2007) and 
deviations from optimal RLP in Finnish progeny- and performance-tested pigs were 
infrequent (Serenius et al., 2001). In Danish performance-tested boars, the average frequency 
of weak RLP was as high as 75% (Jørgensen and Andersen, 2000). Weak pastern posture 
was very common, with frequencies >50% in both leg pairs. In Danish boars, upright 
pasterns were much more frequent than weak pasterns (Jørgensen and Andersen, 2000). In 
the Swiss population, prevalence of weak and upright pasterns was close to equal (Luther et 
al., 2007). The frequencies of FUT and RUT were ~80%. Especially RUT had high 
prevalence in other studies as well (Webb et al., 1983; Jørgensen and Andersen, 2000; 
Serenius et al., 2001; Luther et al., 2007). Less than 1% of the gilts received the ideal score 
for OLA. Serenius et al. (2001) reported similar results, whereas ~60% of Swiss pigs had no 
defects in their locomotion (Luther et al., 2007). 
Many incidence frequencies obtained in this study are greater than reported in the 
literature. In addition to the population and environmental differences, it may partly result 
from a wider evaluation scale compared with other studies. On a 9-point scale, it was 
possible to record slight deviations from optimum, which especially in studies using a very 
narrow evaluation scale may have been recorded as normal structure. 
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Growth and body composition trait genetic parameters 
The heritability estimates for growth and body composition traits were high, with 
DAYS having the lowest and LRF the greatest estimate (h² = 0.50 to 0.70; Table 3.3). The 
estimates obtained in this study are greater than generally seen in the literature (Lo et al., 
1992; Chen et al., 2002; Schwab et al., 2010; Knauer et al., 2011). The reason for this may be 
in the reduction of environmental effects, as gilts were supplied by the same genetic supplier, 
raised at the same multiplier, located at the same commercial farm, and compositional traits 
were evaluated by a single technician. 
The genetic correlation (rg) between the 2 backfat measurements, BF10 and LRF, was 
very high (rg = 0.96). They had intermediate genetic correlations with DAYS (rg = 0.53 and 
0.49, respectively) and relatively low genetic correlations with LMA (rg = -0.31 and -0.23, 
respectively). In other studies, age at a constant or at off-test BW had negative correlations 
with backfat and positive correlations with loin muscle area measurements (Lo et al., 1992; 
Chen et al., 2002; Schwab et al., 2010). However, these correlations were low and, in many 
cases, statistically non-significant. The previous studies used purebred animals and had 
records on males as well, whereas current data consisted entirely of maternal line females, 
which tend to be less strictly selected for leanness (Clutter and Schinckel, 2001). 
 
Structural soundness trait heritability estimates 
Heritability estimates for body structure traits ranged from 0.15 to 0.31 (Table 3.4). 
These results are consistent with heritability estimates available in the literature for 
subjectively scored body conformation traits. Van Steenbergen et al. (1990) reported 
moderate heritability estimates for body size traits. López-Serrano et al. (2000) obtained a 
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relatively low heritability estimate for subjectively scored body length and Knauer et al. 
(2011) a moderate estimate for rib width. 
Among leg structure traits, greater heritability estimates were obtained for FPP and 
RPP (h² = 0.30 and 0.31, respectively). The remaining front leg traits had relatively low 
heritability estimates (h² = 0.07 to 0.17) and heritability estimates for rear leg traits were low 
to moderate (h² = 0.12 to 0.21). The heritability estimate range for leg structure traits is in 
accordance with previous studies (Webb et al., 1983; Rothschild and Christian, 1988; Van 
Steenbergen et al., 1990; Jørgensen and Andersen, 2000; Serenius et al., 2001; Luther et al., 
2007; Knauer et al., 2011). The average heritability estimate of 0.12 obtained for OLA, 
which reflects both structural soundness and freedom of other defects or diseases affecting 
movement, is consistent with values reported in the literature (Webb et al., 1983; Van 
Steenbergen et al., 1990; Jørgensen and Andersen, 2000; Serenius et al., 2001; Luther et al., 
2007). However, Knauer et al. (2011) reported a moderate heritability estimate of 0.36 for 
locomotion. The relatively low heritability estimates found for overall leg action in several 
studies may be explained by varying problems contributing to impaired movements, some 
having genetic background and others caused by environmental factors. 
All heritability estimates obtained in this study for growth, compositional, and 
structural soundness traits differ significantly from 0 (P < 0.05), except the estimate for 
FLTD, which only approaches statistical significance (0.05 < P < 0.10). This may be caused 
by the narrow score distribution and, consequently, inability to attain greater additive genetic 
variance for this trait. 
Because BTL, FPP, RLP, and RPP have intermediate optimum, these traits were 
divided into two 5-point scored traits for additional analyses. Dividing each trait into 2 traits 
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did not affect heritability and genetic correlation estimates (data not shown); estimates were 
very similar and all findings and conclusions were consistent with ones reported in this 
paper. 
 
Structural soundness trait genetic correlations 
The genetic correlations among traits indicating body size (i.e., BL, BD, and BWD) 
were high (rg = -0.78 to 0.91). Longer-bodied gilts had smaller BD and BWD. Similarly, Van 
Steenbergen et al. (1990) found a moderate genetic correlation, indicating that animals with 
greater BL had narrower ham width. Among body shape traits, i.e., BRS, BTL, and BHS, a 
high genetic correlation was obtained between BTL and BRS (rg = 0.92), whereas the 
remaining correlations were moderate (rg = 0.46 and 0.56). Higher BTL coincided with 
flatter BRS and steeper BHS. The genetic correlations between body size and shape traits 
revealed substantial associations of BTL and BRS with BL, BD, and BWD (rg = -0.95 to 
0.84). Animals with higher BTL and flatter BRS had greater BL and smaller BD and BWD. 
Additionally, BHS had weak, non-significant correlations with BL and BWD (rg = 0.38 and  
-0.38, respectively; 0.05 < P < 0.10). Steeper BHS coincided with greater BL and narrower 
BWD. 
Several moderate to high genetic correlations among the body structure trait group 
indicate that there are common or linked genes influencing these traits. Therefore, selection 
for any body structure trait tends to result in changes in the others as well. In summary, 
greater BL and higher BTL coincided with each other and with deterioration of BD, BWD, 
BRS, and BHS. The genetic correlations among BD, BWD, BRS, and BHS were favorable. 
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Conversely to body structure traits, the majority of genetic correlations among leg 
structure traits were low and statistically non-significant. Genetic correlation estimates found 
in the literature vary in magnitude and direction among leg structure traits. In the current 
study, the only significant genetic correlation among front leg traits was found between FPP 
and FFS (rg = 0.60). Similarly, a sizable positive correlation was obtained between RPP and 
RFS (rg = 0.83); weaker pastern posture coincided with larger feet. Furthermore, high genetic 
correlations were found for RLP with RPP and RFS (rg = 0.80 and 0.82, respectively). Gilts 
with weaker RLP had weaker RPP and larger RFS; or alternatively, more upright RLP 
coincided with more upright RPP and smaller RFS. The natural genetic association found 
between RLP and RPP, when considering rear limb posture as an entity, is consistent with 
Luther et al. (2007). The results obtained by Van Steenbergen et al. (1990) do not support the 
correlations of RLP with RPP and RFS, but agree with the present findings regarding the 
association between RPP and RFS. 
Pastern posture and foot size for the 2 leg pairs had positive correlations (rg = 0.38 
and 0.65, respectively; Table 3.5). Furthermore, moderate positive associations were 
obtained for FBK with RLTD and RPP (rg = 0.48). Gilts with more optimal scores for FBK 
had more optimal scores for RLTD and weaker RPP. Less optimal RLTD scores were largely 
associated with outward turned posture. These results are consistent with low to moderate 
correlations reported by Van Steenbergen et al. (1990) and Luther et al. (2007), which 
indicated that more severe FBK coincided with rear legs that were turned outward in a more 
severe manner and more upright RPP. A few genetic correlations obtained between front and 
rear leg traits approached statistical significance (0.05 < P < 0.10). Such correlations were 
found for FLTD and FBK with RLP (rg = -0.47 and 0.43, respectively), FPP with RFS and 
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RUT (rg = 0.39), and FFS with RPP (rg = 0.36). More optimal FLTD coincided with more 
upright RLP, more optimal FBK with weaker RLP, weaker FPP with more optimal RFS and 
RUT, and larger FFS with weaker RPP. 
The only leg structure trait significantly correlated with OLA was FPP (rg = 0.86). 
Additionally, FBK and FFS appeared to have moderate associations with OLA (rg = 0.47 and 
0.42, respectively; 0.05 < P < 0.10). Gilts with weaker FPP and more optimal scores for FBK 
and FFS tended to have superior OLA. The association between FBK and OLA was reported 
in previous studies and correlations ranged from weak to strong (Webb et al., 1983; Van 
Steenbergen et al., 1990; Serenius et al., 2001; Luther et al., 2007). 
The results from the current and previous studies indicate that individual leg 
soundness traits are not strongly associated with each other from a genetic standpoint (i.e., 
selection for 1 trait does not necessarily bring changes in another trait). However, it should 
be noted that leg structure traits and gait can be more difficult to evaluate than body structure 
traits, as they may more likely be subjected to environmental factors, such as standing 
posture, movements, and recent animal injuries, as well as floor surface where evaluations 
are made. Within the studied population, more sizable OLA improvements could be expected 
from selection for front leg soundness than for rear leg soundness, as genetic correlations 
obtained between rear leg traits and OLA remained non-significant. 
Regarding correlations obtained between body size traits and leg soundness traits, BL 
and BD had significant moderate to high genetic correlations with FBK, FPP, RLTD, RLP, 
and OLA (rg = 0.43 to 0.82; Table 3.6), whereas BWD was significantly correlated with FBK 
and RLTD (rg = -0.62 and -0.78, respectively). Greater BL and shallower BD coincided with 
less optimal scores for FBK, FPP, and RLTD, more upright RLP, and inferior OLA. Gilts 
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with wider BWD had more optimal scores for FBK and RLTD. Previous studies reported 
greater BL or carcass length being associated with overall movement deterioration (Webb et 
al., 1983; Lundeheim, 1987; Van Steenbergen et al., 1990). The associations of BL with FBK 
and BWD with FBK and RLTD were consistent with results reported by Van Steenbergen et 
al. (1990), but the correlations they obtained for BL with FPP, RLTD, and RLP were very 
low, and some in opposite direction to those found in the present study. Significant weak to 
strong genetic correlations were found among associations of body shape traits with FBK, 
FPP, FFS, RLTD, RUT, and OLA (rg = 0.38 to 0.73). Additionally, a moderately favorable 
genetic correlation between BRS and FBK approached statistical significance (rg = 0.41; 0.05 
< P < 0.10). Genetic correlations implied that gilts with rounder BRS tended to have more 
optimal scores for FBK, FPP, RLTD, and RUT. Higher BTL coincided with less optimal 
scores for FPP, FFS, RLTD, RUT, and OLA, whereas closer to level BHS coincided with 
more optimal scores for FBK, FPP, RLTD, and OLA. 
In general, greater BL and higher BTL seemed detrimental to feet and leg soundness, 
including OLA. The genetic correlations between the remaining body structure traits and feet 
and leg soundness traits were mainly favorable. According to these results, selection for more 
optimal body structure would result in improved feet and leg soundness as well. 
 
Genetic correlations of growth and body composition traits with structural soundness 
traits 
Moderate to high correlations were obtained for DAYS with BL, BTL, and BHS (rg = 
-0.49 to -0.73; Table 3.7). Fewer DAYS coincided with greater BL, higher BTL, and steeper 
BHS. In Dutch populations, no association between ADG and BL was observed; however, 
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this study reported that ADG had a weak favorable correlation with ham width (Van 
Steenbergen et al., 1990). 
From leg soundness traits, FBK, FPP, FFS, RLTD, RLP, RFS, and OLA had 
significant moderate to high genetic correlations with DAYS (rg = -0.71 to 0.44). Fewer 
DAYS coincided with less optimal scores for FBK, FPP, and RLTD, weaker RLP, and 
inferior OLA. On the contrary, DAYS was favorably associated with FFS and RFS. In 
agreement, ADG was weakly unfavorably correlated with FBK in the Finnish Large White 
breed (Serenius et al., 2001). Inconsistent to the present findings, Webb et al. (1983) reported 
a weakly favorable correlation between ADG and outward turned rear legs. Van Steenbergen 
et al. (1990) reported a moderate correlation between FPP and ADG, but the direction was 
opposite to the current estimate. The correlation obtained between DAYS and OLA is 
consistent with studies reporting low to moderate unfavorable correlations between growth 
rate and locomotion or leg weakness (Lundeheim, 1987; Van Steenbergen et al., 1990; 
Jørgensen and Andersen, 2000; Luther et al., 2007). Rothschild et al. (1988) did not find 
ADG and DAYS significantly associated with front leg structure and movements. Low 
favorable correlations were reported for ADG with leg action in the British Landrace 
population and with leg weakness score in the Danish Landrace population (Webb et al., 
1983; Jørgensen and Andersen, 2000). 
The genetic correlations for LMA with BD, BWD, BRS, and BHS were favorable and 
ranged from low to high (rg = -0.66 to 0.84). Thus, selection for greater LMA would result in 
improved structural soundness in the aforementioned body structure traits. A weak 
association between BL and LMA approached statistical significance (rg = -0.27; 0.05 < P < 
0.10). Gilts with greater BL tended to have smaller LMA. Johnson and Nugent (2003) 
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reported similarly low negative correlations between LMA and objectively evaluated BL in 4 
different breeds. 
Front leg traits and OLA were not significantly correlated with LMA, whereas RLTD, 
RLP, and RPP had moderate associations with LMA (rg = -0.42 to 0.53). Gilts with greater 
LMA had more optimal scores for RLTD but more upright RLP and RPP. Consistently, weak 
favorable correlations were reported for LMA with outward turned front and rear legs in 
British Large White (Webb et al., 1983). Lean meat proportion and LMA had low 
unfavorable associations with leg action or leg weakness in other populations (Lundeheim, 
1987; Jørgensen and Andersen, 2000; Serenius et al., 2001). Webb et al. (1983) reported both 
weak favorable and unfavorable correlations between LMA and leg action, depending on the 
breed evaluated (British Large White and Landrace, respectively). 
Weak to moderate associations were obtained for backfat measurements with BL, 
BD, and BTL (rg = -0.32 to -0.63). Lower backfat measurements coincided with greater BL, 
shallower BD, and higher BTL. Van Steenbergen et al. (1990) did not find an association 
between backfat and BL, and Johnson and Nugent (2003) reported no clear correlation trends 
across the breeds evaluated. 
Correlations for FLTD, FPP, FUT, and OLA with backfat measurements were low to 
moderate (rg = -0.52 to 0.47). Weak correlations were found for BF10 with RLP, RFS, and 
RUT (rg = 0.35 to 0.39). Additionally, weak correlations for BF10 with RLTD (rg = -0.29) 
and LRF with RFS and RUT (rg = 0.33) approached statistical significance (0.05 < P < 0.10). 
Selection for lower backfat thickness could have adverse effects on FLTD, RLTD, FPP, 
RLP, and OLA, whereas FUT, RFS, and RUT might improve. Backfat measurements had 
weakly unfavorable genetic correlations with outward turned rear legs in British Large White 
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and weakly to moderately unfavorable correlations with sickle-hocked posture in Large 
White and Landrace (Webb et al., 1983), which is consistent with the present findings. 
Furthermore, associations of RLP, RFS, and RUT with backfat measurements are consistent 
with genetic correlations obtained in Dutch pigs (Van Steenbergen et al., 1990). In the 
Finnish Landrace population, FUT had low favorable genetic correlations with fat and lean 
percentage (Serenius et al., 2001). In the Finnish Large White population, lean percentage, 
and in Finnish Landrace and Large White breeds, fat percentage had low unfavorable 
associations with FBK. However, in the current study, FBK was not significantly correlated 
with LMA or backfat measurements. Rothschild et al. (1988) reported that front leg 
soundness was associated with greater backfat thickness. A low to moderate unfavorable 
association between backfat thickness and leg action is commonly reported in the literature 
(Webb et al., 1983; Van Steenbergen et al., 1990; Serenius et al., 2001). 
The genetic correlations obtained in the present study suggest that selection for fewer 
DAYS and decreased backfat thickness, without consideration of structural soundness traits,  
would cause deterioration in body structural soundness, front leg posture traits, RLTD, RLP, 
and OLA, whereas foot size and evenness of toes might improve in both leg pairs. On the 
other hand, selection for greater LMA is expected to have adverse effects on RLP and RPP 
only, although upright RLP and RPP are likely to decrease in severity when the animal ages 
(Jørgensen, 2000). 
 
Summary and implications 
On average, body structure traits had slightly greater heritability estimates than leg 
structure traits and OLA. Consequently, if equal selection intensity is applied, faster genetic 
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improvement can be expected in body structure traits. Furthermore, body structure traits 
appear to be highly genetically associated with each other, whereas only few high 
correlations were obtained among leg soundness traits. In the studied population, greater 
improvements in OLA might be expected from selection for front leg soundness than for rear 
leg soundness. Subjective body structure trait evaluation is not commonly described for 
swine in the scientific literature. However, conformation and structural soundness evaluation 
for both body and leg structure is recommended. According to the results obtained in the 
current study, body structure traits have significant associations with leg structure traits and 
OLA, and selection for more optimal body structure might enhance otherwise relatively slow 
genetic progress expected in leg soundness traits. Genetic correlations of BL and BTL with 
other structural soundness traits implied that great BL and high BTL should be avoided. The 
majority of significant correlations obtained for DAYS and backfat measurements with 
structural soundness traits were unfavorable, whereas LMA was unfavorably correlated with 
RLP and RPP only. The genetic correlations for growth and body composition traits with 
structural soundness traits were primarily low to moderate, indicating that it is possible to 
achieve simultaneous genetic improvement in all of these traits when accounting for 
unfavorable associations in the breeding program. 
As feet and leg problems are among major involuntary sow removal causes (i.e., 
unplanned removals due to reproductive failure, structural unsoundness, health problems, or 
death), it is crucial to practice effective selection for structurally sound replacement females, 
not only in nucleus and multiplier herds, but also in commercial herds. In addition, structural 
defects can adversely affect reproductive performance, and when inherited, will impact 
offspring performance. Nucleus herds are responsible for the genetic improvement, whereas 
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multiplier and commercial herds merely conduct phenotypic screening, which may result in 
increased longevity and lifetime reproduction of sows in the herd. Rather uniquely, genetic 
parameter estimates from the present study were obtained at the commercial level. Current 
results suggest that it is possible to successfully carry out structural evaluation and to select 
for improved structural soundness in commercial herds. 
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Table 3.1. Descriptive statistics1 for growth, body composition, and structural soundness 
traits2 in commercial gilt lines3 used in a feet and leg, body, compositional, and maternal 
performance study 
Trait4 Mean SD Min Max 
Growth   
BW, kg 124.25 10.99 92.10 160.60 
DAYS, d 177.62 13.42 144.42 226.65 
Body composition     
LMA, cm2 47.13 5.32 31.53 67.53 
BF10, cm 1.31 0.34 0.61 3.09 
LRF, cm 1.30 0.36 0.46 3.07 
Body structure     
BL 4.76 0.93 2 8 
BD 4.09 1.23 1 8 
BWD 5.31 1.18 2 9 
BRS 4.28 1.60 1 9 
BTL 5.15 0.80 2 8 
BHS 4.37 1.73 1 8 
Front leg structure     
FLT 3.97 0.67 2 6 
FBK 4.56 1.58 1 9 
FPP 4.52 1.60 1 9 
FFS 5.27 0.90 2 8 
FUT 2.22 0.92 1 7 
Rear leg structure     
RLT 4.04 0.76 1 7 
RLP 4.93 1.24 1 8 
RPP 4.27 1.32 1 9 
RFS 5.16 1.03 1 8 
RUT 2.34 1.04 1 7 
Overall leg action 4.73 1.78 1 9 
1Min = minimum; Max = maximum. 
2Structural soundness traits were evaluated on a scale from 1 to 9 (Appendices 1 and 2). 
3The data included 1,449 gilts (except LRF, FBK, FPP, and RLT, which had 1 missing observation) from 2 
commercial genetic lines; 462 gilts belonged to a grandparent maternal line (Newsham line 3) and 987 to a 
parent maternal line (SuperMom 37). The study was conducted at a commercial facility. 
4Traits: DAYS = number of days to a constant BW of 113.5 kg; LMA = loin muscle area adjusted to a constant 
BW of 113.5 kg; BF10 = 10th rib backfat adjusted to a constant BW of 113.5 kg; LRF = unadjusted last rib 
backfat; BL = body length; BD = body depth; BWD = body width; BRS = rib shape; BTL = top line; BHS = hip 
structure; FLT = front legs turned (original score); FBK = buck knees; FPP = front pastern posture; FFS = front 
foot size; FUT = uneven front toes; RLT = rear legs turned (original score); RLP = rear leg posture; RPP = rear 
pastern posture; RFS = rear foot size; RUT = uneven rear toes.
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Table 3.2. Observation frequency (%) in each evaluation score category for structural 
soundness traits in commercial gilt lines1 used in a feet and leg, body, compositional, and 
maternal performance study 
 Structural evaluation score2 
Trait3 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Body structure          
BL 0 0.1 7.1 31.3 43.8 13.5 3.9 0.4 0 
BD 0.8 9.5 20.8 31.3 27.2 7.9 1.9 0.6 0 
BWD 0 0.8 5.2 13.5 42.8 22.7 10.8 3.7 0.6 
BRS 1.7 11.7 22.9 19.5 20.2 14.5 7.6 1.8 0.1 
BTL 0 0.5 2.7 11.6 55.0 27.5 2.6 0.1 0 
BHS 3.2 14.1 17.1 18.1 17.7 17.2 11.4 1.3 0 
Front leg structure          
FLT 0 1.2 19.8 59.8 18.8 0.3 0 0 0 
FBK 2.5 5.7 16.5 28.3 19.3 14.0 11.0 2.6 0.2 
FPP 1.9 7.8 17.5 24.6 22.5 12.6 9.9 2.7 0.5 
FFS 0 0.1 2.8 12.7 46.7 30.0 7.0 0.6 0 
FUT 19.7 49.3 22.8 6.4 1.5 0.4 0.1 0 0 
Rear leg structure          
RLT 0.1 2.1 18.4 54.1 24.1 1.0 0.1 0 0 
RLP 0.1 1.6 11.0 24.1 31.3 20.8 10.0 1.1 0 
RPP 1.1 5.2 22.6 31.4 24.0 9.5 5.0 1.3 0.1 
RFS 0.1 0.8 4.7 16.4 42.9 26.6 7.8 0.8 0 
RUT 19.3 44.6 23.3 9.5 2.4 0.6 0.4 0 0 
Overall leg action 0.8 9.7 17.7 20.0 17.9 14.7 12.5 5.4 1.3 
1The data included 1,449 gilts (except FBK, FPP, and RLT, which had 1 missing observation) from 2 
commercial genetic lines; 462 gilts belonged to a grandparent maternal line (Newsham line 3) and 987 to a 
parent maternal line (SuperMom 37). The study was conducted at a commercial facility. 
2Structural soundness traits were evaluated on a scale from 1 to 9 (Appendices 1 and 2). 
3Traits: BL = body length; BD = body depth; BWD = body width; BRS = rib shape; BTL = top line; BHS = hip 
structure; FLT = front legs turned (original score); FBK = buck knees; FPP = front pastern posture; FFS = front 
foot size; FUT = uneven front toes; RLT = rear legs turned (original score); RLP = rear leg posture; RPP = rear 
pastern posture; RFS = rear foot size; RUT = uneven rear toes. 
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Table 3.3. Heritability (h2 ± SE; on the diagonal), genetic (rg ± SE; above the diagonal), and 
phenotypic correlation estimates (rp1; below the diagonal) for growth and body composition 
traits2 in commercial gilt lines3 used in a feet and leg, body, compositional, and maternal 
performance study 
Trait DAYS LMA BF10 LRF 
DAYS 0.50 ± 0.09*** -0.15 ± 0.13 0.53 ± 0.11*** 0.49 ± 0.11*** 
LMA 0.01 0.59 ± 0.08*** -0.31 ± 0.11** -0.23 ± 0.11* 
BF10 0.09 -0.27 0.68 ± 0.09*** 0.96 ± 0.01*** 
LRF 0.14 -0.22 0.86 0.70 ± 0.09*** 
1The genetic estimation software simultaneously provided h2, rg, and rp estimates, but SE was not available for 
rp estimates. 
2Traits: DAYS = number of days to a constant BW of 113.5 kg; LMA = loin muscle area adjusted to a constant 
BW of 113.5 kg; BF10 = 10th rib backfat adjusted to a constant BW of 113.5 kg; LRF = last rib backfat. 
3The data included gilts from 2 commercial genetic lines; 462 gilts belonged to a grandparent maternal line 
(Newsham line 3) and 987 to a parent maternal line (SuperMom 37). The study was conducted at a commercial 
facility. 
*Estimate of heritability or genetic correlation differs from 0 by P ≤ 0.05; **P ≤ 0.01; ***P ≤ 0.001.
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Table 3.4. Heritability (h2 ± SE; on the diagonal), genetic (rg ± SE; above the diagonal), and phenotypic correlation estimates (rp1; 
below the diagonal) for structural soundness traits2,3 in commercial gilt lines4 used in a feet and leg, body, compositional, and maternal 
performance study 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1The genetic estimation software simultaneously provided h2, rg, and rp estimates, but SE was not available for rp estimates. 
2Evaluation of structural soundness traits is described in Appendices 1 and 2. 
3Traits: BL = body length; BD = body depth; BWD = body width; BRS = rib shape; BTL = top line; BHS = hip structure; FLTD = front legs turned (deviation 
from optimum score); FBK = buck knees; FPP = front pastern posture; FFS = front foot size; FUT = uneven front toes; RLTD = rear legs turned (deviation from 
optimum score); RLP = rear leg posture; RPP = rear pastern posture; RFS = rear foot size; RUT = uneven rear toes; OLA = overall leg action. 
4The data included gilts from 2 commercial genetic lines; 462 gilts belonged to a grandparent maternal line (Newsham line 3) and 987 to a parent maternal line 
(SuperMom 37). The study was conducted at a commercial facility. 
*Estimate of heritability or genetic correlation differs from 0 by P ≤ 0.05; **P ≤ 0.01; ***P ≤ 0.001.
Trait BL BD BWD BRS BTL BHS 
BL 0.26 ± 0.07*** 0.91 ± 0.07*** -0.78 ± 0.12*** 0.84 ± 0.10*** 0.68 ± 0.19*** 0.38 ± 0.22 
BD 0.42 0.31 ± 0.08*** -0.75 ± 0.11*** 0.73 ± 0.11*** 0.64 ± 0.18*** 0.11 ± 0.23 
BWD -0.29 -0.44 0.24 ± 0.07*** -0.94 ± 0.07*** -0.95 ± 0.15*** -0.38 ± 0.22 
BRS 0.38 0.46 -0.45 0.26 ± 0.07*** 0.92 ± 0.13*** 0.46 ± 0.20* 
BTL 0.14 0.15 -0.16 0.20 0.15 ± 0.05** 0.56 ± 0.20** 
BHS 0.00 0.01 -0.06 0.11 0.25 0.18 ± 0.06** 
 FLTD FBK FPP FFS FUT OLA 
FLTD 0.07 ± 0.04 -0.25 ± 0.36 0.30 ± 0.29 0.26 ± 0.33 -0.43 ± 0.39 0.55 ± 0.35 
FBK 0.01 0.12 ± 0.05* 0.23 ± 0.24 -0.28 ± 0.28 -0.15 ± 0.34 0.47 ± 0.25 
FPP -0.06 0.27 0.30 ± 0.08*** 0.60 ± 0.16*** 0.32 ± 0.25 0.86 ± 0.12*** 
FFS -0.04 -0.01 0.27 0.17 ± 0.06** 0.20 ± 0.30 0.42 ± 0.25 
FUT -0.01 0.03 0.11 0.13 0.09 ± 0.04* -0.04 ± 0.33 
OLA 0.03 0.32 0.41 0.11 0.08 0.12 ± 0.05* 
 RLTD RLP RPP RFS RUT OLA 
RLTD 0.21 ± 0.07** -0.26 ± 0.23 -0.23 ± 0.22 -0.00 ± 0.26 -0.34 ± 0.26 0.23 ± 0.27 
RLP -0.09 0.21 ± 0.07** 0.80 ± 0.11*** 0.82 ± 0.18*** -0.02 ± 0.28 -0.01 ± 0.28 
RPP 0.04 0.46 0.31 ± 0.08*** 0.83 ± 0.15*** 0.13 ± 0.25 0.27 ± 0.24 
RFS 0.03 0.11 0.27 0.13 ± 0.05** 0.28 ± 0.30 -0.00 ± 0.31 
RUT -0.05 0.00 0.03 0.04 0.12 ± 0.05* 0.14 ± 0.32 
OLA 0.14 -0.10 0.16 0.11 0.11 0.11 ± 0.05* 
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Table 3.5. Genetic correlation estimates (rg ± SE) between front and rear leg structure 
traits1,2 in commercial gilt lines3 used in a feet and leg, body, compositional, and maternal 
performance study 
Trait FLTD FBK FPP FFS FUT 
RLTD 0.17 ± 0.32 0.48 ± 0.23* 0.02 ± 0.23 0.00 ± 0.27 0.27 ± 0.31 
RLP -0.47 ± 0.28 0.43 ± 0.25 0.21 ± 0.22 0.18 ± 0.26 -0.13 ± 0.30 
RPP -0.24 ± 0.30 0.48 ± 0.23* 0.38 ± 0.18* 0.36 ± 0.21 0.09 ± 0.28 
RFS -0.36 ± 0.36 0.14 ± 0.31 0.39 ± 0.23 0.65 ± 0.20** -0.04 ± 0.33 
RUT -0.41 ± 0.35 0.28 ± 0.29 0.39 ± 0.23 -0.02 ± 0.29 -0.05 ± 0.33 
1Evaluation of structural soundness traits is described in Appendices 1 and 2. 
2Traits: FLTD = front legs turned (deviation from optimum score); FBK = buck knees; FPP = front pastern 
posture; FFS = front foot size; FUT = uneven front toes; RLTD = rear legs turned (deviation from optimum 
score); RLP = rear leg posture; RPP = rear pastern posture; RFS = rear foot size; RUT = uneven rear toes. 
3The data included gilts from 2 commercial genetic lines; 462 gilts belonged to a grandparent maternal line 
(Newsham line 3) and 987 to a parent maternal line (SuperMom 37). The study was conducted at a commercial 
facility. 
*Estimate of genetic correlation differs from 0 by P ≤ 0.05; **P ≤ 0.01; ***P ≤ 0.001.
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Table 3.6. Genetic correlation estimates (rg ± SE) of body structure traits with leg structure traits1,2 and overall leg action in 
commercial gilt lines3 used in a feet and leg, body, compositional, and maternal performance study 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1Evaluation of structural soundness traits is described in Appendices 1 and 2. 
2Traits: BL = body length; BD = body depth; BWD = body width; BRS = rib shape; BTL = top line; BHS = hip structure; FLTD = front legs turned (deviation 
from optimum score); FBK = buck knees; FPP = front pastern posture; FFS = front foot size; FUT = uneven front toes; RLTD = rear legs turned (deviation from 
optimum score); RLP = rear leg posture; RPP = rear pastern posture; RFS = rear foot size; RUT = uneven rear toes. 
3The data included gilts from 2 commercial genetic lines; 462 gilts belonged to a grandparent maternal line (Newsham line 3) and 987 to a parent maternal line 
(SuperMom 37). The study was conducted at a commercial facility. 
*Estimate of genetic correlation differs from 0 by P ≤ 0.05; **P ≤ 0.01; ***P ≤ 0.001.
Trait BL BD BWD BRS BTL BHS 
Front leg structure       
FLTD -0.07 ± 0.30 -0.01 ± 0.30 -0.07 ± 0.30 0.11 ± 0.29 -0.10 ± 0.32 -0.02 ± 0.31 
FBK 0.60 ± 0.19** 0.82 ± 0.11*** -0.62 ± 0.17*** 0.41 ± 0.21 0.38 ± 0.24 0.44 ± 0.21* 
FPP 0.43 ± 0.18* 0.55 ± 0.14*** -0.25 ± 0.19 0.38 ± 0.18* 0.61 ± 0.17*** 0.45 ± 0.18* 
FFS 0.35 ± 0.23 0.17 ± 0.23 -0.12 ± 0.24 -0.04 ± 0.24 0.51 ± 0.24* 0.20 ± 0.24 
FUT -0.13 ± 0.28 0.06 ± 0.28 -0.14 ± 0.28 0.21 ± 0.27 0.34 ± 0.28 0.20 ± 0.28 
Rear leg structure       
RLTD 0.65 ± 0.18*** 0.46 ± 0.19* -0.78 ± 0.13*** 0.50 ± 0.20* 0.57 ± 0.20** 0.72 ± 0.17*** 
RLP 0.47 ± 0.18** 0.52 ± 0.17** 0.01 ± 0.22 0.05 ± 0.22 -0.24 ± 0.24 -0.22 ± 0.22 
RPP 0.18 ± 0.19 0.28 ± 0.19 0.18 ± 0.21 -0.13 ± 0.21 -0.22 ± 0.23 0.00 ± 0.21 
RFS 0.25 ± 0.25 0.15 ± 0.25 -0.12 ± 0.26 0.07 ± 0.26 -0.10 ± 0.27 -0.10 ± 0.24 
RUT 0.33 ± 0.25 0.25 ± 0.26 -0.13 ± 0.26 0.58 ± 0.24* 0.54 ± 0.27* -0.05 ± 0.27 
Overall leg action 0.48 ± 0.22* 0.56 ± 0.20** -0.18 ± 0.25 0.30 ± 0.24 0.62 ± 0.25* 0.73 ± 0.19*** 
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Table 3.7. Genetic correlation estimates (rg ± SE) of growth and body composition traits 
with body and leg structure traits1,2 in commercial gilt lines3 used in a feet and leg, body, 
compositional, and maternal performance study 
Trait DAYS LMA BF10 LRF 
Body structure     
BL -0.73 ± 0.11*** -0.27 ± 0.14 -0.57 ± 0.11*** -0.63 ± 0.11*** 
BD -0.09 ± 0.17 -0.48 ± 0.13*** -0.43 ± 0.12*** -0.55 ± 0.11*** 
BWD -0.10 ± 0.17 0.84 ± 0.08*** -0.04 ± 0.15 0.09 ± 0.15 
BRS -0.08 ± 0.18 -0.66 ± 0.12*** -0.11 ± 0.16 -0.14 ± 0.16 
BTL -0.52 ± 0.16** -0.26 ± 0.17 -0.32 ± 0.16* -0.32 ± 0.16* 
BHS -0.49 ± 0.16** -0.37 ± 0.16* 0.02 ± 0.17 0.01 ± 0.17 
Front leg structure     
FLTD -0.12 ± 0.26 -0.07 ± 0.23 -0.45 ± 0.23 -0.52 ± 0.23* 
FBK -0.71 ± 0.17*** -0.05 ± 0.19 -0.17 ± 0.19 -0.21 ± 0.19 
FPP -0.45 ± 0.16** 0.18 ± 0.16 -0.30 ± 0.15* -0.31 ± 0.15* 
FFS 0.44 ± 0.21* 0.02 ± 0.20 -0.01 ± 0.20 -0.02 ± 0.20 
FUT 0.18 ± 0.24 -0.10 ± 0.22 0.44 ± 0.20* 0.47 ± 0.20* 
Rear leg structure     
RLTD -0.50 ± 0.15*** -0.42 ± 0.14** -0.29 ± 0.15 -0.25 ± 0.16 
RLP 0.43 ± 0.17* 0.42 ± 0.15** 0.35 ± 0.16* 0.27 ± 0.17 
RPP 0.12 ± 0.17 0.53 ± 0.13*** -0.02 ± 0.15 -0.08 ± 0.15 
RFS 0.40 ± 0.20* 0.24 ± 0.19 0.39 ± 0.19* 0.33 ± 0.19 
RUT -0.18 ± 0.21 0.19 ± 0.19 0.37 ± 0.18* 0.33 ± 0.18 
Overall leg action -0.69 ± 0.18*** 0.14 ± 0.20 -0.50 ± 0.19** -0.51 ± 0.19** 
1Evaluation of structural soundness traits is described in Appendices 1 and 2. 
2Traits: DAYS = number of days to a constant BW of 113.5 kg; LMA = loin muscle area adjusted to a constant 
BW of 113.5 kg; BF10 = 10th rib backfat adjusted to a constant BW of 113.5 kg; LRF = last rib backfat; BL = 
body length; BD = body depth; BWD = body width; BRS = rib shape; BTL = top line; BHS = hip structure; 
FLTD = front legs turned (deviation from optimum score); FBK = buck knees; FPP = front pastern posture; FFS 
= front foot size; FUT = uneven front toes; RLTD = rear legs turned (deviation from optimum score); RLP =  
rear leg posture; RPP = rear pastern posture; RFS = rear foot size; RUT = uneven rear toes. 
3The data included gilts from 2 commercial genetic lines; 462 gilts belonged to a grandparent maternal line 
(Newsham line 3) and 987 to a parent maternal line (SuperMom 37). The study was conducted at a commercial 
facility. 
*Estimate of genetic correlation differs from 0 by P ≤ 0.05; **P ≤ 0.01; ***P ≤ 0.001.
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Appendix 1 
 
BODY LENGTH (BL) BODY DEPTH (BD) 
    
1 = short 9 = long 1 = deep 9 = shallow 
 
BODY WIDTH (BWD) RIB SHAPE (BRS) 
      
1 = narrow 5 = intermediate 9 = wide 1 = more shape 9 = flat/less shape 
 
TOP LINE (BTL) HIP STRUCTURE (BHS) 
     
1 = weak 5 = level 9 = high topped 1 = level 9 = steep 
 
Structural soundness scoring sheet used in a feet and leg, body, compositional, and maternal 
performance study. Development of scoring criteria was based on Wood and Rothschild 
(2001), Guidelines for Uniform Swine Improvement Program (NSIF, 1988), and scoring 
systems described by Van Steenbergen (1989) and Serenius et al. (2001). Images were drawn 
by DennisWolf, Minneapolis, MN, and they are owned by the Department of Animal 
Science, Iowa State University, all rights reserved.
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LEGS TURNED OUT OR IN (front: FLT and rear: RLT) 
    
1 = turned out 5 = straight 9 = turned in 
 
BUCK KNEES (FBK) REAR LEG POSTURE (RLP) 
     
1 = upright 2 = normal 9 = severe buck knees 1 = weak 5 = normal 9 = upright 
 
PASTERN POSTURE (front: FPP and rear: RPP) 
    
1 = weak/soft 5 = intermediate 9 = upright 
 
FOOT SIZE (front: FFS and rear: RFS) UNEVEN TOES (front: FUT and rear: RUT) 
    
1 = large feet 9 = small feet 1 = even toes 9 = severely uneven toes 
 
OVERALL LEG ACTION (OLA) 
1 = excellent movements 9 = severely impaired movements or unable to walk
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Description of structural soundness traits1 evaluated in a feet and leg, body, compositional, and maternal performance study 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1Traits: BL = body length; BD = body depth; BWD = body width; BRS = rib shape; BTL = top line; BHS = hip structure; FLT = front legs turned; 
FBK = buck knees; FPP = front pastern posture; FFS = front foot size; FUT = uneven front toes; RLT = rear legs turned; RLP = rear leg posture; 
RPP = rear pastern posture; RFS = rear foot size; RUT = uneven rear toes.
  Structural evaluation score 
Trait Description 1 9 
Body structure    
BL Length of back Short Long 
BD Distance from back to sternum Deep Shallow 
BWD Width of hams Narrow Wide 
BRS Shape of rib cage More shape Flat/less shape 
BTL Arch/levelness of back line Weak topped High topped 
BHS Arch/levelness of hip line Level Steep 
Front leg structure    
FLT Legs  turned outward/inward from front knees Turned out Turned in 
FBK Side view of front knees Upright Severe buck knees 
FPP Side view of front pasterns Weak/soft Upright 
FFS Size of front feet Large Small 
FUT Uniformity of front toes (hooves) Even Severely uneven 
Rear leg structure    
RLT Legs  turned outward/inward from hocks Turned out Turned in 
RLP Side view of rear legs Weak Upright 
RPP Side view of rear pasterns Weak/soft Upright 
RFS Size of rear feet Large Small 
RUT Uniformity of rear toes (hooves) Even Severely uneven 
Overall leg action Correctness and easiness of movements Excellent Severely impaired/unable to walk 
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CHAPTER 4. GENETIC ASSOCIATIONS FOR GILT GROWTH, 
COMPOSITIONAL, AND STRUCTURAL SOUNDNESS TRAITS WITH 
SOW LONGEVITY AND LIFETIME REPRODUCTIVE 
PERFORMANCE1,2 
 
A paper published in the Journal of Animal Science 
 
M. T. Nikkilä,*,3, K. J. Stalder,*,4 B. E. Mote,* M. F. Rothschild,* F. C. Gunsett,† A. K. 
Johnson,* L. A. Karriker,‡ M. V. Boggess,§ and T. V. Serenius* 
 
*Department of Animal Science, Iowa State University, Ames, IA 50011 
†Newsham Choice Genetics, West Des Moines, IA 50265 
‡Department of Veterinary Diagnostic and Production Animal Medicine, Iowa State 
University, Ames, IA 50011 
§National Pork Board, Des Moines, IA 50325 
 
Abstract 
The objective of this study was to estimate genetic associations for gilt growth, 
compositional, and structural soundness with sow longevity and lifetime reproduction. 
Performance and pedigree information from 1,447 commercial females from 2 genetic lines 
were included in the data analyzed. Growth was expressed as days to 113.5 kg BW (DAYS) 
                                                          
1
 Reprinted with permission of J. Anim. Sci., 2013, 91:1570–1579. 
2
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Choice Genetics (supplier of gilts used in the trial) and Swine Graphics Enterprises (farm 
management and data collection) is greatly appreciated. 
3
 Primary researcher and author 
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and compositional traits included loin muscle area (LMA), 10th rib backfat (BF10), and last 
rib backfat (LRF). Structural soundness traits included body structure traits [length (BL), 
depth (BD), width (BWD), rib shape (BRS), top line (BTL), and hip structure (BHS)], leg 
structure traits [front legs: legs turned (FLT), buck knees (FBK), pastern posture (FPP), foot 
size (FFS), and uneven toes (FUT); rear legs: legs turned (RLT), leg posture (RLP), pastern 
posture (RPP), foot size (RFS), and uneven toes (RUT)], and overall leg action (OLA). 
Lifetime (LT) and removal parity (RP) were considered as longevity traits whereas lifetime 
reproductive traits included lifetime total number born (LNB), lifetime number born alive 
(LBA), number born alive per lifetime day (LBA/LT), and percentage productive days from 
total herd days (PD%). Genetic parameters were estimated with linear animal models using 
the average information REML algorithm. Second, to account for censored longevity and 
lifetime reproduction records, genetic parameters were estimated using Markov Chain Monte 
Carlo and Gibbs sampling methods. Similar estimates were obtained across the analysis 
methods. Heritability estimates for growth and compositional traits ranged from 0.50 to 0.70 
and for structural soundness traits from 0.07 to 0.31. Longevity and lifetime reproductive 
trait heritability estimates ranged from 0.14 to 0.17 when REML was used. Unfavorable 
genetic correlations were obtained for DAYS with LT, RP, LNB, LBA, and PD% and for 
LRF with PD%. However, LMA was favorably associated with LT, RP, and LNB. Moderate 
to high correlations were obtained for BL and BRS with all longevity and lifetime 
reproductive traits. Correlations of BWD with LT and RP were moderate. Associations for 
leg soundness traits with longevity and lifetime reproductive traits were mainly low and non-
significant (P ≥ 0.10). However, RLP was moderately correlated with LBA/LT and PD%. 
Current results indicate that selection for fewer DAYS has an antagonistic effect on lifetime 
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performance. Furthermore, great BL, flat BRS, narrow BWD, and upright RLP seem 
detrimental to sow longevity and lifetime reproduction. 
Key words: body composition, censoring, genetic parameter, lifetime reproduction, sow, 
structural soundness 
 
Introduction 
Reproductive performance and sow productive lifetime (SPL) form the cornerstones 
for commercial sow herd profitability and set boundaries for the yearly and lifetime number 
of piglets a sow farrows and weans. A mature sow herd is expected to be more prolific and 
therefore to improve herd productivity (Friendship et al., 1986; Koketsu, 2005; Engblom et 
al., 2007). Yet, recent average annual sow removal rate (combined culling and mortality rate) 
of 56% in United States commercial breeding herds (PigCHAMP, 2011) indicates that an 
excessive proportion of sows are replaced at early parities before reaching peak productivity. 
This is detrimental to producer profitability because for the initial replacement gilt 
investment to become profitable, a sow should on average complete 3 parities (Stalder et al., 
2003). The main causes for culling in early parities are reproductive failure and 
leg/locomotion problems (Boyle et al., 1998; Lucia et al., 2000; Engblom et al., 2007). 
Therefore, it is important to identify gilt composition and conformation traits associated with 
good reproductive performance throughout several parities. 
Gilt growth and backfat measures have been reported to be unfavorably associated 
with sow longevity and lifetime prolificacy (López-Serrano et al., 2000; Yazdi et al., 2000a; 
Serenius and Stalder, 2004; Engblom et al., 2009; Knauer et al., 2010) whereas leg soundness 
traits are reported to be favorably associated with SPL (Brandt et al., 1999; López-Serrano et 
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al., 2000; Serenius and Stalder, 2004, 2007; Tarrés et al., 2006; Fernàndez de Sevilla et al., 
2008). However, no study has investigated genetic parameters for a wide range of structural 
soundness traits in relation to SPL and lifetime reproduction. Consequently, the objective of 
this study was to estimate genetic correlations for gilt growth, compositional, and structural 
soundness traits with sow longevity and lifetime reproductive traits in commercial maternal 
lines. 
 
Materials and Methods 
All management and trial practices for this study were approved by the Iowa State 
University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. 
 
Data description and sow management 
The study was a cooperative effort between the Department of Animal Science, 
Veterinary Diagnostic and Production Animal Medicine faculty at Iowa State University and 
industry partners including an Iowa-based integrator (Swine Graphics Enterprises, Webster 
City, IA) and a United States swine genetic supplier (Newsham Choice Genetics, West Des 
Moines, IA). All females were supplied by the same multiplier within the production system 
of the genetic supplier, where the gilt management was maintained as equal as possible. The 
gilts used in this study were preselected at the multiplier production facilities based on the 
guidelines of the genetic supplier for overall conformation, structural soundness, and 
lameness. Gilts were high health (porcine reproductive and respiratory syndrome and 
Mycoplasma free) females without obvious defects or deformities and had high lean growth 
potential (within the top 75% of the contemporary group). 
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The study was conducted at a new commercial farm that had 3,790 sow spaces and it 
involved 1,447 gilts entering the herd between October 2005 and July 2006. Females 
represented 2 commercial genetic lines, 461 gilts were from a grandparent maternal line 
(Newsham line 3) and 986 were from a parent maternal line (SuperMom 37). Newsham line 
3 was a maternal synthetic line, which originated from English Large White. SuperMom 37 
line was a cross between Newsham lines 3 and 7, with the Newsham line 7 being a maternal 
synthetic cross that included the Nebraska Index line and Yorkshire genetic origins. The 
Nebraska Index line was a composite originating from Large White and Landrace 
populations produced at the University of Nebraska. From 1981, this line was selected based 
on an index that included ovulation rate, embryonic survival, and litter size at birth (number 
of fully formed piglets) only (Johnson et al., 1999). 
The females involved in this study were progeny from 58 known sires and 835 dams. 
Sire information was not available for 52 gilts. In total, the pedigree included 2,901 animals. 
Gilts and sows were managed according to standard procedures in the commercial 
operation and were treated as similarly as possible. Gilts were housed in groups of 10 to 12 
females until being moved into breeding stalls when first estrus was observed. Group pens 
were 2.4 by 4.9 m in size (i.e., space per gilt ranged from 1.0 to 1.2 m2). Isolation, breeding, 
and gestation barns had fully slatted concrete floors, with 14.6 cm wide slats and 2.5 cm wide 
openings. Breeding and gestation stall size was 2.1 by 0.6 m. Farrowing stalls were 2.3 by 
0.6 m in size and had triangular-steel bar flooring. The dimensions of piglet areas located on 
both sides of the sow were 2.0 by 0.4 m. The flooring was plastic-coated expanded metal and 
piglets were provided with heat lamps for 3 d at minimum. Feeding was based on nutrient 
analyses and all rations met or exceeded the requirements for the particular swine production 
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phase (NRC, 1998). In group pens, gilts were fed ad libitum with a corn-soybean meal based 
diet. During the breeding and gestation periods, sows were fed once per day and after 
farrowing 3 times per day. Group pens had 2-hole feeders and cup waterers. The breeding 
and gestation stalls had individual drop-feeders and animals were provided water via a trough 
system during non-feeding periods. The farrowing stalls had a shelf type feeder and 
individual nipple waterer. All animals had ad libitum access to water. 
The studied gilts averaged 180 d of age (SD = 5 d) at herd entry and daily fence-line 
boar exposure and gilt estrus detection started immediately on arrival to the farm. Estrus 
synchronization was not in use, and estrus induction was used only if attempts to stimulate 
the females by mixing them in pens and moving them to a different barn failed. The goal of 
management was to mate gilts at second or third estrus and at approximately 136 kg BW. 
The studied gilts averaged 244 d of age (SD = 18 d) at first mating. If breeding targets of the 
farm allowed, first parity females were not mated until at second estrus after weaning. This 
practice provided first parity sows time to recover from their first farrowing and lactation and 
consequently alleviated the commonly observed smaller litter size in second parity (“the 
second parity dip”). In subsequent parities, the aim was to mate sows at first estrus after 
weaning. During standing estrus, AI was performed once per day. A boar was present in the 
alley in front of the stall of the mated sow. Pregnancy check was performed with a Bantam II 
ultrasound scanner (E.I. Medical Imaging, Loveland, CO) 35 to 42 d post insemination. 
Females were usually not rebred more than twice before they were culled, if both failed 
attempts were classified as reproduction problems. Normal management practices were used 
at farrowing [e.g., induced farrowing (no earlier than d 115 of gestation) and oxytocin use 
during farrowing] but when used were noted for each female when possible. Litters were 
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standardized within 24 h from birth and the targeted piglet number after transfer was 11 
piglets with a range of 8 to 16 piglets. After weaning their own standardized litter, some sows 
acted as nurse sows, thus nursing more than 1 litter during their lactation period. The average 
lactation length among studied females was 18 d (SD = 6 d). 
 
Gilt compositional and structural soundness traits 
All gilts involved in the research trial were evaluated for compositional and structural 
soundness traits after an acclimation period (9 ± 5 d; mean ± SD) that occurred after the gilts 
arrived at the farm. Evaluation was performed on 14 separate dates, and the gilts averaged 
124 kg BW (SD = 11 kg) and 190 d of age (SD = 7 d) when the evaluation occurred. 
A Smidley Mini-Scale (Marting Mfg. of Iowa, Inc., Britt, IA) was used to obtain BW 
measurements. Gilt growth was assessed by calculating the number of days to reach a 
constant 113.5 kg BW (DAYS). Evaluated compositional traits included ultrasonically 
measured loin muscle area (LMA), 10th rib backfat (BF10), and last rib backfat (LRF). 
Ultrasonic images were obtained with a Pie Medical 200 (Classic Medical Supply, Inc., 
Tequesta, FL) by a single certified (Bates and Christian, 1994) technician. Additionally, a 
tissue sample was collected from each female using the TypiFix ear tag system (IDnostics, 
Schlieren-Zürich, Switzerland). 
Soundness traits evaluated included 6 body structure traits [body length (BL), body 
depth (BD), body width (BWD), rib shape (BRS), top line (BTL), and hip structure (BHS)], 5 
leg structure traits per leg pair [front legs: legs turned (FLT), buck knees (FBK), pastern 
posture (FPP), foot size (FFS), and uneven toes (FUT); rear legs: legs turned (RLT), leg 
posture (RLP), pastern posture (RPP), foot size (RFS), and uneven toes (RUT)], and overall 
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leg action (OLA). The structural evaluation was completed independently by 2 scorers using 
a 9-point scale. Depending on the evaluated body structure trait, score 1 indicated short BL, 
deep BD, narrow BWD, round BRS, weak BTL, or level BHS; score 5 indicated level BTL; 
and score 9 indicated long BL, shallow BD, wide BWD, flat BRS, high BTL, or steep BHS. 
In regards to leg structure traits, score 1 indicated outward turned FLT or RLT, upright side 
view angle of front legs (opposite extremity in FBK), weak RLP, weak FPP or RPP, large 
FFS or RFS, or even FUT or RUT; score 2 indicated normal side view angle in FBK; score 5 
indicated straight posture in FLT or RLT, normal RLP, or intermediate FPP or RPP; and 
score 9 indicated inward turned FLT or RLT, severely buck-kneed FBK, upright RLP, 
upright FPP or RPP, small FFS or RFS, or uneven FUT or RUT. For OLA, score 1 indicated 
excellent movement and score 9 severely impaired movements or inability to walk. 
Before the genetic analyses, the original scores for FLT and RLT were transformed to 
deviations from the intermediate score {i.e., score 5 [front legs turned (deviation from 
optimum score; FLTD) and rear legs turned (deviation from optimum score; RLTD)]}. 
Consequently, the modified scale had 5 points (the original 5 score was assigned a 1 score, 
scores of 4 and 6 were assigned a 2 score, scores of 3 and 7 were assigned a 3 score, scores 
of 2 and 8 were assigned a 4 score, and scores of 1 and 9 were assigned a 5 score). This was 
performed because there were very few observations in the score classes greater than 5 and 
an intermediate score was considered optimum within the scale used. 
 
Sow longevity and lifetime reproductive traits 
Sow lifetime (LT), which was measured in days from birth to removal or termination 
of data collection, and removal parity (RP) were considered as longevity traits. Lifetime 
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reproductive traits included lifetime total number born (LNB), lifetime number born alive 
(LBA), number born alive per lifetime day (LBA/LT), and percentage productive days from 
total herd days (PD%). Productive days included such time periods when a sow was either 
gestating or lactating. However, if she failed to farrow, gestation days were included to non-
productive days. Herd days were counted from herd entry to removal date or end of data 
collection. 
Longevity and lifetime reproduction records included females removed as gilts (i.e., 
females with RP and lifetime reproduction equal to 0). For animals that were not removed 
during the data collection period, only complete parities were considered when obtaining 
PD% and LBA/LT. In their case, PD% was determined by using productive days and herd 
days until the last weaning and LBA/LT by using lifetime until the last weaning. Animals (n 
= 5) with missing litter size information in any parity were excluded from the analyses 
conducted to LNB, LBA, and LBA/LT. 
 
Statistical analyses 
Mixed model methodology (PROC MIXED, SAS Inst. Inc., Cary, NC) was used for 
developing the models for variance component estimation of the traits evaluated in this study. 
Growth, compositional, structural soundness, longevity, or lifetime reproductive traits were 
the dependent variables and sire and dam were included as random effects as various fixed 
effects and linear covariates were evaluated for statistical significance. A common litter 
effect was not included into the statistical model because there were relatively few numbers 
of littermate gilts (56% of litters were represented by a single gilt) in the female population 
used in the present study. 
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Among compositional and structural soundness traits, genetic parameters were 
estimated with multivariate linear animal models using the average information REML 
algorithm (Johnson and Thompson, 1995; Jensen et al., 1997) in the DMU package (Madsen 
and Jensen, 2008). The data on longevity and lifetime reproductive traits included incomplete 
records (i.e., censored records) because 13.8% of females were still in production at data 
collection termination. When an analysis included longevity or lifetime reproductive trait, 2 
different methods were used for genetic parameter estimation. First, single trait or bivariate 
analyses were completed using the average information REML algorithm in the DMU 
package including incomplete records into the analysis but ignoring censoring (i.e., censored 
records were treated as uncensored). Second, because DMU software did not account for 
censored records, censoring was implemented using Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) 
approach and Gibbs sampling (GS) procedures in GIBBS2CEN (S. Tsuruta, University of 
Georgia, Athens, GA, personal communication). 
Identical statistical models were used across the 2 analyses. The statistical model for 
BF10, LMA, and DAYS included 
yijk = µ + LINEi + CG1j + ak + eijk, 
in which yijk = the trait measured on gilt k, µ = intercept, LINEi = fixed effect of genetic line i 
(i = 1, 2), CG1j = fixed effect of contemporary group j (j = 1 to 14; contemporary group was 
based on evaluation date), ak = additive genetic effect of gilt k with ak N ~ (0,σ2a), and eijk = 
random residual with eijk N ~ (0, σ2e). The aforementioned traits were pre-adjusted to a 
constant BW of 113.5 kg (NPPC, 2000). 
In the absence of a pre-adjustment formula, the statistical model for LRF included 
BW at evaluation as a linear covariate: 
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yijk = µ + LINEi + CG1j + b1BWk + ak + eijk, 
which is identical to the previous model, except BWk = BW of gilt k, and b1 is a coefficient 
of linear regression. 
The statistical model for analyzing structural soundness traits was 
 yijkl = µ + LINEi + CG1j + SCORERk + b1BWl + al + eijkl, 
in which yijkl = the trait measured on gilt l, µ = intercept, LINEi = fixed effect of genetic line i 
(i = 1, 2), CG1j = fixed effect of contemporary group j (j = 1 to 14; contemporary group was 
based on evaluation date), SCORERk = fixed effect of scorer k (k = 1, 2), BWl = BW of gilt l, 
al =  additive genetic effect of gilt l with al N ~ (0, σ2a), eijkl = random residual with eijkl N ~ 
(0, σ2e), and b1 is a coefficient of linear regression. 
The statistical model for longevity and lifetime reproduction traits included 
yijk = µ + LINEi + CG2j + ak + eijk, 
in which yijk = the trait measured on sow k, µ = intercept, LINEi = fixed effect of genetic line 
i (i = 1, 2), CG2j = fixed effect of contemporary group j (j = 1 to 16; contemporary group was 
based on herd entry date), ak = additive genetic effect of sow k with ak N ~ (0, σ2a), and eijk = 
random residual with eijk N ~ (0, σ2e). 
Compositional and structural soundness trait heritability estimates were obtained by 
simultaneously including all traits within a trait group (body composition, body structure, 
front leg structure and OLA, and rear leg structure and OLA) into a single multivariate 
analysis. However, single trait analyses were performed to estimate heritabilities for 
longevity and lifetime reproductive traits. Genetic correlations of compositional and 
structural soundness traits with longevity and lifetime reproductive traits were estimated with 
bivariate analyses. 
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In the DMU package, asymptotic SE for the variance and covariance component 
estimates were derived from the average information matrix. The SE computations for the 
genetic correlations were based on Taylor series approximation. A change in the update 
vector norm that was less than 10−7 was used as the convergence criterion. 
Variance and covariance components obtained from DMU were used as starting 
values for analyses performed in GIBBS2CEN. Each analysis was run as a single chain of 
250,000 cycles with a burn-in period of the first 50,000 cycles. After the burn-in period, 
every 20th sample was stored, which resulted in 10,000 samples for computing posterior 
means and SD. The sampled variance and covariance components for calculating 
heritabilities, genetic correlations, and SD were obtained using POSTGIBBSF90, a program 
developed by S. Tsuruta (Misztal et al., 2002). 
 
Results and Discussion 
Descriptive statistics 
At data collection termination in September 2009, 13.8% of the females were still in 
production and on their sixth to ninth parity at the commercial sow herd. Regarding females 
that were removed from the breeding herd, reproductive failure was the most frequent culling 
reason causing 22.6% of all removals (data not shown). Reproductive problems were most 
pronounced in gilts to third parity females. In published literature, reproductive failure 
among removed females ranges from 27 to 34% (D’Allaire et al., 1987; Dijkhuizen et al., 
1989; Boyle et al., 1998; Lucia et al., 2000; Engblom et al., 2007). It has been noted that for 
mature sows (third parity and greater) culling for reproductive failure is a lesser issue 
whereas litter performance and age start to increase in their importance (D’Allaire et al., 
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1987; Boyle et al., 1998; Lucia et al., 2000). Feet/leg or lameness problems accounted for 
12.9% of removals and a little over two-thirds of these removals occurred before sows 
reached parity 3 (data not shown). Similar removal frequencies and early parity associations 
have been reported (D’Allaire et al., 1987; Boyle et al., 1998; Lucia et al., 2000; Hughes et 
al., 2010). 
Descriptive statistics for longevity and lifetime reproductive traits are presented in 
Table 4.1. These data include observations on sows remaining in production at data 
collection termination. The proportion of incomplete records (i.e., right-censored records) 
was 13.8%, which causes raw means to be slightly underestimated. The mean for LT was 
823.4 d, which corresponded to a 3.6 RP mean. Many other studies have measured length of 
productive lifetime in days from first conception or first farrowing to removal and excluded 
females removed as gilts whereas currently presented numbers include gilts that were culled 
without ever producing a litter. The mean for herd days was 643.0 d, which is slightly greater 
than 582.7 d reported by Lucia et al. (2000) for all females including gilts. In previous 
studies conducted in North America, mean RP ranged from 3.3 to 3.8 (D’Allaire et al., 1987; 
Lucia et al., 2000) whereas in studies conducted elsewhere (The Netherlands, Ireland, 
Sweden, and Japan), mean RP varied from 4.3 to 4.6 (Dijkhuizen et al., 1989; Boyle et al., 
1998; Engblom et al., 2007; Sasaki and Koketsu, 2011). 
Females averaged 42.2 LNB, 38.5 LBA, 0.04 LBA/LT, and 60.7 PD%. Lucia et al. 
(2000) reported 45.0 LNB and 41.3 LBA for North American commercial breeding females. 
In Sweden, commercial sows averaged 55.9 LNB and 52.7 LBA (Engblom et al., 2007). 
Sasaki and Koketsu (2011) observed an average lifetime performance of 52.5 LBA in 
Japanese commercial females. Unlike the average lifetime reproductive performances 
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reported in the aforementioned studies, the current statistics include records on gilts, that is, 
females with lifetime productivity equal to 0. When excluding gilt records, the means 
increased to 50.5 LNB and 46.0 LBA (data not shown). Lucia et al. (2000) investigated the 
percentage of lifetime non-productive days from total herd days and reported a non-
productive day percentage of 36.4% for all females (gilts included), which is consistent with 
the findings from the current study where this value was 39.3% (100% - PD%). Fewer 
reproductive problems, better reproductive management, and decreased removal rates would 
result in considerable PD% improvement. Efforts should be targeted, especially, toward 
reducing gilt removals, as these females create costs without any income or profits for the 
producers. 
 
Heritability estimates 
Heritability estimates for growth and body composition traits ranged from 0.50 to 
0.70. The estimates for body structure traits ranged from 0.15 to 0.31 whereas the estimates 
for leg structure traits ranged from 0.07 to 0.31 and the estimate for OLA was 0.12 (data not 
shown). 
Heritability estimates obtained for longevity and lifetime reproductive traits using 
REML, which did not account for censoring, ranged from 0.14 to 0.17 (Table 4.1). When 
implementing censoring in GS, longevity and lifetime reproductive trait heritability estimates 
ranged from 0.12 to 0.15. All heritability estimates differed significantly from 0 (P < 0.05), 
except the estimate for FLTD, which only approached statistical significance (0.05 < P < 
0.10). 
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Longevity and lifetime reproductive trait heritability estimates obtained in the current 
study are consistent with published literature estimates and indicate that sow longevity and 
lifetime reproductive traits have a genetic component, but rapid genetic improvement cannot 
be expected. In previous studies, linear model heritability estimates for length of productive 
life or stayability ranged from 0.02 to 0.11 (Tholen et al., 1996; López-Serrano et al., 2000; 
Serenius and Stalder, 2004; Engblom et al., 2009). Guo et al. (2001) used linear model with 
record censoring and reported a 0.25 heritability estimate. Heritability estimates obtained 
using survival analysis ranged from 0.05 to 0.31 (Yazdi et al., 2000a,b; Serenius and Stalder, 
2004; Fernàndez de Sevilla et al., 2008). Previous linear model heritability estimates reported 
for LBA ranged from 0.03 to 0.12 (Serenius and Stalder, 2004; Engblom et al., 2009) and an 
estimate of 0.23 was obtained by incorporating censoring (Guo et al., 2001). 
 
Genetic correlations 
Because REML and GS genetic correlation estimates were similar, only the REML 
estimates are discussed in the next paragraphs. However, Table 4.2 includes both REML and 
GS results. The genetic correlation magnitude for a given trait pair was similar regardless of 
whether the estimates were obtained using average information REML where censored 
records were treated as uncensored or GS implementing censoring. This would seem to 
indicate that a program capable of analyzing right-censored data was not required when a 
relatively small proportion of the records were censored; in this case only 14% of the records 
were censored. 
Moderately unfavorable genetic correlations (rg) were obtained for DAYS with LT, 
RP, LNB, LBA, and PD% (rg = 0.42 to 0.58). Additionally, a weak unfavorable association 
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between DAYS and LBA/LT approached statistical significance (rg = 0.33; 0.05 < P < 0.10). 
This indicates that selection for fewer DAYS might have a negative effect on longevity and 
lifetime reproductive performance. These observations agree with several previous findings, 
but it is important to note that results obtained from this study need to be interpreted within 
the distributions of observations present in the dataset. The animals included into the study 
were preselected for their growth potential and structural soundness by the genetic supplier, 
and therefore the gilt population evaluated in the present study primarily consisted of females 
that grew well and were free of obvious structural defects. The average DAYS was 178 d and 
ranged from 144 to 227 d. Additionally, 84% of the females reached 113.5 kg BW by 190 d 
of age (data not shown). 
Fast growth rate increased culling risk in previously published work involving 
Yorkshire sows (Yazdi et al., 2000a; Hoge and Bates, 2011), but such effect was not 
observed in Swedish Landrace (Yazdi et al., 2000b). Knauer et al. (2010) reported negative 
regression coefficients for stayability on ADG in crossbred maternal lines. Furthermore, 
Tholen et al. (1996), López-Serrano et al. (2000), and Engblom et al. (2009) reported 
unfavorable genetic correlations between growth rate and stayability both in purebred and 
crossbred sows of white breed origins. However, Serenius and Stalder (2004) and Stalder et 
al. (2005) did not find growth rate significantly associated with longevity traits or LBA in 
Finnish Landrace and Large White sows or in United States Landrace sows, respectively. 
Instead, Stalder et al. (2005) reported an unfavorable association between DAYS and lifetime 
number of piglets weaned. Hoge and Bates (2011) reported antagonistic association between 
DAYS and LBA in United States Yorkshire. Tummaruk et al. (2001) reported a favorable 
association between growth rate up to 100 kg BW and litter size in parities 1 to 5 in Swedish 
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Landrace and Yorkshire nucleus sows. Based on previously published findings, genetic 
correlation estimates for growth rate with longevity and lifetime reproductive traits are 
dependent on the population evaluated. However, most studies imply that fast growing gilts 
have inferior longevity and lifetime reproduction, which is consistent with the current 
findings. 
Low to moderate favorable correlations were obtained for LMA with LT, RP, and 
LNB (rg = 0.36 to 0.44) and a weak correlation between LMA and LBA approached 
significance (rg = 0.33; 0.05 < P < 0.10). Stalder et al. (2005) reported that LMA was 
favorably associated with LBA and RP whereas Knauer et al. (2010) did not find LM depth 
to have any significant effect on stayability. This seems to indicate that selection for greater 
LMA has no antagonistic effect on longevity or lifetime reproduction and it may even cause 
a favorable response on lifetime performance. 
Regarding backfat measurements, only the weakly unfavorable association between 
LRF and PD% (rg = 0.38) reached statistical significance and the correlation between BF10 
and PD% approached significance (rg = 0.37; 0.05 < P < 0.10). Solely on the basis of these 
findings, selection for lower backfat thickness would not be expected to have great 
detrimental effects on longevity or lifetime reproductive performance. However, Onteru et al. 
(2011) conducted a whole-genome association study on a subpopulation of the current data 
and the findings reinforced the associations of fat regulation with longevity and lifetime 
reproductive traits. 
Stalder et al. (2005) reported that BF10 was unfavorably associated with RP and LBA 
and proposed that some minimum level of backfat thickness may be essential for good 
lifetime reproduction. Possibly, both backfat thickness and LMA impact longevity or lifetime 
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reproductive traits in such a threshold manner, where longevity and lifetime reproduction get 
compromised unless a certain backfat or muscle depth level is reached. On the other hand, 
when the threshold is exceeded, the animal experiences no effect of backfat or muscle depth 
on her lifetime performance. Along these assumptions, as maternal line females, gilts from 
the current population may have had sufficient backfat and therefore antagonistic 
associations remained weak in the quantitative analyses. 
Yazdi et al. (2000a) and Hoge and Bates (2011) reported that Yorkshire females with 
greater backfat thickness experienced a decreased culling risk, but according to Yazdi et al. 
(2000b) side-fat thickness was not associated with risk of culling in Swedish Landrace sows. 
Fernàndez de Sevilla et al. (2008) found low backfat thickness increasing risk of culling in 
Spanish Landrace but not in Large White sows. Knauer et al. (2010) observed positive 
regression coefficients of stayability on gilt backfat. Similarly, Tholen et al. (1996) and 
López-Serrano et al. (2000) obtained unfavorable genetic correlations between backfat 
thickness and stayability. Serenius and Stalder (2004) reported unfavorable genetic 
correlations for backfat thickness with length of productive life and LBA in Finnish Large 
White, but no association was present in Finnish Landrace breed. Furthermore, backfat 
thickness was not associated with the risk of culling in Finnish crossbred sows (Serenius and 
Stalder, 2007). 
Moderate to high genetic correlations were obtained for BL and BRS with all 
longevity and lifetime reproductive traits (rg = -0.56 to -0.72). Females with shorter BL (i.e., 
within this data set close to intermediate BL) and rounder BRS remained for a greater 
number of days in the herd and had greater and more efficient lifetime reproduction. Within 
the studied population, shorter BL meant intermediate BL, as 89% of the observations were 
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distributed into scores 4 to 6 and 5 described intermediate BL. López-Serrano et al. (2000) 
investigated the genetic relationship of stayability with BL, but the association was non-
significant. Brandt et al. (1999) reported an increased culling risk for larger framed animals 
in parities 4 and 5. In the current study, BWD was moderately favorably correlated with LT 
and RP (rg = 0.53 and 0.44, respectively). Furthermore, a favorable association between BHS 
and LT approached statistical significance (rg = -0.42; 0.05 < P < 0.10). According to the 
current results, selection for more optimal body structure would improve longevity and 
lifetime reproductive performance. 
The great majority of genetic correlations obtained for leg soundness traits with 
longevity and lifetime reproductive traits were low and non-significant (P ≥ 0.10). Moderate 
associations were obtained for FLTD with LNB, LBA, and LBA/LT (rg = 0.56 to 0.66). 
Additionally, correlations of FLTD with LT and RP approached significance (rg = 0.48 and 
0.49, respectively; 0.05 < P < 0.10). After transforming records of FLT into FLTD, 79% of 
the observations were distributed into 2 best scores. Hence, genetic correlations implied that 
slightly outward turned front leg posture was associated with greater longevity and lifetime 
reproduction; however, this finding needs to be considered with caution. Fernàndez de 
Sevilla et al. (2008) reported that splayed feet increased risk of culling in Duroc sows but not 
in Landrace or Large White sows. Kirk et al. (2008) concluded that front legs turned out were 
indicative of osteochondrotic and arthrotic elbow joint lesions. 
Regarding rear leg traits, RLP was associated with LBA/LT and PD% (rg = -0.51 and 
-0.50, respectively). Less upright RLP coincided with greater reproductive efficiency. 
According to Tarrés et al. (2006), sows with upright rear legs had an increased culling risk 
that approached statistical significance (P = 0.08). Moderate correlations were obtained for 
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RFS with LT and RP (rg = 0.51) and its associations with LNB and LBA approached 
significance (rg = 0.46 and 0.47, respectively; 0.05 < P < 0.10). As 87% of the observations 
for RFS were distributed in 3 best scores, ideal foot size being large, correlations seem to 
indicate that females with intermediate RFS had greater longevity and larger litters. 
In general, weak favorable genetic correlations have been reported for stayability, 
length of lifetime, and lifetime reproduction with leg conformation and OLA score (López-
Serrano et al., 2000; Serenius and Stalder, 2004, 2007). Brandt et al. (1999) and Fernàndez 
de Sevilla et al. (2008) reported increased risks of culling for sows with suboptimal leg 
conformation. In the study by Brandt et al. (1999) the risk remained increased until weaning 
the fourth litter. Jørgensen (2000) concluded that FBK and weak RLP at the gilt stage 
increased the culling risk whereas Fernàndez de Sevilla et al. (2008) reported increased 
culling risks for Spanish Large White sows with straight pasterns and for Spanish Landrace, 
Large White, and Duroc sows with weak pasterns. According to Tarrés et al. (2006), optimal 
scores for turned rear legs, size of rear inner claws, and greater phenotypic feet and leg index 
values decreased the risk of the sow being culled. Rothschild et al. (1988) did not find clear 
trends in responses of litter size traits to divergent selection for front leg structure in Duroc 
sows, but there seemed to be a weak favorable association between front leg soundness and 
conception rate.  
The associations of leg traits with longevity measures and lifetime reproduction were 
weaker than anticipated in the study initiation. Unexpectedly, FBK and OLA had weakly 
unfavorable although non-significant genetic correlations with all longevity and lifetime 
reproductive traits. Weak and sometimes opposite estimates compared with the literature may 
at least partly be explained by suboptimal and challenging evaluation conditions. The farm 
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was brand new at the time of structural soundness evaluation and the slatted floor was 
slippery and edges of the slats were sharp and rough, which affected animal posture and 
movement. Furthermore, pre-selection performed by the genetic supplier probably introduced 
some estimate bias and diseases encountered at the farm may have impacted the power of 
analyses as superior performing animals may have been impacted to a greater degree when 
compared with lower producing sows including greater morbidity and mortality rate. On the 
other hand, inferior females may have been retained in the herd to maintain adequate female 
numbers to meet breeding targets of the farm when the disease outbreaks occurred. In the 
current analyses, no corrections were implemented to the data regarding these effects. 
 
Implications 
This study was conducted at a typical United States commercial farm and provides 
insight to the gilt compositional and structural soundness trait associations with sow 
longevity and lifetime reproductive performance. Reproductive and feet/leg soundness or 
locomotion related removal frequencies imply that genetic improvements in both 
reproductive and structural soundness traits as well as good reproductive management 
practices are needed to improve SPL. In general, LMA and body structure traits had a 
favorable trend and DAYS had an unfavorable trend in their genetic correlations with 
longevity measures and lifetime reproductive traits. The genetic correlations obtained in this 
study indicate that for improving sow longevity and lifetime reproductive performance and 
hence the profitability for pork producers, the most important gilt growth, compositional, and 
structural soundness traits in commercial replacement gilt selection are closer to intermediate 
DAYS and BL, wider BWD, rounder BRS, and less upright RLP. With right-censored 
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records representing only 14% of the total records evaluated, average information REML 
appeared as a sufficient analysis method. This seems beneficial because REML estimates are 
easier and faster to obtain than GS estimates. 
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Table 4.1. Descriptive statistics1 and heritability (h2) estimates for longevity and lifetime 
reproductive traits in commercial sow lines used in a compositional, structural soundness, 
maternal performance, and sow productive lifetime study2 
Trait3 n4 Mean SD Min Max h² ± SE (REML) h² ± SD (GS5) 
Longevity        
LT, d 1,447 823.42 423.65 220 1,614 0.14 ± 0.06 0.13 ± 0.06 
HD, d 1,447 643.02 423.63 41 1,431 0.14 ± 0.06 0.12 ± 0.06 
RP 1,447 3.57 2.89 0 9 0.16 ± 0.06 0.13 ± 0.06 
Lifetime reproduction       
LNB 1,442 42.21 36.18 0 142 0.16 ± 0.06 0.13 ± 0.06 
LBA 1,442 38.49 32.93 0 126 0.17 ± 0.06 0.13 ± 0.06 
LBA/LT 1,442 0.04 0.02 0 0.08 0.16 ± 0.06 0.15 ± 0.06 
PD% 1,447 60.69 30.00 0 94.36 0.14 ± 0.06 0.14 ± 0.06 
1Min = minimum; Max = maximum. 
2The study was conducted at a commercial facility. 
3LT = lifetime; HD = herd days; RP = removal parity; LNB = lifetime total number born; LBA = lifetime 
number born alive; LBA/LT = number born alive per lifetime day; PD% = percentage productive days from 
total herd days. 
4The data included 1,447 females (except the records for LNB, LBA, and LBA/LT, from which 5 sows were 
excluded due to missing litter size information in some parity) from 2 commercial genetic lines; 461 sows 
belonged to a grandparent maternal line (Newsham line 3) and 986 to a parent maternal line (SuperMom 37). 
5Variance component estimation was carried out with 2 different methods: REML and Gibbs sampling (GS). 
Censoring was implemented in GS procedures.
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Table 4.2. Genetic correlation estimates (rg)1,2 of longevity and lifetime reproductive traits with growth, body composition, and 
structural soundness traits in commercial sow lines3 used in a compositional, structural soundness, maternal performance, and sow 
productive lifetime study 
 LT RP LNB LBA LBA/LT PD% 
Trait4 REML GS REML GS REML GS REML GS REML GS REML GS 
Growth             
DAYS 0.58*** 0.52 0.56*** 0.51 0.42* 0.43 0.47** 0.46 0.33 0.35 0.50* 0.46 
Body composition             
LMA 0.44** 0.39 0.37* 0.32 0.36* 0.33 0.33 0.31 0.24 0.22 0.16 0.15 
BF10 0.16 0.19 0.24 0.26 0.14 0.20 0.14 0.20 0.14 0.19 0.37 0.33 
LRF 0.23 0.28 0.28 0.33 0.19 0.43 0.18 0.42 0.18 0.39 0.38* 0.38 
Body structure             
BL -0.69*** -0.64 -0.64** -0.61 -0.56** -0.55 -0.56** -0.55 -0.57** -0.55 -0.70*** -0.64 
BD -0.28 -0.23 -0.28 -0.22 -0.22 -0.19 -0.20 -0.17 -0.06 -0.09 -0.14 -0.13 
BWD 0.53* 0.52 0.44* 0.44 0.35 0.37 0.34 0.36 0.11 0.15 0.10 0.14 
BRS -0.72*** -0.68 -0.69*** -0.67 -0.63** -0.64 -0.63** -0.63 -0.56* -0.56 -0.61** -0.59 
BTL -0.25 -0.25 -0.18 -0.20 -0.18 -0.21 -0.14 -0.18 -0.07 -0.10 -0.11 -0.11 
BHS -0.42 -0.40 -0.35 -0.35 -0.30 -0.31 -0.29 -0.30 -0.18 -0.20 -0.32 -0.31 
Front leg structure   
 
   
 
     
FLTD 0.48 0.46 0.49 0.44 0.56* 0.51 0.59* 0.52 0.66** 0.61 0.44 0.46 
FBK 0.13 0.11 0.12 0.09 0.16 0.13 0.20 0.16 0.30 0.24 0.10 0.08 
FPP -0.06 -0.11 -0.05 -0.09 0.05 0.01 -0.01 -0.04 0.07 0.04 0.11 0.04 
FFS -0.04 0.05 0.02 0.14 0.02 0.08 0.01 0.07 -0.12 -0.06 -0.05 0.02 
FUT -0.00 0.02 0.05 0.07 -0.08 -0.07 -0.06 -0.04 -0.01 -0.01 0.19 0.20 
Rear leg structure 
   
    
  
 
  
RLTD -0.30 -0.29 -0.29 -0.28 -0.16 -0.16 -0.16 -0.16 0.05 0.01 -0.16 -0.17 
RLP -0.30 -0.22 -0.35 -0.25 -0.37 -0.30 -0.39 -0.31 -0.51* -0.42 -0.50* -0.39 
RPP 0.11 0.13 0.07 0.10 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.04 -0.09 -0.07 -0.03 0.00 
RFS 0.51* 0.54 0.51* 0.58 0.46 0.49 0.47 0.50 0.37 0.41 0.39 0.46 
RUT -0.13 -0.16 -0.07 -0.15 -0.18 -0.23 -0.20 -0.24 0.00 -0.06 0.30 0.23 
Overall leg action 0.11 0.15 0.15 0.19 0.23 0.22 0.19 0.18 0.27 0.25 0.21 0.24 
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1Variance component estimation was carried out with 2 different methods: REML and Gibbs sampling (GS). Censoring was implemented in GS procedures. 
2Standard error for REML estimates ranged from 0.17 to 0.20 for growth and body composition traits and from 0.20 to 0.33 for structural soundness traits. 
Standard deviation for GS estimates ranged between 0.18 and 0.37. 
3The data included females from 2 commercial genetic lines; 461 sows belonged to a grandparent maternal line (Newsham line 3) and 986 to a parent maternal 
line (SuperMom 37). The study was conducted at a commercial facility. 
4LT = lifetime; RP = removal parity; LNB = lifetime total number born; LBA = lifetime number born alive; LBA/LT = number born alive per lifetime day; PD% 
= percentage productive days from total herd days; DAYS = days to a constant BW of 113.5 kg; LMA = loin muscle area adjusted to a constant BW of 113.5 kg; 
BF10 = 10th rib backfat adjusted to a constant BW of 113.5 kg; LRF = last rib backfat; BL = body length; BD = body depth; BWD = body width; BRS = rib 
shape; BTL = top line; BHS = hip structure; FLTD = front legs turned (deviation from optimum score); FBK = buck knees; FPP = front pastern posture; FFS = 
front foot size; FUT = uneven front toes; RLTD = rear legs turned (deviation from optimum score); RLP =  rear leg posture; RPP = rear pastern posture; RFS = 
rear foot size; RUT = uneven rear toes. 
*REML genetic correlation estimate differs from 0 by P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001.
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Abstract 
The objective of this study was to investigate gilt growth, compositional, and structural 
soundness trait effects on sow removal in a commercial population. Growth and compositional 
traits were adjusted to 113.5 kg body weight and included days to 113.5 kg (DAYS), loin muscle 
area (LMA), and 10th rib backfat (BF10). Structural soundness evaluation included six body 
structure traits, five leg structure traits per leg pair, and overall leg action (OLA). Accounting for 
censored records, the average removal parity (RP) was 3.7 and average lifetime was 891 d from 
birth to removal. Removal categories included death (24% of removals), reproductive problems 
(23%), litter performance (22%), feet/leg problems (13%), body condition (9%), miscellaneous 
                                                          
9
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10
 Corresponding author: stalder@iastate.edu 
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reasons (8%), and old age (1%). Females removed for reproductive problems averaged RP < 2 
and removals for feet/leg problems or death averaged RP < 3. Overall risk and competing risk 
analyses were conducted using the PHREG procedure of the SAS software. Younger age at first 
farrowing decreased overall removal risk and mortality risk (P < 0.05 and P < 0.001, 
respectively). Greater number of piglets born alive decreased culling risk overall and risks 
specific to reproduction, litter performance, and death (P < 0.001 to P < 0.01). A phenotype for 
DAYS between 187 and 197 d had reduced feet/leg specific culling risk (P = 0.01). Overall risk, 
feet/leg, body condition, and death specific analyses suggested that LMA > 43 cm2 increased 
survivability (P < 0.001 to P < 0.05). Furthermore, BF10 > 18 mm was optimal in reducing 
overall risk and feet/leg and death specific removal (P < 0.01 to P < 0.05). Intermediate or 
smaller body length reduced overall culling risk and greater body depth decreased body 
condition related culling (P < 0.01). Normal front knee angle was essential for decreasing 
removals for reproductive problems (P < 0.01), whereas superior to intermediate front knee 
angle (P < 0.05) and smaller rear foot size (P < 0.01) reduced removals for body condition. 
Mortality risk decreased with unturned front legs (P < 0.05). Weak front pasterns and even-sized 
front toes decreased culling for feet/leg problems (P < 0.05). Superior to intermediate OLA 
decreased overall culling and mortality risk (P < 0.05). Additionally, upright rear legs and weak 
rear pasterns tended to increase overall culling (P < 0.10). From the evaluated gilt traits, growth, 
body composition, body length, front leg soundness, and movements had the greatest impact on 
early removals. 
Keywords: body composition, competing risk, longevity, sow, structural soundness, survival 
analysis 
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Introduction 
In U.S. commercial breeding herds, recent average annual sow removal rate (combined 
culling and mortality rate) was 54% (PigCHAMP, 2012) and the mean removal parity (RP) 
ranged from 3.1 to 4.1 (D’Allaire et al., 1987; Lucia et al., 2000b; Koketsu, 2003; Rodriguez-Zas 
et al., 2003). The annual removal rates for European commercial females ranged from 43 to 50% 
and on average, sows had completed 4.3 to 4.6 parities by the time of removal (Dijkhuizen et al., 
1989; Boyle et al., 1998; Engblom et al., 2007). According to a recent study, nearly one-third of 
the females that entered the herd were removed as gilts (Knauer et al., 2011). From an economic 
perspective, estimates for optimal sow replacement parity have ranged from four to eight, 
depending on the economic context under which the evaluation was conducted (Lucia et al., 
2000a; Rodriguez-Zas et al., 2006; Abell et al., 2010). 
The main reasons for early culling previously cited were reproductive failure and 
leg/locomotion problems (Boyle et al., 1998; Lucia et al., 2000b; Engblom et al., 2007). In later 
parities, the frequencies for the aforementioned problems decreased, whereas removals due to 
poor litter performance and old age increased (D’Allaire et al., 1987; Boyle et al., 1998; Lucia et 
al., 2000b, Engblom et al., 2007). The mean RP has been reported to increase by removal reason 
in the following order: reproductive failure, leg problems/lameness, death, litter performance, 
and old age (D’Allaire et al., 1987; Lucia et al., 2000b). In both studies, females removed for 
reproductive failure or leg problems/lameness averaged less than three parities. 
Studies conducted on Yorkshire and crossbred sows report that faster growth rate 
increased the culling risk (Yazdi et al., 2000a; Serenius and Stalder, 2007; Hoge and Bates, 
2011), whereas such an effect was not observed in Landrace sows (Yazdi et al., 2000b; Stalder et 
al., 2005). In general, increased culling risks were reported for sows that had lower backfat 
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thickness as gilts (Brisbane and Chenais, 1996; Yazdi et al., 2000a; Stalder et al., 2005; Serenius 
et al., 2006; Fernàndez de Sevilla et al., 2008; Hoge and Bates, 2011). Furthermore, sows with 
suboptimal leg conformation (Brandt et al., 1999; Tarrés et al., 2006a; Fernàndez de Sevilla et 
al., 2008) and inferior overall leg action (Serenius and Stalder, 2007) were exposed to a greater 
culling risk. According to Anil et al. (2008), the risk of removal before the next parity was 37% 
greater in lame sows compared to non-lame sows. However, additional research is needed to 
determine the specific gilt conformation traits that have a significant effect on sow removal for 
reproductive failure or leg/locomotion problems. 
The objective of this study was to investigate gilt growth, compositional, and structural 
soundness trait effects on sow removal in a commercial population. First, survival analyses were 
conducted across all removal reason categories to determine which covariates significantly 
affected the overall culling risk. Second, the effects of various covariates on removal cause 
specific hazards were studied by competing risk analyses. 
 
Materials and Methods 
Data description and sow management 
The study was conducted with cooperation from Iowa State University, an Iowa-based 
integrator (Swine Graphics Enterprises, Webster City, IA), and a U.S. swine genetic supplier 
(Choice Genetics, West Des Moines, IA). A single multiplier production facility was involved 
and according to the guidelines of the genetic supplier, it ensured the supplied females’ health 
status and lean growth potential. In addition, the supplier preselected the gilts for overall 
conformation, structural soundness, and lameness. The studied gilts (n = 1,447) entered a new 
commercial farm between October 2005 and July 2006. A total of 461 gilts represented a 
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grandparent maternal line (Newsham line 3) originating from English Large White. The 
remaining 986 gilts were from a parent maternal line (SuperMom 37), which was a synthetic 
cross that included Large White, Yorkshire, and Landrace genetic origins. 
Standard operating procedures for commercial sow herds were implemented in gilt and 
sow management and feeding met or exceeded the requirements for the particular swine 
production phase (NRC, 1998). Management plans included insemination of gilts at 
approximately 136 kg body weight (BW) at their second or third estrous. The average age at herd 
entry was 180 d (SD = 5 d), at first mating 244 d (SD = 18 d), and at first farrowing 364 d (SD = 
22 d). The average lactation length was 18 d (SD = 6 d). A more detailed data and sow 
housing/management description can be found at Nikkilä et al. (2013a, 2013b). 
 
Gilt compositional and structural soundness traits 
At the compositional and structural soundness evaluation, gilts averaged 124 kg BW (SD 
= 11 kg) and 190 d of age (SD = 7 d). Compositional traits included loin muscle area (LMA) and 
10th rib backfat (BF10), and the measurements were ultrasonically obtained by a single certified 
technician (Bates and Christian, 1994). A more detailed compositional trait evaluation 
description can be found in Nikkilä et al. (2013a, 2013b). On-farm guidelines from the National 
Pork Producers Council (NPPC, 2000) were followed to assess gilt growth by calculating the 
number of days to reach a constant 113.5 kg BW (DAYS) and to adjust BF10 and LMA to 113.5 
kg BW. To identify optimal growth and compositional trait ranges in regards to longevity, gilts 
were assigned into six DAYS, LMA, and BF10 categories (Table 1). The cutoff point between 
the third and fourth category was assigned close to the trait mean and increments used in 
assigning the remaining category cutoff points were 10 d, 4 cm2, and 2 mm for DAYS, LMA, 
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and BF10, respectively. A minimum observation frequency in any category was ~5% of the total 
observations. 
Soundness trait evaluation included six body structure traits, five leg structure traits per 
leg pair, and movements. To review the illustrated structural soundness scoring sheet, see 
Nikkilä et al. (2013b). Depending on the evaluated body structure trait, score 1 described short 
body length (BL), great body depth (BD), narrow body width (BWD), round rib shape (BRS), 
weak top line (BTL), or level hip structure (BHS); score 5 described level BTL; and score 9 
described great BL, shallow BD, great BWD, flat BRS, high BTL, or steep BHS. Regarding leg 
soundness traits, score 1 described outward turned front/rear legs (FLT/RLT), upright side view 
angle of front legs [opposite extremity to buck knees (FBK)], weak rear leg posture (RLP), weak 
front/rear pastern posture (FPP/RPP), large front/rear foot size (FFS/RFS), even front/rear toes 
(FUT/RUT), or excellent overall leg action (OLA); score 2 described normal side view angle in 
FBK; score 5 described unturned posture in FLT/RLT, normal RLP, or intermediate FPP/RPP; 
and score 9 described inward turned FLT/RLT, severely buck-kneed FBK, upright RLP, upright 
FPP/RPP, small FFS/RFS, uneven FUT/RUT, or severely impaired OLA. 
Because there were very few observations in the FLT and RLT score classes > 5 and the 
intermediate score 5 was considered optimum, the original scores for these two traits were 
transformed to deviations from the intermediate score (FLTD and RLTD). See Nikkilä et al. 
(2013a, 2013b) for the scale transformation description. On the new 5-point scale, score 1 
indicated unturned posture and score 5 excessively turned posture. In regards to any structural 
soundness trait, if needed, subsequent structural soundness score categories were merged to 
achieve ≥ 25 observations in each category. 
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Sow longevity traits, reproduction traits, and removal categories 
The longevity traits studied included lifetime (LT) in days from birth to removal or 
termination of data collection and removal parity (RP). Reproduction traits included lifetime 
number born alive (LBA) and average number of piglets born alive per parity (NBA/P). 
Longevity and reproduction records included females removed as gilts (i.e., females with RP, 
LBA, and NBA/P equal to 0). Females (n = 5) with missing litter size information in any parity 
were excluded from LBA and NBA/P analyses. 
Based on the primary removal reason reported by farm personnel, the first author 
assigned removed females to the following removal reason categories: 1. reproductive problems 
(vaginal or uterine prolapse, lack of observed estrous, conception failure, discharge, absorption, 
abortion, or farrowing difficulty), 2. litter performance (poor farrowing performance, poor 
mothering ability, udder problems, or poor weaning performance), 3. feet and leg problems 
(splay legs, lameness, leg injury, foot injury, or unsoundness), 4. body condition (thin, unthrifty, 
or lack of appetite), 5. old age, 6. miscellaneous reasons (rectal prolapse, gastric ulcer, behavioral 
disorder, or unknown reason), and 7. death. 
 
Statistical analyses 
Overall and removal category specific LT, RP, LBA, and NBA/P means were obtained 
using the LIFETEST procedure in SAS (SAS Inst. Inc., Cary, NC). However, as removal 
category specific means do not include censored records, they were equal to raw means. When 
investigating whether the removal category specific means significantly differed from each other, 
Sidak’s multiple comparison adjustment was applied to the P-value levels. 
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Overall risk and competing risk analyses were performed by fitting the Cox 
semiparametric proportional hazards model (Cox, 1972) to the right-censored survival data using 
the PHREG procedure in SAS. This method seemed optimal for the data, because it allows 
inclusion of time-dependent covariates. Analyses were conducted for data sets including and 
excluding gilt removals (n = 1,447 and 1,211, respectively). The latter data set was essential in 
survival analyses where age at first farrowing (FAGE1) and number born alive in each parity 
(NBA) were included as covariates. The longevity records for 13.8% of females were considered 
right-censored, because these animals were still in production at data collection termination. 
The model for analyzing effects of covariates was: 
hi(t, X(t)) = h0(t)exp[βXi + δXi(t)], 
where hi(t, X(t)) = the hazard for individual i at time t, h0(t) = the unspecified baseline hazard 
function, exp[βXi + δXi(t)] = an exponentiated linear function of time-independent (Xi) and time-
dependent [Xi(t)] covariates, and β and δ = regression coefficients of the covariates. 
An approximation method called ‘exact’ was used for handling the tied event times. This 
method is based on the assumption that a true time ordering exists for the data, in other words, 
the tied event times are caused by imprecise time measurements. The exact method computes the 
partial likelihood using all possible orderings of the tied data 
Competing risk analyses were conducted to determine which covariates were associated 
with specific removal causes. In these removal cause specific analyses, both the longevity 
records for the remaining sows at data collection termination and the records from sows culled 
for any other than the investigated reason were treated as censored (Allison, 1995). 
Stepwise regression and best subset selection analyses were utilized within PHREG 
procedure to determine significant covariates (P < 0.10) included in the final survival models. 
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The statistical models specific to overall risk and various competing risk analyses are presented 
in Table 2. Genetic line (GL; 2 categories) and contemporary group based on herd entry date 
(CG; 14 categories; groups with < 25 observations were merged with the closest herd entry 
group) were included in every overall risk and competing risk model even if they remained non-
significant. All other covariates were treated time-independent, except NBA, which was time-
dependent. Farrowing season was tested as a time-dependent covariate, but found statistically 
non-significant. A Wald χ2 test was used to test the joint linear hypotheses about regression 
coefficients estimated for levels of a specific covariate. 
 
Results 
Removal frequencies and longevity statistics 
The proportion of gilts (P0 females) removed before first farrowing was 16% (Table 3). 
The removal frequency remained similar for first (P1) and second parity (P2) females thereafter 
decreasing to slightly less than 8%. Health challenges encountered at the farm greatly increased 
mortality frequency in P1 and P2. In other parities, mortality frequency mainly remained below 
2%. Presumably due to disease outbreaks, the overall mortality frequency of 24% (20.9 / 86.2 x 
100%) among removed females was unusually high. Reported removal frequencies for P6 to P9 
are incomplete, due to females remaining in production at data collection termination. 
In P0 to P3, reproductive failure was the most frequent culling reason causing 16% loss 
in the female population before P4. In total, reproductive problems accounted for 23% (19.5 / 
86.2 x 100%) of all removals. Reproductive problems decreased gradually parity by parity, 
whereas litter performance increased its importance becoming the most important culling reason 
by P4. This reflects management’s decision to give young females time to express their 
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reproductive capabilities. About 11% of all females (includes females remaining in production) 
and 13% of removed females were culled due to feet and leg problems. As was the case with 
reproductive problem specific removals, feet and leg problem specific removals were 
concentrated in early parities; 68% of these removals occurred before P3. Poor body condition 
was the primary removal reason for 9% of the removals. Only ten females (< 1%) were removed 
for old age. Therefore, in further analyses, old age specific removals were merged with 
miscellaneous reasons category. Among gilts, the greater frequency of culled females assigned to 
miscellaneous category resulted from the inability to link identification methods. At gilt entry 
into the farm, the females studied were ear tagged, but the farm database was based on tattoo 
numbers. Consequently, removal reasons for 48 animals were lost before establishing linkage 
between ear tag and tattoo number. 
Longevity and reproduction trait means (± SE) are presented in Table 4. The mean RP 
accounting for censored records was 3.70 ± 0.08, which corresponded to a mean LT of 890.9 ± 
11.5 d (median 723 d). Females removed for reproductive problems or miscellaneous reasons 
averaged the lowest longevity with 1.8 RP means and 594 d and 602 d LT means, respectively. 
Feet and leg problem and death specific removals had RP means of 2.1 and 2.4 (LT = 592 d and 
643 d), respectively. Removals due to poor body condition averaged 3.3 RP and 765 d LT. The 
greatest expected longevity with a 5.1 RP and a 1010 d LT mean was obtained for females 
removed for unsatisfactory litter performance. The removal category specific LBA means 
increased in the same order than RP means, whereas females removed for poor body condition or 
death excelled litter performance removals in NBA/P. The proportion of incomplete records (i.e., 
right-censored records) was 14%, which causes the means to be slightly underestimated. Other 
comparisons between removal category RP and LBA means were statistically significant (P < 
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0.05), except that means obtained for removals assigned to miscellaneous, feet and leg problem, 
and death categories did not significantly differ from each other. 
 
Overall risk analyses 
Survival analyses were conducted using LT and RP as the dependent variable. However, 
because the significance levels, regression coefficients, and hazard ratios (HR) from the model 
covariates were very similar across the two longevity variables, only analyses conducted on LT 
are discussed. 
When overall risk analysis was conducted on the entire data, survival was significantly 
affected by LMA (P < 0.001) and BF10 measurements at 113.5 kg BW (P = 0.01), BL score (P < 
0.01), and OLA score (P < 0.05). Females with adjusted LMA measurement between 47 and 55 
cm2 had lower HR than females with LMA less than 43 cm2 (involved several comparisons and 
significance level ranged from P < 0.001 to P < 0.05; Figure 1a). Gilt backfat thickness greater 
than 18 mm increased survival compared to levels less than 14 mm (P < 0.01 to P = 0.07). In 
regards to body conformation, females which had at maximum an intermediate BL, scores 3 to 5, 
had significantly lower HR than females with BL score 7 (P < 0.01 to P < 0.05; Figure 1b). Only 
severely deteriorated locomotion had a negative impact on sows’ survival; females with OLA 
score 6 or less were in lower culling risk than females with OLA score 8 (P ≤ 0.01). 
Gilt records were excluded from the analysis (data not shown) to include FAGE1 as a 
linear covariate and NBA as a time-dependent covariate. Sow survival increased with younger 
FAGE1 (HR = 1.004; P = 0.01; FAGE1 ranged from 314 to 513 d) and greater NBA (HR = 
0.880; P < 0.001). Furthermore, sow survival was affected by gilt LMA (P = 0.001) and BF10 
levels (P < 0.01), BL (P < 0.01), OLA (P < 0.05), and FFS, RLP, and RPP (P < 0.10). Effects of 
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LMA, BF10, BL, and OLA were similar to those observed when including gilt records into the 
analysis and are not further discussed here. Unexpectedly, FFS score 7 which indicates smaller 
than average foot size, tended to increase survival (HR = 0.884; for FFS scores 3–6 HR = 1, 
1.332, 1.202, and 1.208, respectively). The greatest HR was associated with moderately upright 
RLP (for RLP score 7 HR = 1.326; for RLP scores 3–6 HR = 0.973, 1.095, 1, and 1.103, 
respectively), which implies that upright RLP may be more detrimental to sow survival than 
weak RLP. Furthermore, weak RPP (score 2) tended to have an unfavorable effect on longevity 
(HR = 1.303; for RPP scores 3–7 HR = 1.082, 0.893, 1, 0.992, and 0.866, respectively). 
 
Competing risk analyses 
Competing risk analyses were conducted to investigate which gilt traits affected survival 
within each specified removal category except miscellaneous reasons. Proportion of complete 
records by specific removal categories are presented in Table 3 under the column head “Total”. 
As was the case for overall risk analyses, also competing risk analyses were conducted using 
both LT and RP as the dependent variable. For the reasons explained under overall risk analyses 
section, only results obtained using LT as the longevity variable are discussed in the next 
subsections. 
 
Reproductive failure specific analyses 
When gilt removals were included in the reproductive failure specific analysis, and 
consequently, FAGE1 and NBA were excluded from the statistical model, FBK had a significant 
effect (P < 0.01) on longevity and DAYS and FLTD effects approached significance (P < 0.10). 
Females with a DAYS value between 177 and 187 d tended to have increased survivability 
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compared to the faster growing females (DAYS ≤ 177 d; Figure 2a). As expected, normal front 
knee angle (FBK score 2) was the most optimal for sow survival; greater HR estimates were 
associated with other FBK scores (P < 0.01 to P = 0.07; Figure 2b). Lower culling risks tended 
to be associated with slightly outward turned front leg posture (FLTD score 3) than with straight 
front leg posture (FLTD score 1). 
In the reproductive failure specific analysis from which gilt removals were excluded (data 
not shown), greater NBA had a favorable effect on survival (HR = 0.937; P < 0.01). Also, HR 
tended to decrease with younger FAGE1 (HR = 1.006; P < 0.10). Regarding structural soundness 
traits, BL (P < 0.10) and FBK (P < 0.01) affected reproductive failure specific culling risk. The 
shortest females available in the data (BL score 3) tended to have the lowest culling risk (for BL 
scores 3–7 HR = 1, 1.721, 2.224, 1.727, and 2.796, respectively). As explained in the previous 
paragraph, FBK score 2 was favorable for longevity. 
 
Litter performance specific analyses 
Litter performance specific removals were entirely explained by NBA; greater NBA had 
a highly significant favorable effect on sow survival (HR = 0.745; P < 0.001; data not shown). 
 
Feet and leg problem specific analyses 
In feet and leg problem specific analysis which included gilt removals, culling risk was 
significantly affected by gilt LMA (P = 0.01), DAYS, BF10 and FPP (P < 0.05), and the effect 
of FUT approached significance (P < 0.10). Females with a DAYS value between 187 and 197 d 
had significantly greater survivability than females with a DAYS value less than 167 d (P < 0.05; 
Figure 2c). In general, DAYS levels greater than 167 d tended to be favorable for survival (P < 
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0.05 to P < 0.10). Regarding LMA, the lowest survival was associated with measurements less 
than 39 cm2 at 113.5 kg BW (P = 0.001 to P < 0.05). Females with greater BF10 thickness than 
18 mm had lower HR than females with BF10 less than 14 mm as gilts (P < 0.05). Weak FPP 
(score 2) was favorable for longevity and the associated HR was significantly lower than 
estimates for FPP scores 6 and 7 (upright posture; P < 0.01 to P < 0.05; Figure 2d). Even though 
there was some inconsistency in the results, it seems that weak front pasterns did not have a 
negative impact on survival, whereas upright pasterns were mainly associated with greater 
culling risk. Furthermore, lower FUT scores, i.e., even sized front toes tended to be advantageous 
for survival. 
When gilts were excluded from the feet and leg problem specific analyses, the model 
covariates included NBA (P < 0.10), DAYS and BF10 (P < 0.01), LMA (P = 0.01), and FUT (P 
< 0.05). Greater NBA tended to decrease culling due to feet and leg problems (HR = 0.952). The 
survivability increasing effect of slower growth levels became more significant when gilts were 
excluded; the comparison between second and sixth DAYS category approached significance (P 
= 0.06) whereas all other comparisons for the two lowest categories with the remaining 
categories were significant (P = 0.01 to P < 0.05). Decreased survival was associated with LMA 
measurements less than 43 cm2 compared to LMA greater than 51 cm2 at 113.5 kg BW (P < 0.01 
to P = 0.10). Otherwise, covariate effects were similar to those discussed in the previous 
paragraph (data not shown). 
 
Body condition specific analyses 
Because FAGE1 and NBA did not significantly affect body condition specific culling 
risk, analyses were conducted using entire data set only. Culling due to poor body condition was 
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affected by LMA (P < 0.05), BL (P < 0.10), BD (P < 0.01), FBK (P < 0.05), RLTD (P < 0.10), 
and RFS (P < 0.01) evaluated at gilt stage. Females with LMA greater than 51 cm2 at 113.5 kg 
BW had significantly improved longevity compared to females with LMA between 39 and 43 
cm2 (P < 0.05) and they tended to excel females with LMA between 43 and 47 cm2 (P < 0.10; 
Figure 2e). Greater BL (score 7) tended to dispose females to poor body condition specific 
culling (Figure 2f). Additionally, shallower BD increased culling risk; females with BD score 7 
were in significantly greater culling risk than females with BD scores 2–4 (P < 0.01 to P < 0.05). 
Furthermore, the differences in HR for BD score 5 with scores 2 and 7 and between BD scores 2 
and 6 approached statistical significance (P < 0.10). Lowest culling risk was associated with 
normal front knee angle (FBK score 2). However, only quite severe defects deteriorated body 
condition related survival significantly; FBK scores 6 and 8 were unfavorable when compared to 
scores 2–5 (P = 0.01 to P < 0.10). Slightly turned rear legs (RLTD scores > 1) tended to increase 
survival within this removal category. For some reason, RFS scores ≥ 4 (larger scores indicate 
smaller foot size) decreased culling due to body condition. Females with RFS score 3 were in 
significantly greater culling risk than females with greater RFS scores (P < 0.001 to P < 0.05) 
and a significant difference was also observed between scores 4 and 5 (P < 0.05). 
 
Death specific analyses 
Gilt and sow mortalities were affected by gilt LMA (P < 0.001), BF10, FLTD, and OLA 
(P < 0.05), and FBK (P < 0.10). Females with LMA less than 43 cm2 were in significantly 
greater mortality risk than females with greater LMA at 113.5 kg BW (P < 0.001 to P < 0.05) 
and the difference between the two lowest LMA levels approached significance (P < 0.10; 
Figure 2g). Females with BF10 greater than 18 mm had lower mortality risk than females which 
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had at maximum a 14 mm BF10 thickness at 113.5 kg BW (P < 0.05). Mortality risk increased 
with poorer FLTD scores; females whose feet pointed straight forward (FLTD score 1) had 
significantly superior longevity compared to females with an outward turned leg posture (FLTD 
score 3; P < 0.05; Figure 2h). Females with FBK score 7 tended to be in the lowest mortality 
risk. This effect possibly results from severe buck knees leading to early and other type of 
removal than death. In regards to locomotion, OLA score 8 was associated with increased 
mortality compared to OLA scores 2–6 (P < 0.01 to P < 0.05). 
When sows only were included in the death specific analysis, significant covariates 
included FAGE1 and NBA (P < 0.001), gilt LMA (P < 0.01), BF10, and FLTD (P < 0.05). 
Younger FAGE1 and greater NBA decreased mortality risk (HR = 1.010 and 0.933, respectively) 
and other covariate effects (data not shown) were similar to those obtained using the entire data 
set. 
 
Discussion 
One-sixth of the studied females were removed as gilts and the frequency remained 
similar in the first two parities. D’Allaire et al. (1987) reported a similar removal frequency for 
gilts, but the frequency was approximately halved by the second parity. On the other hand, 
Knauer et al. (2011) observed a 28% gilt removal frequency. Presumably due to disease 
outbreaks, the overall mortality frequency of 24.2% among removed females was considerably 
greater than previously reported percentages, which ranged from 7 to 15% (D’Allaire et al., 
1987; Boyle et al., 1998; Lucia et al., 2000b; Tarrés et al., 2006b; Engblom et al., 2007). 
Reproductive problems were the primary removal cause for 23% of the removed females, 
which is in the lower end of the range reported in the literature, where portion of reproductive 
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failure among removed females varied from 20 to 43% (D’Allaire et al., 1987; Dijkhuizen et al., 
1989; Boyle et al., 1998; Lucia et al., 2000b; Tarrés et al., 2006b; Engblom et al., 2007; Hughes 
et al., 2010). Reproductive problems disproportionately affected younger sows; gilts accounted 
for 33% and P0 to P2 removals for 70% of the females assigned to this removal category. In 
previous studies, gilts corresponded from 34 to 43% of the females culled for reproductive 
failure (D’Allaire et al., 1987; Lucia et al., 2000b; Hughes et al., 2010). It has been noted that 
reproductive failure specific culling decreases when sows mature, whereas culling for litter 
performance and old age increases (D’Allaire et al., 1987; Boyle et al., 1998; Lucia et al., 
2000b). Accordingly, in the current population, litter performance was the most frequent removal 
reason from P4 onward. In total, it accounted for 22% of the removals. Most studies reported 
poor litter performance related removal frequencies between 20 and 30%, but in total the 
proportion of removals in this removal category varied from 11 to 56% (D’Allaire et al., 1987; 
Dijkhuizen et al., 1989; Boyle et al., 1998; Lucia et al., 2000b; Engblom et al., 2007; Hughes et 
al., 2010; Tarrés et al., 2006b). Feet/leg problem specific removal frequency among removed 
females was 13%. It was the second largest culling reason among young females; little over two- 
thirds of feet/leg specific removals occurred before P3. Several studies reported similar leg 
problem/lameness specific removal frequencies (Friendship et al., 1986; D’Allaire et al., 1987; 
Dijkhuizen et al., 1989; Boyle et al., 1998; Lucia et al., 2000b; Engblom et al., 2007; Hughes et 
al., 2010) and that 54 to 75% of these removals occurred before P3 (D’Allaire et al., 1987; Boyle 
et al., 1998; Lucia et al., 2000b; Hughes et al., 2010). Less than 1% of the females in the present 
study were culled for old age, whereas previously, old age accounted for 9 to 31% of removals 
(Friendship et al., 1986; D’Allaire et al., 1987; Dijkhuizen et al., 1989; Boyle et al., 1998; Lucia 
et al., 2000b; Engblom et al., 2007; Hughes et al., 2010). 
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The mean RP of 3.7 is consistent with the previous studies conducted on North American 
breeding females, in which mean RP ranged from 3.1 to 4.1 (D’Allaire et al., 1987; Lucia et al., 
2000b; Koketsu, 2003; Rodriguez-Zas et al., 2003). In Dutch, Irish, Swedish, and Japanese 
commercial herds, sows completed 4.3 to 4.6 parities by removal (Dijkhuizen et al., 1989; Boyle 
et al., 1998; Engblom et al., 2007; Sasaki and Koketsu, 2011). In the current study, females 
removed for reproductive problems or miscellaneous reasons averaged the lowest longevity and 
lifetime reproduction followed by females removed for feet and leg problems, death, poor body 
condition, and unsatisfactory litter performance. Females removed for any other reason except 
body condition or litter performance averaged RP < 3, which is detrimental to producer 
profitability because on average three successful parities are needed for the initial replacement 
gilt investment to become profitable (Stalder et al., 2003). Similarly, D’Allaire et al. (1987) and 
Lucia et al. (2000b) reported that mean RP increased by removal category from reproductive 
failure, leg problems/lameness, death, litter performance to old age. Furthermore, Boyle et al. 
(1998) and Sasaki and Koketsu (2011) indicated that females removed for reproductive failure 
averaged the lowest RP. 
Sow survival in overall risk analyses, reproductive failure specific, and death specific 
analyses increased with younger FAGE1. Greater NBA decreased overall culling risk as well as 
risk of removal due to reproductive problems, poor litter performance, feet and leg problems, and 
death. Late first farrowing and small litter size are indicators for fertility or health problems, but 
they also reflect farm management practices. Greater sow mortality risk related to lower NBA 
may be caused by health problems or dystocia. Several studies reported younger FAGE1 and 
greater NBA as survivability increasing factors (Yazdi et al., 2000a, 2000b; Serenius and Stalder, 
2007; Fernàndez de Sevilla et al., 2008; Hoge and Bates, 2011). Furthermore, the favorable 
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effect of litter size on culling risk has been observed to increase along with the parity number 
(Brandt et al., 1999; Engblom et al., 2008; Mészáros et al., 2010). Fernàndez de Sevilla et al. 
(2009a) indicated that survival of Duroc sows increased with younger FAGE1 in the low fertility 
competing risk analyses but not in low productivity or sow death specific analyses. The same 
study reported that greater NBA decreased low productivity specific culling risk only. On the 
other hand, Engblom et al. (2008) reported that Swedish commercial sows with FAGE1 ≥ 14 
months had greater reproductive disorder specific culling risk and sows with total number of 
piglets born ≤ 7 had increased hazard for removal due to reproductive disorders or mortality, 
whereas culling risk related to lameness was unaffected by these factors. 
Slower growth rate at gilt stage significantly decreased culling due to feet and leg 
problems and tended to increase gilt and sow survivability in reproductive failure specific 
analysis. Feet/leg problem specific analyses implied that DAYS level should be ≥ 167 d (DAYS 
values ranged from 144 to 227 d) and in reproductive failure specific analysis an intermediate 
growth level from 177 to 187 d seemed the most optimal. However, DAYS did not affect overall 
culling risk. In previous studies, fast growth rate increased culling risk in Yorkshire sows (Yazdi 
et al., 2000a; Hoge and Bates, 2011) but not in Landrace sows (Yazdi et al., 2000b; Stalder et al., 
2005). Serenius and Stalder (2007) reported a tendency of younger age at 100 kg live weight 
being associated with greater culling risk in Finnish crossbred sows. Additionally, Knauer et al. 
(2010) reported negative regression coefficients for stayability on ADG in crossbred maternal 
lines. Competing risks analyses conducted on Duroc sows indicated that risk of culling due to 
low fertility increased when ADG in growth test (from 0 to ~167 d of age) was < 585 g/d (Tarrés 
et al., 2006b). On the other hand, in the same study, greater ADG from completion of the growth 
test to first mating was observed to increase culling by all causes. 
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Gilt body composition traits affected overall, feet/leg problem specific, body condition 
specific (only LMA, not BF10, affected this type of culling), and death specific culling risks. The 
combined results suggested that in order to increase longevity, replacement gilts should at the 
minimum have a 43 cm2 LMA and 14 mm BF10 thickness at 113.5 kg BW; the lowest culling 
risks were mainly associated with LMA levels > 51 cm2 and BF10 level > 18 mm. Stalder et al. 
(2005) reported that LMA was favorably associated with RP, whereas Knauer et al. (2010) did 
not find LM depth and stayability associated. These observations together with the current 
findings seem to indicate, that survivability is not jeopardized by greater LMA levels; in fact, 
replacement gilts with greater LMA might excel in longevity. However, according to Tarrés et 
al. (2006b), greater loin depths at first farrowing reduced culling due to lameness but increased 
low productivity and sow mortality specific removal risks in the Duroc breed. 
Greater gilt BF thickness decreased sow culling risk in several maternal lines (Serenius et 
al., 2006) and in Yorkshire breed (Yazdi et al., 2000a; Hoge and Bates, 2011). Furthermore, 
Knauer et al. (2010) observed positive regression coefficients for stayability on gilt BF10 in 
crossbred maternal lines. On the other hand, culling risk was unaffected by side-fat thickness in 
Swedish Landrace sows (Yazdi et al., 2000b) and by last rib BF thickness in Finnish crossbred 
sows (Serenius and Stalder, 2007). According to Fernàndez de Sevilla et al. (2008), low BF 
thickness increased culling risk in Spanish Landrace but not in Large White sows. The 
differences across studies may have resulted from different measurement sites, or alternatively, 
the equipment used for BF measurements may vary in their ability to pick up the variation in the 
trait. 
In agreement with the current findings, BF > 18 mm was previously associated with 
decreased culling risk in Canadian Landrace and Yorkshire sows (Brisbane and Chenais, 1996) 
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and lower mortality in U.S. sow herds (Geiger et al., 1999). In Spanish Duroc, low BF levels at 
gilt stage resulted in increased sow culling due to low productivity and mortality (Tarrés et al., 
2006b); BF thickness of 16 to 19 mm was considered optimal. Stalder et al. (2005) observed that 
U.S. Landrace females with BF ≥ 25 mm completed more parities than females of lower BF 
categories and proposed that some minimum BF level may be essential for good lifetime 
reproduction. Results obtained in the current study seem to support a hypothesis that both BF and 
LMA may impact longevity and lifetime reproduction in a threshold manner. The threshold level 
may be genetic line/breed specific. If the female does not reach an adequate backfat or muscle 
depth level, its longevity and lifetime reproduction may become compromised. Beyond the 
threshold level, backfat or muscle depth have a limited effect on lifetime performance. 
In regards to gilt body conformation, greater than average body length was associated 
with increased overall, reproductive problem specific, and body condition specific culling risks. 
Furthermore, shallower BD increased culling due to poor body condition; culling risk gradually 
increased with every BD score increment. Only a few of the previous studies have studied body 
structure traits in association with sow longevity. Brandt et al. (1999) observed that larger framed 
animals had increased culling risk from P3 weaning to P5, whereas López-Serrano et al. (2000) 
found the genetic relationship between stayability and body length statistically non-significant. 
Knauer et al. (2011) reported a low genetic correlation (rg = 0.34) between rib width and 
stayability to first farrowing; wider rib width was favorable. 
In gilts and sows, slightly outward turned front leg posture tended to decrease removals 
for reproductive failure and slightly outward turned rear leg posture tended to decrease body 
condition related culling. However, because gilt and sow mortality risk increased with an 
outward turned front leg posture, it is strongly recommended that replacement gilts are selected 
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for a normal, straight forward pointing front and rear leg posture. This recommendation is 
supported by Kirk et al. (2008) who concluded that front and rear legs turned out were indicative 
of osteochondrotic and arthrotic joint lesions. The present study was not designed to examine the 
females for presence of joint lesions. Furthermore, Tarrés et al. (2006a) and Fernàndez de Sevilla 
et al. (2008) reported increased culling risks for sows with outward turned rear legs. Any severity 
degree of FBK increased reproductive problem related culling, whereas only quite severe defects 
significantly deteriorated body condition related survival. The indirect effects of FBK on 
reproductive performance and body condition may generate from painfulness of the abnormal 
posture or clumsy movements causing skin wounds and consequently infections. Furthermore, 
FBK has been associated with osteochondrosis lesions (Jørgensen and Andersen, 2000). All 
these conditions may result in decreased appetite or ability to access food and water. Because 
reproductive failure is a major culling reason, it is of great importance to select replacement gilts 
with a normal front knee angle. Additionally, Jørgensen (2000) observed that buck-kneed front 
legs at gilt stage increased the risk of culling. In death specific analyses, FBK score 7 tended to 
be associated with the lowest culling risk, which might be explained by severe buck knees 
leading to early removal for reasons other than death. The present findings suggest that upright 
RLP might increase overall culling risk, which agrees with observations from Tarrés et al. 
(2006a). On the other hand, Jørgensen (2000) found weak RLP increasing the overall culling risk 
and Fernàndez de Sevilla et al. (2009a) reported that sickle-hocked legs impaired sow survival in 
low fertility specific analysis. When gilts were included in the analysis, weak FPP was associated 
with significantly lower feet and leg problem specific culling risk than upright FPP. In the RPP 
case, weak posture tended to increase overall culling risk. Fernàndez de Sevilla et al. (2008) 
reported increased culling risks for Spanish Large White sows with upright pasterns and for 
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Spanish Landrace, Large White and Duroc sows with weak pasterns. In competing risk analyses 
conducted on Duroc breed, weak pasterns were observed to increase culling due to low 
productivity (Fernàndez de Sevilla et al., 2009a). In the current study, intermediate or small RFS 
decreased culling due to body condition and smaller FFS tended to increase overall survival. It 
seems likely that the favorable effects of smaller foot size are artifacts. The farm was brand new 
at study initiation and the slatted floor was slippery and edges of the slats were sharp and rough. 
Possibly, females with greater foot size were more prone to injuring or cutting their feet, which 
in turn indirectly affected their body condition or general health status. Lower FUT scores, i.e., 
more evenly sized front toes, tended to decrease culling due to feet and leg problems. In a study 
by Tarrés et al. (2006a), sows that had even sized rear claws had decreased culling risk. In 
agreement with the current study, Rothschild and Christian (1988) considered normal front knee 
angle, weak front pasterns, and even sized front toes characteristics of optimal front leg 
conformation in the selection experiment conducted on Duroc swine. Differences between 
studies regarding feet and leg conformation trait effects on sow culling risk may at least partly 
result from population-wise variation in prevalence and severity of structural abnormalities. 
In general, greater culling risks have been obtained for sows with suboptimal leg 
conformation (Brandt et al., 1999; Tarrés et al., 2006a; Fernàndez de Sevilla et al., 2008). In the 
study by Brandt et al. (1999), the increased risk remained until fourth weaning. Fernàndez de 
Sevilla et al. (2009b) evaluated sows for composite leg conformation scores at six months of age, 
at first and at second farrowing and observed that leg conformation significantly deteriorated 
with age. In competing risk analyses, poor overall leg conformation increased culling due to low 
productivity and low fertility but had no impact on sow death related removals (Fernàndez de 
Sevilla et al., 2009a). 
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Locomotion affected overall risk and death specific culling risk; however, OLA needed 
to be severely impaired before it decreased longevity. Sows were housed in individual breeding, 
gestation, and farrowing stalls and it is expected that the impact of OLA would be greater in 
loose housing system. Previously, Serenius and Stalder (2007) reported that sows with inferior 
overall leg action had increased culling risk and Jørgensen (2000) observed that swaying 
hindquarters coincided with reduced longevity. According to Anil et al. (2008), the risk of 
removal before the next parity was 37% greater in lame sows compared to non-lame sows. 
Genetic associations of growth, compositional, and structural soundness traits with sow 
longevity and reproductive performance traits were previously investigated using the current data 
(Nikkilä et al., 2013a). The genetic correlations implied that commercial replacement gilts 
should be selected for closer to intermediate DAYS and BL, wider BWD, rounder BRS, and less 
upright RLP. The genetic correlations of compositional and structural soundness traits with 
longevity and lifetime reproductive traits were estimated with bivariate analyses. It is likely that 
the effects of BWD and BRS remained non-significant in the current analyses due to their 
correlations with other gilt traits. For genetic and phenotypic correlations obtained between the 
compositional and structural soundness traits, see Nikkilä et al. (2013b). Furthermore, Onteru et 
al. (2011) conducted a whole-genome association study for lifetime reproduction traits on a 
subpopulation of the current data and the findings reinforced the associations of fat regulation 
with longevity and lifetime reproductive traits. 
 
Conclusions 
The major culling reasons in early parities were reproductive and feet/leg problems. 
Competing risk analyses conducted on data sets including and excluding gilt removals revealed 
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that culling due to either one or both of these specific reasons increased with older FAGE1, 
lower NBA, DAYS ≤ 167 d (DAYS values ranged from 144 to 227 d), LMA ≤ 43 cm2 and BF10 
≤ 14 mm at 113.5 kg BW, greater than intermediate BL, suboptimal FBK score, upright FPP, and 
uneven FUT. Factors significantly associated with overall removal risk included FAGE1, NBA, 
LMA, BF10, BL, and OLA. Overall culling risk increased with severely impaired OLA and other 
covariate effects were similar to the previously described. Additionally, results implied that 
upright RLP and weak RPP might increase overall culling risk. To improve sow longevity, it is 
recommended that commercial herds screen replacement gilts for the listed traits. 
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Table 5.1. Growth and compositional traita categories and observation frequencies in 
commercial sow linesb used in a compositional, structural soundness, and sow productive 
lifetime study 
Categoryc DAYS (d) n (%) LMA (cm2) n (%) BF10 (mm) n (%) 
I ≤ 157.0 68 (4.7) ≤ 39.00 84 (5.8) ≤ 10.0 244 (16.9) 
II 157.1–167.0 232 (16.0) 39.01–43.00 226 (15.6) 10.1–12.0 387 (26.7) 
III 167.1–177.0 447 (30.9) 43.01–47.00 433 (29.9) 12.1–14.0 330 (22.8) 
IV 177.1–187.0 397 (27.4) 47.01–51.00 388 (26.8) 14.1–16.0 239 (16.5) 
V 187.1–197.0 184 (12.7) 51.01–55.00 204 (14.1) 16.1–18.0 121 (8.4) 
VI ≥ 197.1 119 (8.2) ≥ 55.01 112 (7.7) ≥ 18.1 126 (8.7) 
aTraits: DAYS = number of days to 113.5 kg BW; LMA = loin muscle area; BF10 = 10th rib backfat. The 
measurements in each trait were adjusted to a constant BW of 113.5 kg. 
bThe data included 1,447 females from two commercial genetic lines; 461 sows belonged to a grandparent maternal 
line (Newsham line 3) and 986 to a parent maternal line (SuperMom 37). The study was conducted at a commercial 
facility. 
cThe cutoff point between categories III and IV was assigned close to the trait mean and increments used in 
assigning the remaining category cutoff points were 10 d, 4 cm2, and 2 mm for DAYS, LMA, and BF10, 
respectively.
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Table 5.2. Overall and competing risk models with associated significance levels for effects 
included in a compositional, structural soundness, and sow productive lifetime study conducted 
on commercial sow linesa 
 Overall risk analyses Competing risk analysesb   
  Reproduction Feet/legs Litter Body Death 
Effectc Alld Sows All Sows All Sows Sows All All Sows 
LINE NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS 
CG NS NS NS NS NS * NS NS NS NS 
FAGE1  **  †      *** 
NBAe  ***  **  † ***   *** 
DAYS   †  * **     
LMA *** ***   ** **  * *** ** 
BF10 ** **   * **   * * 
BL ** **  †    †   
BD        **   
FLTD   †      * * 
FBK   ** **    * †  
FPP     *      
FFS  †         
FUT     † *     
RLTD        †   
RLP  †         
RPP  †         
RFS        **   
OLA * *       *  
aThe data included 1,447 females from 2 commercial genetic lines; 461 sows belonged to a grandparent maternal 
line (Newsham line 3) and 986 to a parent maternal line (SuperMom 37). The study was conducted at a commercial 
facility. 
bCompeting risk analyses were performed by specific removal categories: reproductive problems, feet and leg 
problems, litter performance, body condition, and death. 
cEffects: LINE = genetic line; CG = contemporary group based on herd entry date; FAGE1 = age at first farrowing 
(d); NBA = number of piglets born alive; DAYS = number of days to a constant BW of 113.5 kg (categorized 
variable); LMA = loin muscle area adjusted to a constant BW of 113.5 kg (categorized variable); BF10 = 10th rib 
backfat adjusted to a constant BW of 113.5 kg (categorized variable); BL = body length; BD = body depth; FLTD = 
front legs turned (deviation from optimum score); FBK = buck knees; FPP = front pastern posture; FFS = front foot 
size; FUT = uneven front toes; RLTD = rear legs turned (deviation from optimum score); RLP =  rear leg posture; 
RPP = rear pastern posture; RFS = rear foot size; OLA = overall leg action. 
dThe analyses were conducted for data sets including and excluding gilt removals (n = 1,447 and 1,211, 
respectively). 
eCovariate effects were time-independent, except NBA, which was a time-dependent covariate. 
†Significance level P < 0.10; * P ≤ 0.05; **P ≤ 0.01; ***P ≤ 0.001; NS = non-significant.
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Table 5.3. Removal frequencies (%) across parities and by specific removal reason categories in 
commercial sow linesa used in a compositional, structural soundness, and sow productive 
lifetime study 
 Removal parityb  
Removal categoryc   P0   P1   P2 P3 P4 P5 P6d P7 P8 P9 Total 
Reproduction 6.4 4.6 2.6 2.4 1.3 0.8 0.8 0.5 0.1 - 19.5 
Litter performance - 0.3 1.7 2.2 2.4 3.4 4.4 3.4 1.1 0.3 19.2 
Feet and legs 3.8 1.9 1.9 0.8 0.8 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.4 - 11.1 
Body condition 0.6 1.1 1.9 1.1 0.8 1.0 0.6 0.5 0.3 0.1 7.9 
Old age - - - - - - 0.1 0.2 0.3 - 0.7 
Miscellaneous 3.7 1.1 0.7 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.1 - - 6.9 
Death 1.8 7.6 5.4 0.7 2.1 1.1 1.2 0.8 0.3 - 20.9 
Total 16.3 16.6 14.1 7.7 7.8 7.1 7.8 5.9 2.6 0.3 86.2 
aThe data included 1,447 females from 2 commercial genetic lines; 461 sows belonged to a grandparent maternal 
line (Newsham line 3) and 986 to a parent maternal line (SuperMom 37). The study was conducted at a commercial 
facility. 
bP0 = gilts, P1 = first parity, P2 = second parity, etc. 
cReproductive problems: vaginal or uterine prolapse, lack of observed estrous, conception failure, discharge, 
absorption, abortion, and farrowing difficulty; Litter performance: poor farrowing performance, poor mothering 
ability, udder problems, and poor weaning performance; Feet and leg problems: splay legs, lameness, leg injury, foot 
injury, and unsoundness; Miscellaneous reasons: rectal prolapse, gastric ulcer, inappetence, behavioral disorder, and 
unknown reason. 
dRemoval frequencies for P6 through P9 are incomplete, because 13.8% of the females were alive and in those 
parities at data collection termination. 
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Table 5.4. Longevity and reproduction trait1 means2 ± SE by specific removal reason categories 
in commercial sow lines used in a compositional, structural soundness, and sow productive 
lifetime study 
  RP LT LBA NBA/P 
Removal category     n3 mean ± SE mean ± SE mean ± SE mean ± SE 
Reproduction 282 1.82a ± 0.12 594.26a ± 18.87 19.50a ± 1.32 6.95a ± 0.32 
Litter performance 278 5.11b ± 0.11 1010.02b ± 16.01 50.46b ± 1.39 9.47b,c ± 0.13 
Feet and legs 161 2.14c ± 0.18 591.90a,c ± 27.61 23.65c ± 2.07 7.31a,b ± 0.44 
Body condition 114 3.32d ± 0.21 764.81d ± 30.42 36.90d ± 2.32 10.39c,d ± 0.33 
Miscellaneous4 110 1.78c ± 0.23 601.95c ± 32.80 19.30c ± 2.56 5.53a,b ± 0.56 
Death 303 2.35c ± 0.11 642.63a,c ± 16.49 25.73c ± 1.34 9.71d ± 0.24 
Total 1,447 3.70 ± 0.08 890.93 ± 11.45 40.41 ± 0.95 9.07 ± 0.12 
a-dWithin a column, removal category specific means without a common superscript letter differ significantly from 
each other (P < 0.05). Sidak’s multiple comparison adjustment was applied to the P-value levels. 
1Longevity and reproduction traits: RP = removal parity, LT = lifetime, LBA = lifetime number born alive, NBA/P 
= average number of piglets born alive per parity. Gilt removals (i.e., females with RP, LBA, and NBA/P equal to 0) 
were included in the analyses. 
2The trait means were obtained using LIFETEST procedure, but because removal category specific means do not 
include censored records, their means are equal to raw means. 
3In total the data included 1,447 females (199 females were alive at data collection termination) from 2 commercial 
genetic lines; 461 sows belonged to a grandparent maternal line (Newsham line 3) and 986 to a parent maternal line 
(SuperMom 37). The records for LBA and NBA/P had one missing observation in litter performance and 
miscellaneous categories and three missing observations in death category, because five sows had missing litter size 
information in some parity. The study was conducted at a commercial facility. 
4Only 10 females were removed for old age and therefore their observations were merged with miscellaneous 
reasons category.
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Figure 5.1. Hazard ratio estimates obtained for the entire data (including gilt removals) in 
overall risk analyses conducted on commercial sow lines in a compositional, structural 
soundness, and sow productive lifetime study. Compositional and structural soundness traits 
included in the models were loin muscle area (LMA), 10th rib backfat (BF10), body length (BL), 
and overall leg action (OLA). The categories describing low LMA and BF10, short BL, and 
superior OLA, were chosen as reference levels and are indicated in the graphs with an asterisk 
(*). For a given covariate, hazard ratio estimates without a common superscript letter differed 
significantly from each other (P ≤ 0.05).
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c) Feet and legs – Compositional traits d) Feet and legs – Structural soundness traits 
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Figure 5.2. Hazard ratio estimates obtained for the entire data (including gilt removals) in 
competing risk analyses conducted on commercial sow lines in a compositional, structural 
soundness, and sow productive lifetime study. The model covariates differed between 
competing risk analyses and included days to 113.5 kg body weight (DAYS), loin muscle 
area (LMA), 10th rib backfat (BF10), body length (BL), body depth (BD), front legs turned 
(deviation from optimum score; FLTD), buck knees (FBK), front pastern posture (FPP), 
uneven front toes (FUT), rear legs turned (deviation from optimum score; RLTD), rear foot 
size (RFS), overall leg action (OLA). The categories describing low DAYS, LMA, and BF10 
levels, short BL, deep BD, unturned FLTD, normal FBK, intermediate FPP, even FUT, 
unturned RLTD, big RFS,  and superior OLA, were chosen as reference levels and are 
indicated in the graphs with an asterisk (*). For a given covariate, hazard ratio estimates 
without a common superscript letter differed significantly from each other (P ≤ 0.05; not 
presented for covariates with an overall significance of 0.05 < P < 0.10 in the competing risk 
model).
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CHAPTER 6. GENERAL SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Summary 
Reduction of involuntary removals, i.e., unplanned removals due to reproductive 
failure, structural unsoundness, health problems, or death, is essential for animal well-being, 
increased profitability, and long-term outlook of the swine industry. To achieve this goal, 
major improvements are needed in reproductive and structural soundness traits. Therefore, it 
is crucial to practice effective selection for structurally sound replacement females in all 
swine herds from nucleus to commercial level as well as to enhance reproductive 
management practices. The purpose of multiplier and commercial herd replacement female 
evaluation and selection is the attempt to improve animal well-being and obtain increased 
longevity and lifetime reproduction of sows in the herd, whereas nucleus herds are 
responsible for genetic improvement. 
The current study was conducted at a typical U.S. commercial farm and provides 
insight into structural soundness evaluation, gilt growth, compositional and structural 
soundness trait genetic parameters, and genetic correlations of the traits with sow longevity 
and lifetime reproductive performance. In addition, sow culling patterns and covariate effects 
on overall and removal category specific culling risks were investigated to determine the 
optimal phenotypic growth and compositional trait levels and structural soundness score 
ranges. 
Structural soundness traits were evaluated on a linear nine-point scoring scale in order 
to capture the phenotypic variation more accurately. However, due to lack of phenotypic 
variation and/or challenges of subjective scoring, the entire scale was not used for all traits. 
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The studied females were pre-selected for their structural soundness by the genetic supplier, 
which affected the phenotypic variation in some extent. 
Relatively low heritability estimates were obtained for leg soundness, longevity and 
lifetime reproductive traits, whereas slightly greater estimates were obtained for body 
structure traits. These results were consistent with heritability estimates reported in the 
literature. It is possible that the low heritability of leg soundness traits is at least partly an 
artifact introduced by evaluation difficulties; leg structure traits and gait can be more difficult 
to evaluate than body structure traits, because they may more likely be subjected to 
environmental factors (e.g., standing posture, movements, injuries, and floor surface). Gilt 
growth and compositional trait heritability estimates were high and exceeded the estimates 
generally seen in the literature. The reason for this is assumed to be the reduction of 
environmental effects as gilts originated from the same genetic supplier and multiplier, were 
located at the same commercial farm, and a single technician performed their compositional 
evaluation. 
Genetic correlations among leg structure traits were rarely significant. In the current 
population, rear leg structure traits were not associated with OLA, whereas from front leg 
traits, upright FPP, severe FBK, and small FFS coincided with inferior OLA. Consequently, 
more substantial OLA improvements could be expected from selection for front leg 
soundness than for rear leg soundness. Several moderate to high genetic correlations were 
obtained among body structure traits suggesting that these traits are influenced by common 
or linked genes. Body structure traits had mainly favorable associations among each other 
and with leg soundness traits. Great BL and high BTL seemed detrimental to other structural 
soundness traits and should therefore be avoided. The genetic correlations suggested that 
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selection for fewer DAYS and decreased backfat thickness, without consideration of 
structural soundness traits, would cause deterioration in body structural soundness, front leg 
posture traits, RLTD, RLP, and OLA. On the other hand, LMA was unfavorably correlated 
with RLP and RPP only. 
Genetic correlations of growth and compositional traits with longevity and lifetime 
reproduction traits were estimated, first, using average information REML algorithm treating 
censored records as uncensored, and second, using Gibbs Sampling methods accounting for 
censoring. Similar estimates were obtained across analysis methods indicating that average 
information REML was sufficient with the current data, where right-censored records 
represented a high parity (6 to 9) and only 14% of the total records evaluated. 
Genetic correlation estimates indicated that selection for fewer DAYS has an 
antagonistic effect on sow longevity and lifetime reproduction. On the other hand, LMA was 
favorably correlated with longevity traits and lifetime number of piglets farrowed. In the 
current population, backfat measurements were not consistently unfavorably associated with 
longevity and lifetime reproduction traits as a weak unfavorable genetic correlation was 
obtained with PD% only. From structural soundness traits, great BL, flat BRS, and narrow 
BWD seemed detrimental to sow longevity and lifetime reproduction and upright RLP 
coincided with poorer reproductive efficiency. Additionally, unturned FLTD and large RFS 
corresponded with decreased longevity and lifetime reproduction. However, especially, the 
association found for FLTD needs to be considered with caution, because outward turned leg 
posture has previously been associated with increased culling risk as well as osteochondrotic 
and arthrotic joint lesions. 
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Females removed for reproductive problems averaged RP < 2 and removals for 
feet/leg problems or death averaged RP < 3, i.e., removals for these causes were concentrated 
in early parities. The corresponding removal frequencies were 23%, 13%, and 24% of all 
removals. Otherwise the aforementioned frequencies agreed with the literature, except that 
due to disease outbreaks occurring when sows were in P1 and P2, the death percentage was 
considerably high. 
Optimal phenotypic growth and compositional trait levels and structural soundness 
score ranges are useful tools for phenotypic evaluation of replacement gilts in the 
commercial herds. In case a specific removal category is of great concern in a herd, 
performed competing risk analyses indicated significant covariate effects and optimal 
phenotypic ranges. Combined results from reproductive problem, feet/leg problem, and death 
specific competing risk analyses suggested that risk of early culling decreases with younger 
FAGE1 and greater NBA. At 113.5 kg BW, replacement gilts should have DAYS > 167 d 
(DAYS values ranged from 144 to 227 d in the current data), LMA > 43 cm2, and BF10 > 14 
mm. Conformation recommendations include intermediate or smaller BL, normal FBK, 
unturned FLTD, weak FPP, even FUT, and superior to intermediate OLA. Additionally, 
when considering findings from overall risk analyses and remaining competing risk analyses, 
avoidance of shallow BD, upright RLP and weak RPP seems advisable. 
In comparison to genetic analyses, the effects of BWD and BRS remained non-
significant in survival analyses. Discrepancies in significantly associated traits between 
genetic and survival analyses were probably partly due to correlations among evaluated gilt 
traits, which were not accounted for in the genetic correlations, because they were estimated 
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with bivariate analyses. Furthermore, survival analyses investigated phenotypic associations 
and risk ratios, which may lead to different conclusions than genetic correlation estimates. 
 
Conclusions 
Genetic correlations implied that selection for more optimal body structure might 
enhance otherwise relatively slow genetic progress expected in leg soundness traits. Even 
though an unfavorable trend was observed in genetic correlations of DAYS and backfat 
measurements with structural soundness traits, the estimates were mainly low to moderate. 
Consequently, simultaneous genetic improvement in all of these traits would be possible, 
when accounting for unfavorable associations in the breeding program. 
On the basis of the genetic correlations obtained for evaluated gilt traits with sow 
longevity and lifetime reproduction, the traits of importance in commercial replacement gilt 
selection are DAYS, BL, BWD, BRS, and RLP. In the survival analyses, growth, body 
composition, body length and depth, front leg soundness, and movements had the greatest 
impact on culling risk. Relatively slowly growing gilts with shorter, rounder and deeper 
body, and good leg conformation, remained longer in the herd and had greater lifetime 
reproductive performance. 
Results from this study suggest that it is possible to successfully carry out structural 
evaluation and to select replacement females for improved structural soundness, and 
consequently, to increase longevity and lifetime reproductive performance in commercial 
herds. Therefore, replacement gilt conformation and structural soundness evaluation for both 
body and leg structure is recommended. Furthermore, data from commercial level structural 
soundness evaluations, longevity and lifetime performance, and removal causes provide 
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valuable feedback to the nucleus level about the breeding program success. Combined 
information from nucleus and commercial herds could be used in the genetic evaluation at 
the nucleus level, if the commercial females were progeny of single sires. For instance, a 
longevity index could be developed using longevity records from commercial level and 
structural soundness records from both nucleus and commercial levels as information 
sources. 
The current data did not facilitate studying associations of the evaluated gilt growth, 
compositional, and structural soundness traits with piglet mortality traits and lifetime number 
of piglets weaned. Hence, future research is needed to reveal these associations.
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